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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the last decades growing attention has been paid to the atmosphere and

atmospheric science. In the early ’70s work of Molina, Rowland, Crutzen and many

others drew people’s attention to environment related problems. They pointed out

that human activities can have disastrous consequences on the growth of the ozone

hole, and therefore on our environment. It was evidenced that a change in the human

attitude to the Earth is inevitable to maintain the balance of the biosphere. The first

great success of the endeavours for the protection of the atmosphere was the approval

of the Montreal Protocol, which was the first international environmental treaty that

banned the production of industrial chemicals reducing the ozone layer. In 1995 it

was the first time the Nobel Committee recognised research into man-made impacts

on the environment: The Nobel Prize of Crutzen, Molina and Rowland in chemistry

showed clearly that atmospheric science should have accentuated importance in the

21st century.

Atmospheric chemistry is mainly an experimental science that generally aims

at understanding the basic mechanisms in the atmosphere. Atmospheric processes,

however, are difficult to study experimentally. Our possibilities are quite limited be-

cause the experiments should be performed under controlled atmospheric conditions

and the measurement of different chemical species should be carried out at the same

time. Theoretical methods and particularly simulation techniques can complement

and support our experimental understanding. Numerical methods have already been

used successfully in numerous cases to reduce extremely complicated reaction mech-

anisms by finding the key processes and species. Theoretical methods enable us to

create models by identifying the major features and elements of the process studied.

Successful predictions made by the model can support its validity. With computer

simulation techniques one can go farther because it is possible to make experiments

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

on the theoretical model that can reveal a lot of details that are hidden from the

experimentalists. Atomistic simulations allow one to observe the microscopic details

of the process studied and, which is at least as much or more important, make it

possible to compute ensemble averages on the model system without any approxima-

tion. The fact that many of the largest supercomputers in the world are dedicated

to atomistic simulations in connection with drug development and protein research

is a proof of the strategic importance of this area.

In my work, I used theoretical methods to study phenomena related to two of the

most abundant atmospheric solid particles, namely ice and soot. Ice particles can

have two main impacts on atmospheric chemistry: A direct effect arises by provid-

ing an enormous surface for heterogeneous reactions. An indirect effect comes from

the modification of the composition of the atmosphere by adsorbing molecules from

the gas phase. These molecules can then get directly to the Earth by precipitation.

The effects of soot particles are similar to those of ice but soot has presumably a

much more enhanced chemical activity depending on its size, shape and composi-

tion. Moreover, specific radiative properties can be attributed to these particles thus

affecting the Earth’s albedo and therefore the warming of its surface.

A microscopic approach is desirable to the profound understanding of the effects

of these two kinds of solid particles. My research was dedicated to three main topics

in connection with soot and ice. The first topic concerns the adsorption of three

different volatile organic compounds (VOCs), such as acetone, formic acid and ben-

zaldehyde on the ice surface. The VOC molecules are released into the atmosphere

mainly from anthropogenic sources, and are suspected to have a significant role in the

chemistry of the atmosphere either through the products of their photo-degradation,

or by the production of contaminant and harmful tropospheric ozone. My second

research topic concentrates on the water uptake at the soot surface. Soot particles

emitted in particular by aircrafts have an undeniable role in the nucleation of ice par-

ticles in the oversaturated atmosphere. However, the mechanism of the nucleation

and the key factors in this procedure are not known. My third subject deals with

the chemical activity of soot particles. I investigate how the soot surface influences

the oxidation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) by the OH radical which

is the most abundant oxidising agent in the atmosphere.

My thesis is organised as follows. The next chapter reviews the atmospheric

aspects and backgrounds of my work. In Chapter 3 the theoretical methods used

are outlined. Chapter 4, 5 and 6 give my results on the adsorption of VOCs on ice,

the water uptake on soot particles, and the reactivity of soot, respectively. Before

the bibliography, the main conclusions and perspectives are summarised.



Chapter 2

Atmospheric aspects of my work

The interesting regions of the atmosphere from a chemical point of view are the

troposphere and the stratosphere: The first and second region above the Earth,

respectively[1, 2, 3]. These two regions account for 99% of the total atmospheric

mass, within which 85% is located in the troposphere. Indeed, pressure diminishes

roughly exponentially going farther from the surface of Earth according to the well-

known barometric law:

p(z) = p(0) exp

(−Magz

RT

)
,

where p(z) is the pressure at altitude z, p(0) is the pressure at z = 0 (i.e. the ground

level), Ma is the molar mass of air, g is the gravitational acceleration, R is the ideal

gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. However, this expression can be

considered as valid only in relatively narrow ranges. If the temperature variation

is large in the studied region, an average temperature value might be used to get

reasonable estimates for the pressure change. Figure 2.1[2] illustrates the variation

of pressure and temperature in function of altitude.

Earth’s surface is warmed by absorbing solar radiation mainly in the infrared (IR)

range. The warm surface heats the lower region of the troposphere by convection.

Above the surface, the temperature decreases nearly linearly by increasing altitude.

The tendency changes at the altitude of about 15 km. This region is the boundary of

the stratosphere and the troposphere and is called tropopause. Above this region the

stratosphere is heated by exothermic photochemical reactions. Strong UV photons

of a wavelength smaller than 240 nm are mainly absorbed by oxygen molecules

producing atomic oxygen:

3



4 CHAPTER 2. ATMOSPHERIC ASPECTS OF MY WORK

Figure 2.1: The variation of pressure and temperature on altitude in the atmosphere.

O2 + hν → 2O(3P)(λ < 240nm). (2.1)

O atoms are in their ground-level triplet state and are highly reactive. They combine

rapidly with oxygen molecules to form ozone:

O + O2 → O∗3, (2.2)

O∗3 + M→ O3 + M. (2.3)

M is a third body and acts as a stabiliser of the excited ozone molecule. These two

reactions describe the formation of the stratospheric ozone layer. Ozone molecules

filter the solar radiation protecting the organic life on the Earth by absorbing softer

UV photons:

O3 + hν → O2 + O(1D)(λ < 320nm). (2.4)

In the higher wavelength region where the ground-state atomic oxygen might be

formed the ozone molecule is not an efficient absorber. If the ozone concentration is

low, in other words the ozone layer is not ‘thick’ enough, referring to the conventional

Dobson unit of ozone concentration, the ozone layer cannot prevent the biosphere

from harmful UV radiation. In this case the so called ‘ozone hole’ occurs.

Different temperature, pressure and concentration of diverse species result in

different kinds of chemistry at various altitudes. The atmospheric chemistry and,
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more generally, the climate system have lots of components, as is schematised in

Figure 2.2. Most atmospheric reactions take place in the gas phase but there are

some reactions passing off in the aqueous phase or on a surface. In this thesis we

are principally interested in heterogeneous processes and, therefore, the following

subsections of this chapter will deal with the species involved in these processes.

The reader will thus learn some details on the chemistry of OH radical, that of

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),

and, at the end of this chapter, solid atmospheric particles, basically ice and soot,

will be presented.

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the climate system.

2.1 The OH radical

It has long been evidenced that the atmosphere is an oxidising medium[1, 2,

3]. Many environmentally important trace gases are removed from the atmosphere

by oxidation. The most abundant oxidants in the Earth’s atmosphere are O2 and

O3. These oxidants have large bond energies and are hence relatively unreactive

except toward radicals. With a few exceptions, oxidation of non-radical atmospheric

species by O2 and O3 is negligibly slow. Work in the 1950’s first identified the OH

radical as a strong atmospheric oxidant. OH reacts rapidly with most reduced non-

radical species, and is particularly reactive toward H-containing molecules due to

H-abstraction reactions converting OH to H2O. OH is produced mainly by reaction

of water vapour with O(1D) formed in Eq 2.4:
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O(1D) + H2O→ 2OH. (2.5)

Critical to the generation of OH is the tropospheric production of excited O(1D)

atoms in Eq 2.4, which is considerably slower than in the stratosphere. To complete

the mechanism one should take into account the deactivation of the excited O atom

by a neutral molecule, which leads to the loss of O(1D) slowing down Eq 2.5:

O(1D) + M→ O + M. (2.6)

The slow formation and the deactivation of the excited O atom are compensated by

the large H2O mixing ratio compared to the stratosphere. Accurate estimation of

the mean OH concentration established 1.2× 106 molecules cm−3[2], and supported

its importance as an oxidant in the troposphere. The mean lifetime of a given com-

pound can be estimated in terms of the dominant reactions consuming it. CO turned

out to be the principal sink of OH in most of the troposphere and CH4 is next in

importance. These two gases therefore play a critical role in controlling OH con-

centration and more generally in driving radical chemistry in the troposphere. The

resulting lifetime of OH is of the order of one second. Due to this short atmospheric

lifetime, concentrations of OH are highly variable; they respond rapidly to changes

in sources and sinks.

Atmospheric chemists suspected for a long while that there should be another

substantial source of OH in the troposphere apart from Eq 2.5 and the stratospheric

ozone supply because they seemed to be insufficient to prevent CO, CH4 and other

greenhouse gases from accumulating to very high levels in the troposphere, with

catastrophic environmental implications.

A key factor in this prevention is the presence of trace levels of NOx (= NO

+ NO2) originating from combustion, lightning and soils. This key factor allows

the regeneration of OH consumed in the oxidation of CO and hydrocarbons, and

concurrently provides a major source of O3 in the troposphere. The main steps of

this chain mechanism can be summarised in the following reactions:

CO + OH
O2→ CO2 + HO2, (2.7)

HO2 + NO→ HO + NO2, (2.8)

NO2 + hν
O2→ NO + O3. (2.9)
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The resulting net reaction is:

CO + 2O2 + hν → CO2 + O3. (2.10)

The net result is the production of ozone where the oxidation of CO by O2 is catalysed

by the HOx chemical family (HOx = H + HO + HO2), whereas the OH regeneration

is catalysed by NOx. The resulting O3 can generate additional OH.

In contrast, a considerably different behaviour can be observed in the stratosphere

where HOx family catalyses ozone loss procedures. The hydroxyl radical produced

in Eq 2.5 can react with ozone producing the hydroperoxy radical that reacts with

another ozone molecule:

OH + O3 → HO2 + O2, (2.11)

HO2 + O3 → OH + 2O2, (2.12)

Net : + 2O3 → 3O2. (2.13)

Recent work has shown that this HOx-catalysed mechanism represents, in fact,

the dominant sink of ozone in the lowest stratosphere[3]. The basically different

behaviour between the troposphere and the stratosphere arises from the fact that

O3 and O concentrations are much lower in the troposphere thus ozone destruction

processes are a couple of orders of magnitude slower.

In the case of CH4 the mechanism is much more complicated and is conducted

through formaldehyde, organic peroxides and peroxide radicals. If we consider an

atmosphere rich in NOx one can yield the following net reaction for the conversion

of CH4 to CO2:

CH4 + 10O2 → CO2 + 5O3 + 2OH. (2.14)

The assumption of the high NOx concentration (high-NOx regime) results in five

ozone molecules and two OHs per methane molecule. In contrast, if we examine an

atmosphere deficient in NOx the resulting net reaction can be written as

CH4 + 3OH + 2O2 → CO2 + 3H2O + HO2. (2.15)
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This mechanism diminishes the oxidising power of the atmosphere. These two mech-

anisms emphasize the critical role of NOx for maintaining O3 and OH concentrations

in the troposphere.

Larger hydrocarbon molecules are less important than methane because their

sources are minor compared to that of methane. They can, however, have a sig-

nificant role in rapid production of ozone in polluted regions. Their oxidation and

the oxidation of other VOCs are similar to the oxidation of methane. Complications

emerge over the diverse issues of the organic oxy (RO) and peroxy (RO2) radicals

and also over the structure and fate of oxygenated organic compounds.

2.2 VOCs in the atmosphere

VOCs are emitted into the atmosphere both from anthropogenic and biogenic

sources. The most abundant VOCs released from these sources are methane and

isoprene, respectively. The former gets to the atmosphere by fuel production and

distribution, whereas the latter principally by biomass burning. Methane also has a

large biogenic source. VOC may have effects on human health, plants and animals

and also on the climate of the Earth. The direct negative effects on human health

from VOC are local, mainly of concern close to the emission sources and in working

environments, since it is only in these places that high concentrations of VOC are

reached. Chlorinated VOC may bioaccumulate and survive long enough to reach the

stratosphere where they may contribute to the ozone depletion. VOC also influences

tropospheric ozone chemistry if NOx concentration is high enough. As we have seen,

ozone is crucial in the stratosphere to filter solar radiation; in the remote regions of

the troposphere ozone is a non-negligible source of OH radical that prevents green

house gases (GHGs) from catastrophic accumulation. Contrary to this, ozone in

surface air is a harmful secondary pollutant and GHG. Production of O3 in polluted

air follows the same chain mechanism as described above. The chain is initiated by

production of OH and propagated by reaction of OH with VOCs. This reaction gives

organic peroxy radical with the use of an oxygen molecule:

RH + OH
O2→ RO2 + H2O. (2.16)

The importance of different VOCs in atmospheric chemistry depends on their abun-

dance and their reactivity with OH. Increasing chain or unsaturated bonds increases

the reactivity.
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The RO2 radical reacts rapidly with NO to produce NO2 and an organic oxy

radical:

RO2 + NO→ RO + NO2. (2.17)

The RO radical has several possible fates while NO2 goes on to photolyse and pro-

duce O3. Typically, carbonyl compounds (usually aldehydes) and HO2 radical are

produced in the reaction of RO and O2. The carbonyl compound may either photol-

yse to produce HOx or react with OH to propagate the reaction chain farther. The

net reaction is

RH + 4O2 → R′CHO + 2O3 + 2H2O. (2.18)

HO is regenerated then from HO2 by NO similarly to Eq 2.8. The chain is terminated

by the loss of the catalytic HOx radicals. This loss takes place usually by the joint

recombination of two peroxy radicals producing hydrogen peroxide:

2HO2 → H2O2 + O2. (2.19)

The fate of the different VOCs is eventually the same: they are oxidised forming

CO2 and H2O which are the strongest green house gases. Some VOCs are themselves

GHGs too. In the course of their oxidation they influence the formation of ozone

to a different extent: Photochemical ozone creation potential (POCP) quantifies

the impact of different VOCs on the ozone formation. This parameter aids envi-

ronmentalists to develop different environmental policies for different VOCs. The

determination of POCP values requires the analysis of the time evolution of the

local concentration of different species by solving coupled balance equations (usu-

ally in computer modelling studies). A useful tool for that is ‘Master chemical

mechanism’[5, 6], which contains the most important atmospheric processes and the

related rate constants. POCP is defined relative to ethane (POCP of ethane is 100

by definition) and describes how efficiently the VOC generates ozone compared with

ethane[7].

Besides the POCP value the lifetime of VOCs is also an important atmospheric

feature in connection with their atmospheric impact. This refers both to how long

they can influence the atmosphere as a GHG and the distance that VOCs are trans-

ported to. The atmospheric lifetime is defined in terms of the concentration of OH

as being the major sink for VOCs:
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VOC POCP Lifetime

HCOOH 1.5a 20 daysc

CH3COCH3 7.5a 60 daysc

Benzaldehyde −10.4b 18 hoursc

Table 2.1: The lifetime and POCP values of the the VOCs studied here. a value

taken from Ref. [5], b value taken from Ref. [6], c calculated on the basis of data found

on MCM webpage [8]. The precision in an individual POCP value is estimated to

be ± 2 POCP units.

τ =
1

k[OH]
,

where k is the rate constant of the oxidation reaction against the OH radical, and

[OH] is the concentration of OH. In the next section we will focus on the three VOCs

studied in my work.

2.2.1 Formic acid, acetone and benzaldehyde

The mean atmospheric lifetimes and POCP values of formic acid, acetone and

benzaldehyde, the three volatile organic compounds which this thesis deals with are

collected in Table 2.1.

As is seen in Table 2.1 these three VOCs are weak ozone-producing compounds.

Benzaldehyde exceptionally decreases ozone production because one of its decompo-

sition products makes a stable complex with NO2 decreasing NOx in the atmosphere

and slowing down the regeneration of OH. Benzaldehyde is a short-lived compound,

thus it cannot be widely transported in the atmosphere, it affects atmosphere rather

locally, at the place where it is released. Formic acid lives longer in the atmosphere:

It can be transported vertically but its lifetime is not long enough to penetrate

the stratosphere. Acetone is a long-lived compound, it can be widely spread and

eventually participate in the stratospheric ozone depletion.

These three VOCs can be emitted from anthropogenic sources, but they can also

be formed in the atmosphere. Benzaldehyde might be issued from the oxidation of

styrene, whereas formic acid (that is known to be the most abundant organic acid in

the atmosphere contributing thus to acidity in precipitation) might be the oxidation

product of alkanes and alkenes. Acetone, which is one the most abundant VOC
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originating from anthropogenic sources as being a fuel additive, might also issue

from the oxidation of butane.

Their fate is similar: First they form peroxy radical in the course of their oxida-

tion by OH radical. Then formic acid gives CO2 and HO2. Benzaldehyde transforms

to, among others, benzoic acid. The depletion of acetone is very complex. It gives

methylglyoxal or decarboxylased products such as acetic acid or eventually formalde-

hyde.

2.3 PAH molecules in the atmosphere

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons consist of fused aromatic rings and do not

contain hetero atoms or substituents. Conventionally, benzene is not considered to

be a PAH as having only one aromatic ring but one can use it as a model of PAH

molecules. They are principally produced as by-products of incomplete fuel burning

(either fossil fuel or biomass). As a pollutant, they are of concern because some

compounds have been identified as carcinogenic, mutagenic and teratogenic. They

are also found in the interstellar medium, in comets and in meteorites, and as a

candidate molecule, act as a basis for earliest forms of life. In graphene the PAH

motif is extended to large 2D sheets. Due to their low volatility they are found

primarily in soil, sediment and they are also a component of concern in fine particles

suspended in air (i.e. in aerosols). PAHs are among the most widespread pollutants.

Their toxicity is very structurally dependent, varying from being non toxic to being

extremely toxic.

It has been understood that the reactive fate of small and volatile PAHs is gov-

erned by gas-phase reactions with OH. However, due to their low vapour pressure

and aromaticity, heavier PAHs are mostly adsorbed on fine carbonaceous particles[9],

where they are subjected to a wide range of heterogeneous reactions which depend

upon the particle composition[10, 11]. This heterogeneous reactivity may thus be

more important than the corresponding gas phase reactions as sinks of these com-

pounds. Moreover, heterogeneous reactions of particle-bound PAHs may change the

microphysical properties of the particle by making it more hygroscopic and hence

modifying its cloud nucleation properties[12]. These heterogeneous reactions can also

influence the atmospheric residence times of the carbonaceous particles and conse-

quently their direct and indirect effects on climate[4, 13]. During the incomplete

combustion of fossil fuels, PAHs are formed concurrently with soot particles and

play a significant role in soot formation and subsequent particle growth[14]. Because
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PAHs have a high affinity for carbonaceous materials, adsorption of PAHs on soot

may be an important mechanism affecting both the gas-particle partitioning of PAHs

and also their reactivity.

2.4 Solid particles in the atmosphere

2.4.1 Ice particles

Water in the atmosphere is usually in a metastable supercooled state, which can

be maintained in the absence of ice forming nuclei, providing that the temperature is

higher than 231 K. In clouds containing some ice particles, water vapour can conden-

sate directly onto ice according to the Bergeron process (homogeneous nucleation).

Ice particles being large enough would be more likely to reach the surface by pre-

cipitation without evaporating. Note that homogeneous nucleation of ice particles

directly from water vapour can also occur at very low temperature, typically less

than 190 K, i.e., in the stratosphere above polar regions. This homogeneous freezing

of ice particles participates in the occurrence of Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs)

that are involved in the ozone depletion mechanisms.

Clouds play a significant role in regulating the radiation balance of the Earth–

atmosphere system, and are, hence, important components of the Earth’s climate

system. Clouds can absorb and re-radiate outgoing terrestrial radiation, and thereby

act as a greenhouse gas. At the same time they can reflect incoming solar radiation

back to space thus, in other words, they change the albedo (the reflective proper-

ties against the solar radiation) of the atmosphere. Which process dominates, and,

hence, the arithmetic sign of the net radiative forcing of clouds appears to be very

sensitive to the cloud microphysical and macrophysical properties[15]. Clouds can

also alter the chemical composition by uptake of different species while heteroge-

neous reactions, for example of halogen species on the surface of cloud particles, can

affect the atmospheric ozone budget[16].

In the case of heterogeneous condensation, water condensates onto so called ‘cloud

condensation nuclei’ of which number and type can affect the amount, lifetimes and

radiative properties of clouds and hence have an indirect influence on climate change;

the details of this mechanism are still not well understood but are the subject of

intensive research. Mineral dust, soot, sea salt and organic materials can act as

cloud condensation nuclei. The effects of these tiny airborne particles called aerosols

on cloud formation have been some of the most difficult aspects of weather and

climate for scientists to understand.
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2.4.2 Atmospheric aerosols and soot particles

Atmospheric aerosols consist of solid bodies suspended in air. These solid bodies

have a radius changing from a few nanometres to hundreds of micrometres. Soot

particles are of the major representatives of fine atmospheric aerosols that are con-

sidered to have a radius less than 1 µm. Fine aerosols originate almost exclusively

from condensation of precursor gases. Besides soot particles, organic carbon and

H2SO4 · H2O particles are also important components. The main effects of aerosols

manifest basically in scattering solar radiation, which causes the reduction of visibil-

ity. The other main impact is the perturbation of climate, which arises by changing

the albedo of the atmosphere. The impacts arising from scattering solar radiation

are usually reflected in the so called ‘radiative forcing’ effect. Radiative forcing is

defined as the change in the net radiation balance at the tropopause caused by a

particular external factor. These forcing mechanisms are caused mainly by change

in the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases (such as CO2, CH4 and N2O),

but the change in the albedo of the climate system and atmospheric aerosols are not

negligible sources either.

The size, concentration and chemical composition of atmospheric aerosols are

quite diverse. Some aerosols are emitted directly into the atmosphere while others are

formed in the air. Although the radiative forcing effect of aerosols can be changing,

they are considered in average to have a negative effect (i.e. they decrease the

temperature). Their direct radiative forcing effect comes form (elastic and inelastic)

light scattering, which results finally in a decrease of solar radiation reaching the

Earth’s surface. The indirect effect arises from the mechanisms by which aerosols

modify the microphysical properties of clouds. These properties are related to the

efficiency of aerosols for serving as nuclei in the condensation processes of water

vapour. The nucleating properties depend on the size, the chemical composition of

aerosols, and on the surrounding.

During the last few years, numerous studies have reported the radiative forc-

ing effect of atmospheric soot particles. However, a couple of uncertainties arose

concerning the direct and indirect effects of soot due to its optical, compositional

and morphological diversity. To the best of our knowledge, the principal impact

of soot on the atmosphere comes from the formation of contrails that evolve into

artificial clouds. The formation of contrails is influenced by the altitude of flight,

the properties and quantity of the emitted particles and propulsion mode of the

aircraft etc[17, 18, 19]. The radiative effect induced by aviation is estimated to be

about 0.1 W m−2[20, 21]. In this estimation, uncertainties arise, which originate
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from our defective knowledge of the climatic effects of contrails. Crude estimations

provisioned an augmentation of a factor of 5 in the radiative forcing effects of the

emission of air traffic in 2050[20]. The surface of sky covered by contrails is estimated

to be 8% of that covered by natural clouds in the main air lanes[22, 23].

As we have said, soot can serve as nuclei in the formation of ice particles. Princi-

pally, two types of nucleation can be distinguished: homogeneous and heterogeneous

nucleation. For the latter the presence of a solid particle is needed, whereas the for-

mer takes place without an initiator. Both of these two procedures depend strongly

on temperature and relative humidity. Analyses have shown that particles partici-

pating in the formation of contrails consist mainly of carbon, which suggests the key

role of soot particles in the nucleation[24, 25].

It has been evidenced that an activation of the soot surface is necessary to serve as

a condensation nucleus[24, 25]. It means that there should be some hydrophilic sites

at the soot surface, as was supported in 1987 by FTIR studies showing the presence

of carboxyl groups at the surface of soot particles resulted from the oxidation of

n-hexane by ozone[26, 27]. Earlier, an activation of the soot surface by sulphuric or

nitric acid was considered to be necessary[24, 28, 29]. More recent studies evidenced

that soot particles, issued from the combustion of decane, can adsorb water in the

absence of oxidising acids[30]. These results suggest the presence of hydrophilic sites

(structural defects, pores[31] or chemical groups) on or in the soot particles that are

able themselves to attract water molecules.

From a structural point of view, three types of pores can be distinguished in

soot: Macropores have a radius greater than 50 nm. Strong interaction between

the adsorbent and adsorbate is needed for the adsorption at these sites (similarly to

planar surfaces). Mesopores are considered to have a radius between 2 and 50 nm.

In these pores capillary condensation may occur. Micropores are smaller than 2 nm;

confinement effects are most pronounced here.

Adsorption isotherms of water on soot can support the hydrophilic character of

soot as was done by comparing the adsorption isotherm of soot originated from the

combustion of kerosene[31] and that of pure graphite[32]. The two isotherms can be

seen in Figure 2.3. This graph suggests that the absence of defects on pure graphite

results in very low affinity for water molecules. In contrast, the isotherm of the

kerosene soot indicates the filling up of the smallest micropores and the adsorption

of water molecules at the surface sites in the low pressure regime. The second

part (relative humidity being between 0.1 and 0.7) corresponds to the adsorption

of further water molecules around water molecules adsorbed previously serving as

‘secondary sites’; on the other hand, condensation in larger micropores takes also
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place. Adsorption studies on active carbon showed that the shape of the isotherm

depends strongly on the size distribution of the pores[33]. These results clearly

show that the understanding of the adsorption mechanism of water on soot needs to

quantify the influence of the porosity and chemical composition of soots.

Figure 2.3: Comparison of the adsorption isotherms obtained on kerosene soot at

295 K(rectangles) and on pure graphite at 291 K (circles)[31].

Composition of soot particles. The composition of soot has been determined

by X-ray spectroscopy[34]. This study shows that soot is composed principally of

carbon (85–98%) but sometimes a large oxygen content can also be identified, being

between 2 and 13%. Some traces of sulphur and iron can be observed occasionally

too. A complementary Raman spectroscopic analysis showed the presence of C=O

and OH functional groups in soot, but, depending on the way the soot was formed,

C=O groups are sometimes dominant and OH cannot be observed at all.

Formation of soot particles. It has been evidenced that soot formation pro-

cesses depend on the conditions of combustion, the type of fuel and the combustion

chamber of the engine. Generally, one can distinguish the following steps of soot

formation: First, the formation of basic nuclei, mostly polyenes (being described

by the chemical formula C2nH2, n=1..8) and PAHs[35] takes place. Secondly, the

size of these nuclei increases by heterogeneous reaction on their surface resulting in

‘primary particles’ that have a diameter of about 1.5 nm[33, 35, 36]. Unfortunately,

the details of these reactions are not entirely clarified yet. The last step is the forma-

tion of large agglomerations and coagulations of soot being visible by transmission

electron microscope and having a size of 50 nm[35, 37, 38].

Structural and compositional study of soot. In situ laboratory analysis

of soot particles originating from aircrafts is nearly impossible, thus researchers are
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restrained to study soot produced in laboratory. Usually, for laboratory purposes

kerosene is too expensive. Furthermore, instead of aircraft engine combustion cham-

bers or burners are used. These facts lead to a great variety of results, which are

sometimes even contradictory. To facilitate the research concerning soot, some ex-

perimental protocols for soot generation have been used over the last few years. In

despite of the great diversity of soot, the following structural fractions can be dis-

tinguished: on one hand, a great fraction consisting of amorphous soot and, on the

other hand, more organised structures such as multiwall nanotubes and onion-like

particles[34, 39, 40]. Detailed analysis of these onion-like particles revealed that

they consist of 2–4 graphite sheets having a diameter of 2–3 nm and being separated

by the same (or sometimes slightly larger) distance as the inter-planar distance in

graphite i.e. 3.4 Å[40]. Onion-like particles are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: TEM images of kerosene soot on different scales (200, 20 and 10 nm).



Chapter 3

Computational methods

3.1 Computer simulation methods

Statistical physics aims at describing the macroscopic properties of a system on

the basis of the microscopic characteristics of every particle constituting the system.

This objective requires, however, unimaginably great amounts of information about

the system. One would have to entirely know the position and momentum of each

particle at each moment of time. The knowledge of this amount of information is

clearly impossible. But even if one knew all information a second problem, rather

of a mathematical nature, would arise: the integration of nearly infinite microscopic

properties seems to be unachievable. Statistical physics, however, proved to be a

useful tool for the description of reality. Reasonable approximations for the average

behaviour of particles constituting the system made it applicable in numerous cases.

Computer simulation techniques are obvious tools for the application of the equa-

tions of statistical physics because no approximation has to be used to gain the av-

erage properties of the system. It is possible to determine them by observation of

the motion of the particles during the simulation. This is why computer simulations

are often called numerical experiments. Limitations come from the restricted num-

ber of particles observed in the simulation and also from the limited time available

for the simulation. Nevertheless, there are properties that can be quite accurately

calculated in a finite system during a finite simulation time.

There are two principal ways to determine the average properties of the system.

One may calculate them as a mean value integrated either in time or over the en-

semble of microstates of the entire phase space. The former needs almost infinitely

long simulation to guarantee the system passes through all microstates of the phase

17
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space (i.e. the system fulfills the requirement of ergodicity), whereas the latter ne-

cessitates the knowledge of the probability of being in each microstate of the phase

space. The ergodic hypothesis states the equality of the time average gained by the

first approach and the ensemble average yielded by the second:

〈A〉t = lim
τ→∞

1

τ

∫ τ

0
dtA(q(t),p(t)) =

∫
dqdpA(q,p)f(q,p) = 〈A〉Γ , (3.1)

where p and q denote the momenta and the spatial coordinates of all particles

respectively; A(q,p) represents the value of quantity A at the Γ ≡{q,p} point (i.e.

a microstate) of the phase space, 〈A〉 is the mean (i.e. macroscopic) value of A;

f(q,p) is the probability density function over the microstates, t is the time while

τ is the duration of observation. In the above equation the left hand side gives the

principle of molecular dynamics, while the right hand side gives that of Monte Carlo

method.

Both techniques need the generation of microstates of the system being described

by the same macroscopic state functions. In molecular dynamics (MD)[41] methods

the generation of microstates is done by the numerical integration of the equations

of motion of each particle of the system for a short time step (usually in the order of

a femtosecond). The integration gives the new molecular positions of the particles.

Here, the atomic configurations generated step by step have time correlation and they

depend on the previous configurations. This feature makes the molecular dynamics

methods capable of calculating dynamical, time-dependent properties besides time-

independent ones. During the simulation, the system visits the microstates of the

phase space available as frequently as is dictated by the probability density function

(if the simulation is long enough). One can also simulate non-equilibrium processes

with this method. The drawback is that the calculation of forces and the numerical

integration are quite time consuming.

On the contrary, Monte Carlo (MC)[41] methods are considered to be stochastic

methods. Here, the generation of a new configuration is accomplished by a random

change in the current configuration of the system. Then the generated configuration

will be accepted or rejected according to the acceptance criterion. Because the

generation of the new configuration needs only the knowledge of the current one

(and not of the previous ones), the set of the configurations has no memory. It is

therefore impossible to simulate non-equilibrium processes with MC methods. Due

to the lack of explicit appearance of time in the equations of the MC method, it is

also impossible to obtain time-dependent quantities with MC methods. The great
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advantage of MC methods in contrast with MD is rapidity: the time needed for an

MC step is 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than that of MD.

3.1.1 Monte Carlo method

MC methods are widely used in science where random sampling from a given

ensemble may yield the approximate solution to a problem. In physics usually one

has to sample from the phase space according to the probability density function,

which can be given as

f(q,p) =
exp(−βF(q,p))∫

dqdp exp(−βF(q,p))
=

1

N !h3N

exp(−βF(q,p))

Q
, (3.2)

where β= 1
kBT

, kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature

and F(q,p) is an energy-like potential function depending on the boundary condi-

tions of the thermodynamical ensemble of the system. Q is the normalising factor

of the density function and is often called partition function:

Q =
1

N !h3N

∫
dqdp exp(−βF(q,p)). (3.3)

In the above equations the division by N ! is needed to take into account that the

permutation of N particles constituting the system does not increase the number of

microstates, whereas the factor h3N (h being the Planck constant) accounts for the

fact that within a unit volume of this size in the phase space the quantum states are

already indistinguishable, thus the number of microstates must be reduced by this

factor.

Because only position-dependent quantities can be obtained the sampling nar-

rows only to the position-dependent part of the phase space (which is often called

configurational space), and the momentum-dependent parts can be separated and

integrated out of the density function. The mean value of A takes the following form:

〈A〉 = ((((((((((∫
dp exp(−βFp(p))

∫
dqA(q) exp(−βFq(q))

((((((((((∫
dp exp(−βFp(p))

∫
dq exp(−βFq(q))

=

∫
dqA(q) exp(−βFq(q))∫

dq exp(−βFq(q))
,

(3.4)

where Fp(p) is the momentum-dependent, while Fq(q) is the position-dependent

part of the potential function, fulfilling F(q,p) ≡ Fp(p)Fq(q). The denominator

here is often called configurational integral. Instead of the integration one may
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write summation in Eq 3.4 because in practice, one would study only a finite set of

configurations:

〈A〉 ≈
∑
i∈S A(qi) exp(−βFq(qi))∑

i∈S exp(−βFq(qi))
, (3.5)

where i runs over all atomic configurations (microstates) qi in set S. At this point,

further refinement of the method is necessary, otherwise the contributions of the

entirely random configurations to the mean value of A would likely be very small

due to the high value of Fq(qi). This is related to the likely ‘unphysical’ struc-

tures generated randomly, which results in a small statistical factor (that decreases

exponentially with Fq), so the convergence of the mean value would be very slow.

The trick one has to use here was first described by Metropolis and co-workers[42]

and is that configurations with relatively low Fq value are more likely to be chosen,

which results in distortion of the randomness of the sampling. The distortion can

be corrected thus:

〈A〉 ≈
∑
i∈S A(qi)

exp(−βFq(qi))
wi∑

i∈S
exp(−βFq(qi))

wi

, (3.6)

where wi is the sampling weight factor of the ith configuration. If this factor equals

just exp(−βFq(qi)) the weighted expectation value of the quantity A becomes simply

the arithmetic mean of the A(qi) values.

One thus gains on one hand, the rapid convergence of the expectation value and,

on the other hand, the simplicity of the expression at the expense of the biased

Metropolis algorithm. As an example, we will demonstrate how this algorithm is

applied in the simplest case, i.e., in the case of the canonical (N,V, T ) ensemble.

Since the energy-like potential function related to the canonical ensemble is the

total energy itself, its position-dependent part is simply the potential energy (i.e.,

Fq ≡ U), and thus the sampling factor becomes

wi(qi) = exp(−βU(qi)). (3.7)

The procession of the algorithm starts with making a random change in the initial

configuration. In the second step, the calculation of the potential energy correspond-

ing to the new atomic configuration is performed. Thirdly, if the potential energy

decreases the new configuration is always accepted. Otherwise it is accepted only

by a probability of exp(−β∆U(q)), and is rejected by (1 − exp(−β∆U(q))), where
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∆U(q) is the difference in potential energy between the current and previous state of

the system (and is positive in this case). In practice, we generate a random number

ξ between 0 and 1. If ξ is greater than exp(−β∆U(q)) the generated configuration

is rejected, otherwise it is accepted. The acceptation probability can be represented

thus as

Pacceptance = min(1, exp(−β∆U(q))). (3.8)

One can demonstrate that, if the algorithm proceeds in this way, the sampling is

indeed done according to the probability density function of the microstates[42]. In

the next subsection we will demonstrate how the Metropolis algorithm is applied on

the grand canonical ensemble.

3.1.1.1 Grand canonical Monte Carlo method

This method was developed independently by Norman and Filinov[43] and also

by Adams[44, 45].

Instead of the number of particles, the chemical potential is kept constant here

together with the temperature and volume. The condition of being in equilibrium

of a system on this ensemble is the minimality of the grand potential defined as

Ω = A−Nµ = −pV, (3.9)

where A is the Helmholtz free energy, N is the number of particles, µ is the chemical

potential, p is the pressure, and V is the volume of the system. The grand canonical

partition function is given as

Ξ =
∞∑
N=1

1

N !h3N

∫
dqdp exp(β(Nµ− E(q,p))), (3.10)

whereas the expectation value of an arbitrary macroscopic quantity is

〈A〉 =

∑∞
N=1

1
N !h3N

∫
dqdpA(q,p) exp(β(Nµ− E(q,p)))

Ξ
, (3.11)

where E is the energy of the system. On the grand canonical ensemble, contrary to

the canonical ensemble, one has to sample from phase spaces of different numbers

of particles having the same chemical potential. After having integrated out the

momentum-dependent part of the density function and that of the partition function,
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the resulting coefficient
(

2πm
β

)3N/2
(m denoting the mass of a single particle) does

not cancel out due to the changing number of particles. Therefore, one gets

〈A〉 =

∑∞
N=1

1
N !

(
2πm
βh2

)3N/2 ∫
dqA(q) exp(β(Nµ− U(q)))

∑∞
N=1

1
N !

(
2πm
βh2

)3N/2 ∫
dq exp(β(Nµ− U(q)))

. (3.12)

Conventionally, the following notation can be introduced:

Λ =

√
βh2

2πm
, (3.13)

this quantity is often referred to as the thermal de Broglie wavelength. It is conve-

nient to use scaled coordinates instead of spatial ones:

s = qV 1/3, (3.14)

where s and q denote only one coordinate of a particle. Using these notations Eq 3.12

takes the following conventional form:

〈A〉 =

∑∞
N=1

∫
dsA(s) V N

N !Λ3N exp(β(Nµ− U(s)))∑∞
N=1

∫
ds V N

N !Λ3N exp(β(Nµ− U(s)))
. (3.15)

The sampling weight factor is thus in this case:

wi(s, N) =
V N

N !Λ3N
exp(β(Nµ− U(s))) =

= exp

[
N ln

(
V

Λ3

)
− ln(N !)− β(U(s)−Nµ)

]
. (3.16)

In the grand canonical MC technique there are three different types of move: i)

a particle is displaced; ii) a particle is destroyed (no record of its position is kept);

iii) a particle is created at a random position in the system. Thus the acceptance

ratio is:

Pacceptance = min

{
1, exp

[
∆

(
N ln

(
V

Λ3

)
− ln(N !)− β(U(s)−Nµ)

)]}
. (3.17)

which reduces to the normal Metropolis method in the case of particle displacement

(∆N = 0):
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Pacceptance = min(1, exp(−β∆U(s))). (3.18)

The acceptance of the addition or removal of more than one particle proved to be

very improbable in dense systems[43], thus in one step, the creation or destruction

of only one particle is attempted. The acceptance criterion in these cases becomes

Pacceptance = min

{
1, exp

[
ln

(
V

Λ3

)
− ln(N + 1)− β(∆U(s)− µ)

]}
, (3.19)

in the case of creation (i.e. ∆N = 1), and

Pacceptance = min

{
1, exp

[
− ln

(
V

Λ3

)
+ ln(N)− β(∆U(s) + µ)

]}
, (3.20)

in the case of destruction (i.e. ∆N = −1).

The condition of microscopic reversibility can be satisfied by making the proba-

bility of an attempted creation equal to the probability of an attempted destruction.

Norman and Filinov suggested setting the probability of attempting the three moves

equal, because fastest convergence can be achieved in this way.

The great advantage of the GCMC method is that equilibria in highly inhomo-

geneous systems, such as adsorption processes or membranes are easy to simulate.

It should be noted that the Monte Carlo method is dominant as opposed to the

molecular dynamics on the grand canonical ensemble because the destruction and

creation of particles sets serious technical problems in dynamical simulations.

It should also be noted that with increasing density the probability of successful

creation or destruction steps becomes small. Creation attempts fail because of the

high risk of overlap. Destruction in the vicinity of a surface may be also infrequent

and this somewhat offsets the advantage of GCMC in the simulation of adsorption.

To address these problems, Mezei[46, 47] extended the basic method to search for

cavities in the system which are of an appropriate size to support the creation. Once

these cavities are located, creation attempts are only made inside the cavities. This

method is referred to as the cavity-biased GCMC method. Further details on the

biased insertion techniques can be found in Appendix A.

It should be noted that a reformalisation of the GCMC method suggested by

Adams for the chemical potential can be used, which splits it into the ideal gas and

excess part:
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µ = µex + µid = µex + kT

[
ln 〈N〉µ,V,T + ln

(
Λ3

V

)]
= kTB + kT ln

(
Λ3

V

)
, (3.21)

where B accounts for the terms that are not known usually at the beginning of the

simulation such as the excess chemical potential and the average number of a given

molecule type:

B ≡ µex

kT
+ ln 〈N〉µ,V,T , (3.22)

and, on the other hand, as a consequence of Eq 3.21:

B =
µ

kT
− ln

(
Λ3

V

)
. (3.23)

Adams performed grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations at constant B, T

and V where B is defined in the above equations. It is obvious that this technique

is completely equivalent to the method at constant µ, T and V .

3.1.2 Molecular dynamics

In molecular dynamics simulations, the next configuration is generated by solving

the equations of motion of each particle in the system. First, one has to define the

Hamiltonian that exists for all mechanical systems. The Hamiltonian H is the total

energy, namely it is the sum of the kinetic energy K and potential energy U , thus,

in classical mechanics:

H(q,p) ≡ K(p) + U(q). (3.24)

The equations of motion in the Hamiltonian formalism are

q̇i =
∂H(q,p)

∂pi
=

pi

mi
, (3.25)

ṗi = −∂H(q,p)

∂qi
= −∂U(q)

∂qi
≡ Fi, (3.26)

where qi, pi and mi are the location, the momentum and the mass of the ith particle

respectively. Eq 3.25 and Eq 3.26 describe a system of 6N first order differential
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equations. The analytical solution of this system of equations is impossible, therefore

numerical methods should be applied.

Many methods were introduced to solve these equations, in all of which the

simulation proceeds by alternately calculating forces and solving the equations of

motion based on the accelerations obtained from the new forces. For example, in the

Verlet-Störmer algorithm, Eq 3.26 is solved directly[48]. First, writing the Taylor

expansion of the coordinate vector at t0 + ∆t and t0 −∆t around time t0

qi(t0 + ∆t) =
∞∑
n=0

(∆t)n
1

n!

∂nqi

∂tn
(t0), (3.27)

qi(t0 −∆t) =
∞∑
n=0

(−1)n(∆t)n
1

n!

∂nqi

∂tn
(t0), (3.28)

and, adding them up, only the even-order terms remain:

qi(t0 + ∆t) = 2qi(t0)− qi(t0 −∆t) + (∆t)2q̈i(t0) +O
(
(∆t)4

)
. (3.29)

According to this algorithm, to calculate the position of atom i at the next time

step, one has to use the current and previous position and the current acceleration

coming from the force applied on particle i. If one does so, the algorithm error occurs

only in fourth order. However, this algorithm has a great drawback, namely that

the error of the velocity in the next moment is of second order. Therefore, either the

more accurate velocity-Verlet method or predictor-corrector algorithms are usually

applied to overcome this problem. For the integration it is fundamental to choose

an appropriate time step length ∆t, which has to be in the same order of magnitude

as the time scale of the studied particle motions; in molecular systems the value of

∆t is typically around 0.5− 2 fs.

3.1.3 Potential models used

The importance of the potential model in classical simulations is emphasised be-

cause it determines the behaviour of not only each single particle but that of the

whole system as well, and it eventually also defines the entire structure of the system.

The potential has to be differentiable, since forces are calculated as its derivatives

and, on the other hand, the calculation of forces and of the potential itself should

be quick to ensure the efficiency of the simulation. In classical simulations classical
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potentials are used, which may be adjusted to different (usually experimental) prop-

erties of the macroscopic system to be simulated. These potentials are thus able

to reproduce some properties well and some others less well. Classical potentials

may not reproduce properties well that they are not designed for, the potential used

therefore always has to be chosen circumspectly.

There are two main groups of potentials: The first, widely used group is that of

non-reactive potentials that describe bonded and non-bonded interactions, but can-

not change the atomic environment of the particles. The second group incorporates

the reactive potentials, which can reproduce bond breaking and forming together

with bonded and non-bonded interactions.

3.1.3.1 Non-reactive potentials

The potential energy in the whole system can be given as[41]

U(q) =
N∑
i=1

u1(qi) +
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

u2(qi,qj) +
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

N∑
k>j>i

∆u3(qi,qj ,qk) + ...+

+∆uN (q1,q2, ...,qN ). (3.30)

The first summation of the equation describes the effect of an external potential,

while the second term sums the pair interactions of all possible particle pairs. The

third term (∆u3) contains the additional energy of particle triplets compared to

isolated pairs. Obviously, the list has to be continued until the final term, which

includes the interaction of all the N particles not included in the previous sums.

Although this expression is exact, it cannot be used because the form of the terms

in the above equation is unknown.

In practice, the potential is approximated by the sum of, at most, pairwise ad-

ditive terms:

U(q) ≈
N∑
i=1

u1(qi) +
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

ueff2 (qi,qj). (3.31)

The term ueff2 (qi,qj) does not equal u2(qi,qj) in Eq 3.30, and it is often called

effective pair potential, and accounts also for the contribution of multi-particle terms

to the potential energy in an average way. If there is no external field, the first term

can be neglected, while in the case of an isotropic system, the effective pair potential

depends only upon the distance between two particles rij :
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U(q) ≈
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

ueff2 (rij). (3.32)

There are numerous pair potentials in the literature. The simplest one is the

hard sphere potential, which creates no interaction between two particles if they

are farther from each other than a distance r, where an infinite repulsion arises

between them. Other common pair potentials exist with a simple attractive part,

such as a constant or a linearly changing attraction in a distance range (e.g. square-

well or triangle-well potential). Although these potentials are very simple, they

are capable of reproducing some basic properties of real systems, such as solid-fluid

phase transition[41]. Clearly, to study realistic systems a more sophisticated and

continuously changing pair potential function is needed. The Morse potential or

more often the Lennard-Jones potential is a suitable choice for this purpose:

ULJ(r) = 4ε

[(
σ

r

)12

−
(
σ

r

)6
]
, (3.33)

where σ and ε are parameters, representing the ‘size’ of the particle and the ‘strength’

of the attraction respectively. These simple pair potentials are illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Some simple pair potentials: hard sphere potential (a), square-well po-

tential (b), triangle potential (c) and Lennard-Jones potential (d).

Usually, interaction parameters are defined between the same type of interaction

sites, thus to calculate those between different sites, the mixing of parameters is

needed. The most widely used mixing rule is the Lorentz-Berthelot rule[41]:

εAB =
√
εAεB and σAB =

σA + σB
2

. (3.34)

In the case of charged particles the electrostatic part of the interaction also has

to be calculated. Although quite sophisticated methods have been developed based
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on the distribution of electric multipole moments on different sites of the interacting

molecules these last years to calculate the electrostatic interactions between two

charged species[49], the simple Coulomb law involving only charge distributions on

the interaction sites is still widely used due to its simplicity. The Coulomb equation

reads:

UC(r) =
1

4πε0

qAqB
r

, (3.35)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, qA and qB are the charges of interaction sites

A and B.

Note finally, that a series of potential models has also been developed to take into

account polarisation effects in numerical simulations. However, the introduction of

such models in numerical codes is a non trivial task. Furthermore, the correspond-

ing results are not necessarily better than those obtained when using simple pair

potentials because an accurate parametrisation of the polarisable potentials is quite

difficult to achieve. Of course, these polarisation effects may be of great importance

when simulating systems containing a net charge, such as ions.

3.1.3.2 Reactive potentials

Reactive potentials are efficient in the classical simulation of chemical reactions

by empirical modelling of changes in covalent bonding. The principle of reactive

potentials is that they switch on chemical forces at a certain distance where non-

bonded interactions are repulsive due to the overlap of particles. One of the most

widely used reactive potentials is empirical valence bond (EVB) potential developed

by Warshel’s group[50]. This potential was successfully used to model proton trans-

fer reactions in aqueous acids. Another example of reactive potentials is RWFF[51]

(reactive force field for water) that was developed to reproduce water neutron scat-

tering data accurately. A third one, ReaxFF[52] was fitted to ab initio calculations

and empirical bond energies. Calculations with these force fields have been proved

to be much faster than ab initio or even semi-empirical calculations. Their accuracy

is similar to or sometimes even better than that of semi-empirical methods.

The concept of the reactive bond order (REBO) force field of Brenner[53] is simi-

lar: it takes into consideration the local coordination of atoms and the bond order of

chemical bonds in the calculation of the total energy of the system. The original goal

was to model the chemical vapour deposition of diamond films, because the mech-

anism of growth of diamond films from the vapour of hydrocarbons was not clear.
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Brenner developed an empirical potential energy function (based on empirical bond

energies) that captures the key features of chemical bonding in hydrocarbons, and

satisfies the following considerations. The potential i) reproduces the intermolecular

energetics and bonding in diamond, graphite and various hydrocarbons, ii) yields

realistic properties for general structures, iii) allows for bond breaking and forming,

and iv) is not computationally intensive.

The base of the method is an Abell-Tersoff potential energy expression that

was originally designed by Abell to explain universal tendencies in binding-energy

curves, with the sum of neighbour pair interactions moderated by the local atomic

environment[54]. Tersoff introduced an analytic potential energy function[55] that

realistically describes bonding in silicon for a couple of solid states. Thus the binding

energy in the Abell-Tersoff formalism is written as a sum over atomic sites i:

Eb =
1

2

∑
i

Ei, (3.36)

where each contribution Ei is written as

Ei =
∑
j 6=i

(VR(rij)−BijVA(rij)) . (3.37)

In this equation j goes over the neighbours of atom i. VR and VA are pair-additive

repulsive and attractive interactions, respectively, and Bij represents a many-body

coupling between the bond i− j and local environment of atom i. If VR and VA are

Morse-type functions, Bij can be considered a normalised bond order[54, 55]. Abell

suggested, to a first approximation, that Bij can be given in function of the local

coordination Z:

Bij ∝ Z−δ, (3.38)

where δ depends on the particular system. Tersoff adjusted the pair terms and an

analytic function for Bij , and obtained quite good accuracy and transferability for

silicon, germanium and carbon. In spite of these issues, this potential has a number

of deficiencies, e.g., it is unable to properly describe conjugation and radicals.

To correct the deficiencies of the Abell-Tersoff potential Brenner suggested rewrit-

ing the above equations while maintaining the fit to diamond and graphite:

Eb =
∑
i

∑
j>i

(
VR(rij)− B̄ijVA(rij)

)
, (3.39)
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where the repulsive and attractive terms have a Morse-like form and are multiplied

by a function, which restricts the potential to nearest neighbours by switching off

the chemical forces beyond a certain distance. The empirical bond-order function is

given by the average of terms associated with each atom in a bond plus a second

term taking into account non-local effects:

B̄ij = (Bij +Bji)/2 + Fij(N
(t)
i , N

(t)
j , N

(conj)
ij ), (3.40)

where N
(t)
i and N

(t)
j are the total number of neighbours (H + C) bonded to atom i

and j, respectively, while N
(conj)
ij depends on whether the bond i − j (between two

carbons) is part of a conjugated system, and can be even a fraction. Fij is a three-

dimensional cubic spline function to make the potential change continuously. The Bij

bond-order term depends on the number of H and C neighbours and also contains

an angle dependent part: a variety of chemical effects that affect the strength of

the covalent bonding interaction are all accounted for in this term.Then for the

fitting procedure, Brenner used solid state parameters of different carbon allotrops,

hydrocarbon bond energies, and heats of formation of hydrocarbons.

Despite the efficiency of the REBO potential it turned out, however, that it is

not appropriate, in its original form, for studying every hydrocarbon system. Since

the potential is exclusively short-ranged, the absence of dispersion and non-bonded

repulsion terms makes the potential poorly suited for any system with significant

intermolecular interactions. This is the case for many important hydrocarbon sys-

tems, including liquids and thin films. Even covalent materials such as diamond

can benefit from a treatment including non-bonded interactions. The bulk phase is

dominated by covalent interactions, but longer-range forces become quite important

when studying interfacial systems. In addition, the REBO potential also lacks a

torsional potential for hindered rotation about single bonds.

To overcome these shortcomings, Stuart modified the Brenner potential by in-

troducing non-bonded and torsional interactions through an adaptive treatment[56].

This new potential is referred to as the adaptive intermolecular REBO potential

(AIREBO). In various cases, intermolecular interactions such as dispersion and short-

range repulsion effects give rise to many of the properties of liquids, polymers and

thin-film hydrocarbon materials. In the AIREBO force field the intermolecular in-

teractions are modelled with a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential (see Eq 3.33).

Because of the steep repulsive wall of the Lennard-Jones potential, however, it

should be switched off very subtly at a certain distance depending on the chemical

characteristics of the system in order to preserve the reactive nature of the potential.
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Three criteria were chosen to determine whether, and at what distance, to switch off

the LJ interaction. This decision is made adaptively, depending on: i) the distance

separating the pair of atoms considered, ii) the strength of any bonding interaction

between them, and iii) the network of bonds connecting them. The three criteria

mentioned are represented in the following equation:

ELJij = SrijS
b
ijCijU

LJ
ij + (1− Srij)CijULJij (3.41)

where the factor Srij represents the distance criterion, Sbij accounts for bond order,

Cij reflects the connectivity switch, whereas ULJij is the Lennard-Jones potential

defined in Eq 3.33. Sr and Sb are cubic spline functions while C is a cosine based

switch function.

Unlike classical non-reactive potential, the reactive AIREBO potential allows the

non-bonded interaction to be turned smoothly on or off as bonding configurations

change. Usually, interactions between first (1–2), second (1–3) and third (1–4) neigh-

bours are modelled very well, thus LJ interactions are not needed. In the AIREBO

potential, however, they can be switched on smoothly through Cij if the connection

is via a series of partially dissociated bonds.

The other new component of the AIREBO potential is a term depending on

dihedral angles. The original REBO potential lacked any torsional interactions about

single bonds, representing its original focus on network solids, such as diamond and

small molecular fragments relevant to the chemical vapour deposition of diamond.

Without barrier of the rotation about single bonds the original REBO potential is

unable to properly simulate saturated hydrocarbons larger than methane.

In a reactive potential, torsional energies and barriers must change as the molecule

undergoes chemical reactions. Therefore, the symmetry of the torsional potential has

to arise naturally from the local coordination environment. This is accomplished in

AIREBO potential through the use of a torsional potential with a single minimum.

This results, for example, in a threefold symmetry of the overall torsional potential

when the torsional interactions are summed over the nine dihedral angles in a bond

between identically substituted sp3 carbons.

With the adaptive treatment of dispersion, intermolecular repulsion, and tor-

sional interactions the total energy of the system can be written in the following

form:

EAIREBO = EREBO + ELJ + Etors. (3.42)
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This methodology presented above proved to be an efficient tool for treating both

chemical reactivity and intermolecular interactions within the same system using a

simple, empirical potential.

3.1.4 Technical details of simulations

In this section the technical problems concerning computer simulations will be

overviewed to characterise them from a more practical point of view.

As a first step, we have to generate a configuration as the initial state of the

simulation, i.e., N particles have to be placed in the simulation cell. Usually, that

means random placement, but it can also be a crystalline structure, or – in order to

avoid errors attributed to numerical instabilities due to large initial repulsions – an

existing equilibrium structure (at least for the solvent molecules) can be used. In

the case of MD simulations, the initial velocities are set randomly according to the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

In the first part of the simulation, different properties change rapidly, and the

energy decreases. This transient part is called the equilibration period. After per-

forming a simulation for a sufficient length of time, different state functions, such as

the energy, start to fluctuate around a given value indicating that the system has

reached the equilibrium. The following part of the simulation is called the produc-

tion part, where the collection of configurations and calculation of properties are

carried out.

Unfortunately, the capacity of computers does not allow us to use an arbitrary

number of particles. Even nowadays with more powerful computers, although several

millions of atoms can be simulated, it is still a problem that too many particles appear

at the boundary of the simulation box, strongly influencing the simulation results

with boundary effects because they experience a quite different environment from

particles in the bulk phase. To highlight this problem, let us imagine 20000 atoms

being in a cubic simulation cell: Even in this case nearly 20% of the atoms are at

the faces of the box. To overcome this problem, periodic boundary conditions are

used. This means that the simulation cell is replicated and shifted by its edge length

in each direction of space, thus, it is surrounded by its own images producing an

infinite lattice.

Although this technique introduces an artificial periodicity to the system, it

eliminates boundary errors. For this purpose, the shape of the simulation box has

to be capable of filling the space without overlaps or gaps. The most standard
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shape is the cubic, rectangular or rhombic prism, but for specific purposes, rhombic

dodecahedron or a truncated octahedron can also be used. The usage of the periodic

boundary conditions is the same in every case, thus the calculations will be here

demonstrated only in the simplest case of cubic simulation box.

The basis of the method is that the particles move the same way in the image

boxes as in the central one, thus if one of the particles leaves the simulation box at

one side, it enters the neighbour image box, and, at the same time, the image of

this particle enters the central cell on the opposite side. This effect is visualised in

Figure 3.2 in a two dimensional case.

To calculate the potential energy contribution of the shaded particle, only those

particles (or images) are considered which are within the simulation box (or, due to

technical reasons, within a sphere of a given radius Rcut inside the box) centred on

this particle. This approximation, when just the nearest images of the particles are

taken into account during the calculation, is called the minimum image convention.

Figure 3.2: Central simulation cell, marked by gray and its images, drawn in black.

The arrows show the movement of the shaded particle, leaving the central simulation

cell. The circle demonstrates the interaction region of this particle.

In terms of the minimum image convention, all interactions are calculated within

a finite region. Although the largest contribution to potential and forces comes from

the neighbours close to the particle of interest, disregarding the long-range part of

the interactions may cause an error. In the case of the Lennard-Jones interaction,

this error is not important (although it can easily be corrected), as the function goes

to zero fast, but in the case of Coulomb potential the interaction is significant even

at long distances. Thus, ignoring the electrostatic interactions beyond the cut-off
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value causes a substantial error. In order to avoid this, several correction meth-

ods were developed, from which the reaction field correction[57, 58] and the Ewald

summations[59, 60] are the most commonly used. In the reaction field correction, it

is assumed that any given molecule is surrounded by a spherical shell of finite radius

(Rcut), within which the electrostatic interactions are calculated explicitly. Outside

the spherical shell the system is treated as a dielectric continuum. The Ewald sum-

mation methodology splits the calculation of the potential into a real space and a

Fourier space summation. The advantage of this method is that it is able to take into

account all particles and all their periodic images. This may, however, imply an ar-

tificial periodicity in the system (making the infinite system similar to a crystalline).

The details of these long-range correction methods can be found in Appendix B.

3.2 Electronic structure calculations

If we are interested in the electronic structure of a system, or we want just

to perform a more sophisticated calculation that does not disregard the electronic

structure, the tools of quantum mechanics should be used. In quantum mechanics

all systems consisting of elementary particles can be described by the Schrödinger

equation. This equation takes the following form in the case of chemical systems,

i.e., that consists only of electrons and nuclei:

Ĥ(r,R)ψ(r,R) = E(r,R)ψ(r,R), (3.43)

where r is the coordinates of all electrons, while R denotes those of all nuclei. The

above equation is an eigenvalue equation: only those states of the system are possible

that are the eigenstates (or eigenfunctions) ψ(r,R) of the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ.

The eigenvalue E(r,R) is just the total energy of the system corresponding to the

given eigenstate. The Hamiltonian accounts for the description of the system: it

contains the kinetic energy operator of the particles as well as all operators related

to the interactions that the particles participate in.

Normally, all motions in the system are coupled to each other thus the motion

of electrons cannot be separated from that of nuclei. In some cases, however, it is

reasonable to do this separation by supposing that electronic motions do not affect

nuclear motions. In this case the Hamiltonian takes the form of the sum of a purely

electronic and nuclear part, while the wavefunction becomes the product of an elec-

tronic and nuclear wavefunction. This separation enables us to handle the electronic

and nuclear problem separately. The electronic structure can be evaluated at any
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given nuclear configuration. This approximation is the so-called Born-Oppenheimer

approximation.

To solve the electronic Schrödinger equation, one has to look for the electronic

wavefunction in an assumed form. In the simplest case, the correlation between the

electrons is neglected, each electron is treated separately. This can be reflected in

the Hartree product:

ψHartree =
N∏
i=1

ϕi(i), (3.44)

where i goes over all electrons N , ϕi(i) denotes the ith one-electron orbital being

occupied by the ith electron. For practical reasons, the system of N one-electron

orbitals is often chosen to be orthonormalised. To fulfil the Pauli principle, the

wavefunction has to be antisymmetric regarding the permutation of electrons. To

accomplish this requirement, instead of the product, the determinant of the one-

electron orbitals should be used:

ψSlater =
1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ϕ1(1) ϕ2(1) . . . ϕN (1)

ϕ1(2) ϕ2(2) . . . ϕN (2)
...

...
. . .

...

ϕ1(N) ϕ2(N) . . . ϕN (N)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (3.45)

where ϕi(j) describes the ith orbital being occupied by the jth electron and 1/
√
N ! is

a normalising factor. This determinant is often referred to as the Slater determinant.

It can be shown that during the solution of the N-electron problem according to

the variational theorem, a system of N one-electron equations, analogous to the

Schrödinger equation, can be derived:

f̂(i)ϕ̃i = εiϕ̃i, where i = 1, . . . , N. (3.46)

This equation is the canonical Hartree-Fock (HF) equation of the ith canonical or-

bital ϕ̃i generated by the linear combination of the one-electron functions, εi is the

orbital energy, and f̂(i) is the one-electron Fock operator that depends on the co-

ordinates of only the ith electron explicitly. This equation looks like an eigenvalue

equation, however, the Fock operator depends implicitly on the other electrons too

as their coordinates are integrated out when reducing the N-electron operator to a

one-electron one. The solution of Eq 3.46 is possible only in an iterative way start-

ing form the set of guess one-electron functions (assumed not to be too far from the
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canonical set). After the solution, the new set of functions is used the build up the

new Fock operator. This procedure is repeated until convergence is obtained. Such

a procedure creates an average self-consistent electrostatic field (SCF).

Usually, we look for the eigenfunctions of the above system of equations as linear

combinations of some beforehand chosen basis functions:

ϕi =
Nb∑
a=1

ca(i)χa, (3.47)

where a goes over the set of basis functions χa containing Nb functions, and ca(i) is

the coefficient of χa in the series of the ith orbital. With the use of this basis set, the

Hartree-Fock equations can be converted to a matrix equation, thus transforming

the problem to (iterative) matrix diagonalisation:

FCi = εiSCi, (3.48)

where Ci is the vector of all coefficients ca(i), one element of the Fock matrix F can

be written as Fab =
∫

dx1χ
∗
a(x1)f̂χb(x1) (χ∗a being the complex conjugated of the

function χa and x1 being the coordinates of one electron), whereas one element of the

overlap matrix S can be written as Sab =
∫

dx1χ
∗
a(x1)χb(x1). The above equation is

called the Hartree-Fock-Roothan equation.

Although the Hartree-Fock method is quite expressive because it supports our ap-

proach related to atomic orbitals, it cannot produce reliable and quantitative results

on many systems. One can refine this method by taking into account the electron

correlation effects but this entails the growth of the time need of these more sophis-

ticated methods (e.g. MP, CI, CC methods). On the other hand, there are large

systems for which even the Hartree-Fock method is not feasible due to the huge costs

of the calculation. There exist less sophisticated methods for these systems where the

computationally expensive terms are neglected or reasonably approximated, e.g., by

empirical formulas and parameters adjusted to experimental measurements. These

methods are called semi-empirical methods, in contrast to the purely theoretical ab

initio methods.

3.2.1 The AM1 semi-empirical method

The development of semi-empirical methods started in the 1960’s with the goal of

making molecular orbital calculations possible for large, primarily organic systems.

These methods use three main approximations as compared to the Hartree-Fock
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method, namely they i) treat only the valence electrons explicitly (‘frozen core ap-

proximation’), this means one s and three p orbitals for heavy atoms, ii) use minimal

basis set, and iii) neglect the main fraction of expensive two-electron integrals and

replace the rest with empirical parameters.

The most frequently used semi-empirical methods (AM1[61], MNDO[62], PM3[63])

are all based on the Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap (NDDO) integral ap-

proximation. This approach belongs to the class of Zero Differential Overlap meth-

ods, in which all two-electron integrals involving two-center charge distributions are

neglected. The three above mentioned, most popular methods are parametrised in

such a way that the calculated energies are expressed as heats of formation instead

of total energies.

The methods based on the NDDO approximation use Slater type orbitals (STOs)

to construct the basis set:

χ(r,Θ,Φ) = Nrn−1e−ζrY m
l (Θ,Φ), (3.49)

where N is a normalising factor, n is the principal quantum number (n = 1, 2, . . .),

ζ is a fitted atomic parameter, Y m
l (Θ,Φ) is a spherical harmonic function, while r,

Θ and Φ are a spatial and two angular coordinates respectively.

The following notation will be used for the two-electron integrals to facilitate the

equations:

〈zy|mn〉 =

∫ ∫
dx1dx2χ

∗
z(1)χy(1)

1

r12
χ∗m(2)χn(2), (3.50)

where χy(1) denotes atomic orbital y being occupied by electron 1, x1 denotes the

coordinates of electron 1, r12 is the distance between electron 1 and 2, and the

asterisk refers to complex conjugation. In the NDDO approximation this integral

differs from zero only if z and y are on the same atom and m and n are also on the

same atom. Note that this integral is written using atomic units, i.e., the charge of

one electron is set to unity.

The diagonal element of the Fock matrix is approximated as

Fyy = Uyy −
∑
B 6=A

qB 〈yy|sBsB〉+
A∑
z

Pzz

(
〈yy|zz〉 − 1

2
〈yz|yz〉

)
+

+
∑
B 6=A

B∑
p

B∑
q

Ppq 〈yy|pq〉 , (3.51)
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where y and z are orbitals on atom A while p and q are orbitals on atom B. The first

term represents the diagonal one-electron element (one-electron one-center term) of

the Fock matrix and is approximated by atomic orbital constants (this is the energy

that an electron would feel if all the other valence electrons were removed from the

atom). The second term is the approximation of the interaction between orbital y

(on atom A) and the s type valence orbital (sB) on atom B. qB denotes the core

charge on atom B thus it equals the atomic number of B minus the number of core

electrons. Pzz and Ppq are density matrix elements, and are defined for closed-shell

systems as

Ppq =
Nvalence∑
j=1

c∗pjcqj , (3.52)

where cpj is a coefficient of atomic orbital p.

There are two types of off-diagonal (two-center) elements in the Fock matrix.

The elements in which the orbitals y and z are on the same atom are in the first

group, and are labeled as FAAzy . The other type has the orbitals p and z on different

atoms and is labeled as FABzp :

FAAzy = −
∑
B 6=A

qB 〈zy|sBsB〉+
1

2
Pzz (3 〈zy|zy〉 − 〈zz|yy〉) +

∑
B 6=A

B∑
p

B∑
q

Ppq 〈zy|pq〉 , (3.53)

and

FABzp =
1

2
(βz + βp)Szp −

1

2

A∑
y

B∑
q

Pyq 〈zy|pq〉 , (3.54)

where Szp is an element of the overlap matrix, i.e., it is the overlap between atomic

orbitals z and p. The parameters βz and βp are fitted atomic parameters.

The total energy of the system is the sum of the total valence electronic energy

and the energy of repulsion between the cores on atoms A and B. This latter has

to be corrected because only valence electrons are considered, and the core electrons

are treated together with the nuclei through an effective core potential, and thus the

simple point charge model used in the HF method to calculate the nuclear repulsion

energies is inappropriate in semi-empirical calculations.
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In the above equations, the one-center two-electron integrals (〈yy|zz〉 and 〈yz|yz〉
in Eq 3.51 and Eq 3.53) are fitted to atomic spectroscopic data. These approximated

integrals are used together with intermolecular distances in different molecules to

compute the two-electron two-center integrals (〈zy|pq〉). Atomic parameters Uyy, βz

and βp are fitted to reproduce heats of formation, molecular geometries and dipole

moments.

In the three NDDO methods the correction of the core-core repulsion energy is

different. In the AM1 method the total core-core repulsion is written as

fAB = qaqb 〈sAsA|sBsB〉
(
1 + e−αARAB + e−αBRAB

)
+

+
qaqb
RAB

(∑
k

akAe−bkA(RAB−ckA)2 +
∑
k

akBe−bkB(RAB−ckB)2
)
, (3.55)

where RAB is the internuclear distance between atom A and B; α, a, b and c

are fitted atomic parameters. The first row of this equation represents the MNDO

modification coming from the changing screening effects of nuclei at short distances.

The second row is a further modification in the AM1 and PM3 method to reduce

the excessive core-core repulsion just outside bonding distances. Note that for the

O–H and N–H interaction the MNDO correction is slightly different.

In the AM1 method the atomic ζ parameters for s and p type orbitals are not

set equal contrary to the MNDO method. PM3 method treats the one-center two-

electron integrals as parameters. The AM1 method contains 13 types of parameters

from which 8 are fitted to experimental data.

The above presented semi-empirical methods have to be used with circumspec-

tion, although they are the most performing semi-empirical methods. They may be

used preferentially only for large systems (with about 1000–10000 atoms) where the

more accurate ab initio methods cannot be carried out. On one hand, these methods

are not able to describe H-bonding accurately and, on the other hand, computational

errors tend to be unsystematic in many cases. A critical area of application con-

cerns calculations of nitrogen containing compounds because the inversion barriers

of trivalent nitrogen are badly reproduced. This fact results in distortion of some N-

containing structures. This is usually the case in simulating peptides: the structure

of the amide group differs from the planar configuration. This error is the tiniest

for the AM1 method but it makes, however, even this method poorly suited for the

study of peptide conformations.



Chapter 4

Adsorption of VOCs on ice

4.1 Introduction

In Section 2.2 we have seen how VOCs influence the atmosphere. In this chapter

we are interested in how they are adsorbed at the surface of ice: In what chemical po-

tential range does the adsorption take place? What is the structure of the adsorption

layer the VOC molecules are adsorbed in? Which are the most preferred adsorption

positions and surface orientations? What is the strength of the interactions formed

between ice and adsorbate molecules?

To shed light on these details a number of experimental studies have been carried

out. Thus, the adsorption of acetone[64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71], acetic acid[72, 73],

formaldehyde[71], formic acid[73, 74], methanol[67, 71, 75], acetaldehyde[67] and 2,3-

butanedione[68] on ice has been studied using either a Knudsen cell flow reactor or

a coated-wall flow tube. These studies led to the conclusion that the interaction

between VOCs and ice is of the simplest type, i.e., reversible physisorption, and the

corresponding adsorption enthalpies are between −70 and −50 kJ mol−1, with the

exception of formaldehyde, which exhibits very low affinity to the ice surface[71].

A growing number of theoretical studies have also recently been devoted to the

characterisation of the details of the adsorption processes at the surface of ice, based

either on ab initio calculations[76, 77, 78] or classical simulations[75, 79, 80, 81, 82,

83, 84, 85]. The main advantage of computer simulations in studying such problems

comes from the fact that a large number of molecules can be treated, and the effect

of the temperature can also be taken into account in the calculations. The grand

canonical Monte Carlo method[41] is particularly suitable for such studies because,

in this way, the entire adsorption isotherm can be calculated by varying the chemical

40
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potential of the adsorbate molecule in a series of simulations.

The three VOCs (i.e. acetone, formic acid and benzaldehyde) studied in my work

are expected to form quite complex interactions with the ice surface: All of them

can participate in hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, the aromatic benzene ring of

benzaldehyde provides an enhanced electronic density that may also interact with

the strongly electronegative water O.

Formic acid seems to create the most complex interactions with ice compared to

acetone and benzaldehyde due to the fact that formic acid can not only accept but

also donate hydrogen in forming hydrogen bonds, whereas acetone and benzaldehyde

can act only as an acceptor. Accurate study of the structure of formic acid – formic

acid dimers has revealed that unusual C-H· · ·O type hydrogen bonds may also be

formed between formic acid molecules[86]. This type of H-bond was also found to

be present in the liquid phase of formic acid[87].

4.1.1 Common points in the numerical studies

4.1.1.1 Common computational details

During my work, the same tools were used to analyse the adsorption behaviour

of the three VOCs. In addition, the numerical starting points were also similar:

The adsorption was studied at the surface of a hexagonal, proton-disordered ice.

This ice phase contained 18 molecular layers, each of which consisting of 160 water

molecules. The molecules belonging to the innermost two layers were kept fixed in

the simulations, whereas the molecules of the outer layers were allowed to move. The

X, Y , and Z edges of the rectangular basic simulation box were 100.0, 35.926, and

38.891 Å long respectively. The ice surface was parallel to the YZ plane. Standard

periodic boundary conditions were applied.

In every case a set of Monte Carlo simulations was performed on the grand

canonical ensemble. The value of the chemical potential of the adsorbate was con-

trolled through the B parameter of Adams defined in Eq 3.21. For performing the

simulations we used the MMC[88] code of Mezei. During the simulations all inter-

actions were truncated to zero beyond the centre-centre cut-off radius of 12.5 Å.

Molecule displacement and adsorbate insertion/deletion attempts were done in an

alternating order. In the particle displacement step, a randomly chosen molecule

was translated to a random distance by no more than 0.25 Å, and randomly ro-

tated around a randomly chosen space-fixed axis by the maximum angle of 15◦. In

an insertion/deletion attempt it was tried either, by 50 % probability, to remove a
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randomly chosen adsorbate molecule from, or, also by 50 % probability, to insert an

extra adsorbate molecule to the system. For inserting a molecule the cavity-biased

method of Mezei[46, 47] was used (see Section 3.1.1.1). As an illustration, Figure 4.1

shows a side-view of our ice phase placed in the middle of the simulation box. The

gas phase in our system is on the left and right side of this ice slab.

Figure 4.1: Side-view of our ice slab placed in the middle of the simulation box.

4.1.1.2 Adsorption isotherms

The primary result of the simulation is the isotherm in the 〈N〉 (B) form, i.e.,

the average number of particles as a function of the B value. Using the definition

of the B parameter of Adams (see Eq 3.21) one can obtain the isotherm in the

〈N〉 (µ) form. This can be further converted into the more convenient and practical

Γ(prel) form, where Γ is the surface density of the adsorbed molecules, and prel is the

relative pressure, i.e., the pressure of the vapour phase normalised by the pressure

of the saturated vapour of the adsorbate. In cases the pressure is low enough so the

ideal gas law is applicable, prel values can easily be calculated[89]. If the situation is

beyond the applicability of the ideal gas low, a more complicated procedure should

be followed to relate the chemical potential and the corresponding pressure. This

procedure involves usually the application of equations of state. Appendix C shows

an example for this case. In our study, however, at sufficiently low pressure the ideal

gas law holds thus one can write[89]

prel =
p

p0
=

expB

expB0
=

expβµ

expβµ0
, (4.1)

where B0 and µ0 are the B and µ values, respectively, at which condensation occurs.

The value of Γ can easily be given by the expression

Γ =
〈N〉
2Y Z

, (4.2)
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using the reasonable assumption that all the adsorbate molecules of the system

are adsorbed at the surface, and considering the fact that the system contains two

surfaces along the surface normal axis X. Since Eq 4.1 is only valid at the vapour

phase, the 〈N〉 (µ) isotherm can only be converted into the Γ(prel) form up to the

point of condensation.

The obtained isotherms in the Γ(prel) form can be adjusted using the Langmuir

isotherm:

Γ(prel) = Γmax
prelK

1 + prelK
, (4.3)

where the parameters Γmax and K are the saturated surface density and the par-

titioning coefficient between the solid and gas phase respectively. The Langmuir

theory assumes that i) all the adsorption sites are equivalent at the surface; ii) the

lateral interactions between the adsorbate molecules are negligible; and iii) no mul-

tilayer adsorption occurs. Another common choice in the analysis of the adsorption

isotherm is to use the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory[90]:

Γ(prel) =
ΓmonoprelC

(1− prel) [1 + prel(C − 1)]
, (4.4)

where Γmono and C are the surface density of the saturated monolayer and the

BET coefficient respectively. The BET theory differs from the Langmuir model

by allowing multilayer adsorption, and hence it has to account for the interaction

between consecutive adsorption layers. However, lateral interactions within a given

layer are still neglected in this model. The C parameter is related to the energetics

of the adsorption:

C = exp

(
∆Hout −∆H1

RT

)
, (4.5)

where ∆H1 and ∆Hout are the enthalpies of adsorption in the first and subsequent

outer layers, respectively. The BET parameters Γmono and C are conventionally

determined by fitting the linearised form of the BET isotherm:

prel
Γ(1− prel)

=
1

ΓmonoC
+
C − 1

Γmono
prel. (4.6)

In practice, the data can be fitted by a straight line only in the 0.05 ≤ prel ≤ 0.35

range, thus one also has to limit the fitting procedure to this range.
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4.1.1.3 Density profiles

To analyse the ordering of the adsorbate molecules along the surface normal

axis X one may calculate the number density profiles of the molecules. During

the calculation of this profile the simulation box is divided virtually into thin slices

along the surface normal axis X. In the collected configurations the number of the

molecules falling in each slice is counted, which is then normalised by the number

of configurations. The positions of the molecules are represented usually by that of

their central atom.

4.1.1.4 Interaction energy distribution

In order to characterise the energetic background of the adsorption process in the

simulation, the distribution of the total binding energy of the adsorbed molecules

UTOT (i.e., the interaction energy of a given adsorbate molecule with the rest of the

system) can be calculated, as well as the contributions coming from the interactions

with the ice phase U ice and with the other admolecules Uac, UFA and UBA in the

case of acetone, formic acid and benzaldehyde respectively.

4.1.1.5 Orientational analysis

The orientation of a rigid body relative to an external direction can be fully

described by two independent orientational variables. Therefore, the orientational

statistics of the molecules relative to a flat surface can only be given unambiguously

by the bivariate joint distribution of two such variables[91, 92]. Jedlovszky and

co-workers previously demonstrated that the polar angles ϑ and φ of the surface

normal vector in a local Cartesian frame fixed to the individual molecules represent

a suitable choice of these variables[91, 92].

Once the coordinate frame is defined in a reasonable way, the bivariate distribu-

tion functions can be calculated and plotted as maps using different tones to represent

different values. It should be noted that ϑ is the angle of two general spatial vectors,

but φ is formed by two vectors restricted to lie in a given plane by definition, and

hence uncorrelated orientation of the molecules with the surface results in a uniform

bivariate distribution only if cosϑ and φ are chosen as independent variables.

4.2 Adsorption of acetone
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4.2.1 Computational details of the simulations

Although several different potential models were proposed to describe acetone[93,

94, 95, 96, 97], the majority of these models are unable to capture the mixing prop-

erties of acetone with water[98, 99]. However, adsorbate – adsorbent interactions

may play a very important role in the adsorption, in particular, at low pressures,

where the adsorbate – adsorbent interaction is the main driving force of the adsorp-

tion. For this purpose, we chose to use the four-site KBFF acetone model (where

the methyl group is described by one single interaction site) of Weerasinghe and

Smith[97], which was developed to reproduce various thermodynamic properties of

acetone – water mixtures. By developing this model, Weerasinghe and Smith used

the three-site SPC/E water potential[100] and therefore we also chose this model

to describe the water molecules in our systems. The values of the used potential

parameters are summarised in Table 4.1.

Molecule Interaction site σ / Å ε / kJ mol−1 q / e

Water O 3.166 0.6506 −0.8476

H 0.0 0.0 0.4238

Acetone Me 3.748 0.8672 0.0

C 3.360 0.3300 0.565

O 3.100 0.5600 −0.565

Table 4.1: Interaction parameters of the water and acetone models used in our

simulations. ‘Me’ denotes the single interaction site describing the whole methyl

group.

Taking into account the long range part of the electrostatic interaction beyond

the cut-off radius in such an inhomogeneous and anisotropic system is a non-trivial

task. The application of the standard Ewald summation technique[41, 60] would

lead to the simulation of an infinite stack of ice and vapour layers, whereas in using

the method of reaction field correction[57, 58] one has to face the difficulty that the

system is consisted of two phases of markedly different dielectric constants. In order

to investigate the importance of the exact treatment of long range electrostatics we

performed two series of simulations.

In the first set we used reaction field correction, setting the dielectric constant

of the continuum, εRF , beyond the cut-off sphere to infinity, whereas in the second

set no long range correction was applied, i.e., εRF was set to unity. These two sets

of simulations represent the limiting cases corresponding to the lower and upper

estimates of the effect of long range electrostatics.
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The simulations were performed at 28 different B values, ranging from −17 to

−5, which corresponds to the chemical potentials falling in the range between −51.12

and −31.01 kJ mol−1. The systems were equilibrated by performing 108 Monte

Carlo steps, while the production stage was 2 × 108 Monte Carlo steps long. In

order to analyse the properties of the adsorption layer 2500 sample configurations,

separated by 8 × 104 Monte Carlo steps, were saved in four systems, characterised

by the chemical potential values of −48.54, −41.91, −40.26, and −39.43 kJ mol−1,

respectively.

4.2.2 Results

4.2.2.1 Adsorption isotherm

The adsorption isotherms are shown in Figure 4.2 as obtained with and without

applying reaction field correction. As is seen, the two isotherms are almost identi-

cal; the only difference is that the point of condensation occurs at a slightly lower

chemical potential value if no long range correction is applied. Due to the observed

insensitivity of the results to the exact treatment of the long range correction of the

electrostatic interaction, in the following we only present the results obtained with

a choice of εRF = 1, unless otherwise indicated.

At the low µ part the obtained isotherms exhibit an exponential increase up to

the µ value of about −47 kJ mol−1. This part corresponds to the situation when

the adsorptions of the individual acetone molecules are independent of each other.

Above this chemical potential value the slope of the isotherm starts to increasingly

deviate from the exponential form, however, this slope never approaches zero. In

other words, the isotherm does not exhibit any nearly constant plateau below the

point of condensation at about µ = −40 kJ mol−1. This behaviour of the isotherm

indicates that the saturated adsorption monolayer is not of a particular stability.

The observed shape of the isotherm is in a clear contrast with what was observed

previously either for methanol or for formaldehyde. Thus, the adsorption isotherm

of formaldehyde on ice shows a nearly exponential increase up to the point of con-

densation, indicating the Langmuir-like behaviour of this system[85], whereas in the

case of methanol the adsorption isotherm exhibits a clear plateau in a broad range

of chemical potentials[75]. The adsorption isotherms of methanol and formaldehyde

on ice are shown in the insets of Figure 4.2 for comparison. In this respect, the ad-

sorption behaviour of acetone on ice is between those of formaldehyde and methanol.

To shed more light on the details of the adsorption process we converted the
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Figure 4.2: Simulated adsorption isotherms of acetone on ice. Full circles: simula-

tions without reaction field correction, open circles: simulations applying reaction

field correction with the choice of εRF = ∞. The arrows indicate the systems that

were chosen for further analyses. The upper and lower insets show the isotherms

obtained previously for methanol[75] and formaldehyde[85], respectively.

obtained 〈N〉 (µ) curve to the Γ(prel) form (see Eq 4.1 and 4.2). From the 〈N〉 (µ)

isotherm we estimated the value of µ0 to be −40.05 kJ mol−1. The obtained Γ(prel)

isotherm is shown in Figure 4.3. For comparison, the similar isotherms obtained

previously for methanol[75] and formaldehyde[85] are indicated in the insets of Fig-

ure 4.3.

The deviation of the obtained Γ(prel) isotherm from various experimental data

sets[68, 71] remains in the same order as the reported deviation of the different exper-

imental isotherms from each other. Nevertheless, the simulation underestimates the

adsorption at low pressures. This is probably due to the fact that in the simulation a

perfect ice surface was used, whereas in experimental situations the surface layer of

ice can be defected and can also be subject to surface melting to an unknown extent.

This view is also supported by the finding of Schaff and Roberts that amorphous ice

can adsorb a considerably higher amount of acetone than crystalline ice[101, 102].

As is seen, the rapidly increasing part of the curve at low pressures is not followed

by a saturation region; instead the isotherm exhibits a monotonous increase, indi-

cating the non-Langmuir nature of this adsorption. Despite this, at low pressures,

i.e., up to about the prel value of 0.07, the obtained Γ(prel) curve can be well fitted

by the Langmuir isotherm, as is seen in Figure 4.4. The values of Γmax and K are

summarised in Table 4.2 as resulted from this fitting.
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Figure 4.3: Adsorption isotherm (surface density vs. relative pressure) of acetone

on ice, as obtained from the simulations. The arrows indicate the systems that were

chosen for further analyses. The left and right insets show the isotherms obtained

previously for methanol[75] and formaldehyde[85], respectively.

Although the validity of the assumptions of the Langmuir theory (see Section

4.1.1.2) is difficult to be checked in experimental situations, computer simulation

methods provide a unique opportunity to test them. In the present case, the as-

sumptions of the Langmuir theory are only valid up to the relative pressure value

of about 0.07. As it will be discussed in detail later, above this pressure the lateral

interactions between the adsorbed acetone molecules become increasingly impor-

tant, and above prel ≈ 0.5 even multilayer adsorption occurs, as is evidenced by the

increasing slope of the Γ(prel) curve above this pressure.

In order to take into account the effect of this possible multilayer adsorption, we

Model Parameter Value

Langmuir Γmax (5.04± 0.26) µmol m−2 = (3.02± 0.16)× 1014 cm−2

K 148± 22

BET Γmono (3.96± 0.34) µmol m−2 = (2.38± 0.20)× 1014 cm−2

C 0.985± 0.16

Simulation Γmono (6.52± 0.03) µmol m−2 = (3.91± 0.02)× 1014 cm−2

Table 4.2: Parameters of the Langmuir and BET functions fitted to the calculated

adsorption isotherm, and the monolayer capacity resulting directly from our simula-

tions. Error bars correspond to the limits of the confidence interval of 95%.
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Figure 4.4: Langmuir fit (solid curve) to the points of the simulated isotherm (circles)

up to the relative pressure of 0.07. The inset shows the BET fit (solid line) to these

data (circles) up to prel = 0.35. The adjustments of the isotherms were done in the

pressure ranges shown in the figure.

performed also the adjustment of the BET isotherm (see Eq 4.4) to the simulated

data points. The result of this fitting is shown in the inset of Figure 4.4, whereas

the Γmono and C values are included in Table 4.2.

Although the Γmax parameter of the Langmuir isotherm has basically the same

physical meaning as the Γmono value of the BET isotherm, the obtained Γmax and

Γmono values deviate largely, by 20–25% from each other (see Table 4.2). This finding

again emphasizes the fact that the assumptions lying behind at least some of these

functional forms are not valid for the system investigated here.

This point can be checked by determining the value of Γmono directly from the

simulations (as explained in detail in the following section), and be compared with

the fitted values. Since the Γmono value of 6.52 µmol m−2 resulting directly from the

simulation, is about 30 and 60% larger than the values estimated from the Langmuir

and BET theories, respectively (see Table 4.2), the invalidity of an assumption that

is behind both theories can be suspected. Considering the strongly dipolar character

of the acetone molecule, the invalid assumption is likely the neglect of the lateral

interactions. This point will be further analysed in the following subsections.

4.2.2.2 Characterisation of the adsorption layers

In order to characterise the structural and energetic properties of the adsorption,

four systems, corresponding to four markedly different points of the isotherm were
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chosen for further analyses. System I, characterised by the chemical potential value of

−48.54 kJ mol−1 corresponds to the exponentially rising part of the 〈N〉 (µ) isotherm.

This chemical potential range can be characterised by adsorbed acetone molecules

being far enough from each other forming thus negligibly weak lateral interactions.

System II, corresponding to the chemical potential value of −41.91 kJ mol−1 is on

the slowly rising part of the isotherm. Finally, systems III and IV, being at µ =

−40.26 kJ mol−1 and µ = −39.43 kJ mol−1, are slightly below and slightly above

the point of condensation, respectively. The points representing these systems on

the isotherms are marked by arrows in Figure 4.2 and 4.3.

Density profiles. In the calculation of density profiles the positions of the water

and acetone molecules were represented by their central O and carbonyl C atom

respectively. The resulting profiles of acetone, symmetrised over the two surfaces

present in the basic simulation box, are shown in Figure 4.5 as obtained in the four

systems. In addition, the density profiles of the water molecules are also shown as

obtained in system I. It should be noted that the water profiles are found to be

almost identical in each system analysed.
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Figure 4.5: Number density profiles of the acetone molecules in systems I (asterisks),

II (open squares), III (filled circles), and IV (solid line). The number density profile

of the water molecules in system I is also indicated (dash-dotted line). The inset

shows the acetone profiles on a magnified scale. The dashed vertical line indicates

the boundary of the first molecular layer of adsorbed acetone.

The nine water peaks are followed by the density peak of the acetone molecules

being in direct contact with the ice surface. Clearly, this first adsorption layer is

highly unsaturated in system I, where the height of this density peak is about one
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third of that in the other systems. In system II the adsorbed molecules form a nearly

saturated monolayer at the ice surface, and traces of the second molecular layer can

also be observed.

It is also seen that the peak corresponding to the first layer is not only higher but

also broader here than in system I, indicating that upon saturation this layer also

becomes thicker. In system III the second layer starts to be built up, the surface

density of acetone in this layer is about 25% of that in the saturated first layer.

Finally, system IV corresponds to condensed acetone, as the acetone density never

drops to zero here.

The surface density of the saturated monolayer can easily be calculated from the

density profile, by integrating the first peak in a system containing the saturated

first layer, i.e., in system III or IV. The resulting value of 6.52 µmol m−2 strongly

deviates from the estimates obtained both from the Langmuir and the BET theory,

as discussed in the previous subsection. The reasons of this deviation are discussed

in detail in the following subsections.

Distribution of the distances between water and acetone molecules. To

characterise the structure of the first adsorption layer we calculated the distribution

of the distances of the acetone oxygens from the nearest water O and H atoms

in systems I–IV. Note that here we took into account only the acetone molecules

belonging to the first adsorption layer. The obtained distributions, normalised to the

average number of the adsorbed molecules in the first layer, are plotted in Figure 4.6.

Both of these functions are bimodal in systems II–IV, having a sharp and high

peak at low distances (i.e., at 2.83 and 1.80 Å in the case of Oac–Owat and Oac–

Hwat distributions, respectively), which is followed by a broader second peak of a

much smaller height at larger distances. This second peak is, however, missing in

system I. Between these two peaks the distributions drop to zero, which allows us

to make an unambiguous distinction between the acetone molecules that give rise

to the different peaks. The positions of the first peaks correspond to the hydrogen

bonding O–O and O–H distances. This means that some of the adsorbed acetone

molecules are hydrogen bonded to the ice surface, whilst at higher surface coverage

some others are oriented away from the surface by their carbonyl group.

The separate integration of the two peaks reveals that in systems II–IV 73–76

acetone molecules are hydrogen bonded to the ice surface, and in system II 21,

whereas in systems III and IV 34 non-hydrogen bonded acetone molecules belong to

the first adsorption layer. This finding indicates that upon saturation the acetone

molecules occupy the hydrogen bonding positions first, and the non-hydrogen bond-
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ing positions start to be taken only afterwards. It is also seen that both distributions

are almost identical in systems III and IV, indicating that once the first adsorption

layer is completed, its structure is independent of the saturation of the outer layers.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of the distance of the acetone O atom belonging to the first

molecular layer from the nearest water O atom (top), and water H atom (bottom).

Data corresponding to systems I–IV are marked by asterisks, open squares, filled

circles, and solid lines, respectively.

Energetics of the adsorption. Energy distributions introduced in Section

4.1.1.4 were also calculated in the four systems analysed. The distributions of UTOT ,

Uac and U ice are presented in Figure 4.7. As is seen, the total binding energy

distribution shifts to lower energies upon increasing the chemical potential of acetone.

Thus, in system I the P (UTOT ) distribution is peaked at −55.7 kJ mol−1, whereas

in system IV this peak appears at −82.2 kJ mol−1. This shift is related to the

increasing number of acetone molecules, and indicates that at high surface coverage

acetone – acetone interactions contribute at least as much to the thermodynamic

driving force of the adsorption as acetone – ice interactions.

Not surprisingly, the evolution of the P (Uac) distribution with the acetone chem-

ical potential shows a rather similar picture. Thus, in system I this distribution is

peaked at −3.5 kJ mol−1, indicating that here the adsorbate – adsorbate interactions

are still almost negligible. This confirms the validity of the assumption that in this

range the Langmuir theory still holds. The increasing amount of the acetone mole-

cules leads evidently to the increase of the acetone – acetone interactions. Thus, in

system IV the peak of the P (Uac) distribution appears at −47.7 kJ mol−1. A simi-

lar binding energy value was obtained previously in liquid acetone using a different
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potential model[95].
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of the binding energy (bottom) of the adsorbed acetone

molecules and that of the contributions coming from the interaction with the other

adsorbed molecules (middle), and with the ice phase (top). Data corresponding to

systems I–IV are marked by asterisks, open squares, filled circles and solid lines,

respectively.

Quite a different picture is seen when the ice – acetone energy contribution is

analysed. At low surface coverage (system I) the unimodal P (U ice) distribution is

peaked at −50.6 kJ mol−1 indicating that the adsorbed acetone molecules form two

hydrogen bonds with the surface waters. The mean value of −51.4 kJ mol−1 of this

distribution can be compared to the experimental heat of the adsorption ∆0H
ads,

which is usually determined at very low surface coverages, where the lateral interac-

tions are negligible, and hence ∆0H
ads does not depend on the surface coverage yet.

The values of ∆0H
ads are collected in Table 4.3 as obtained in a number of recent

experimental studies. The clear agreement between the simulated and experimental

values confirms our results, and validates the choice of the used potential models.

Upon increasing the acetone surface density the peak of the P (U ice) curve grad-

ually shifts to higher (i.e., lower in magnitude) values, up to about −35 kJ mol−1,
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T / K ∆0H
ads / kJ mol−1 Method Ref.

200 −51.4 ± 1.3 Our study

198 – 223 −46 ± 7 Coated wall flow tube [71]

193 – 223 −48.1 ± 3.1 Coated wall flow tube / Langmuir [68]

−50.3 ± 2.5 Coated wall flow tube / BET

205 – 243 −54.4 ± 7.6 Chromatography [65]

193 – 213 −55 ± 7 Volumetric [64]

190 – 220 −49 ± 3 Coated wall flow tube / Ic ice [69]

−32 ± 6 Coated wall flow tube / Ih ice

198 – 223 −52 ± 2 Chromatography [66]

190 – 223 −43.7 ± 7.9 Coated wall flow tube [103]

Table 4.3: Heat of the adsorption of acetone on ice, as resulted from the present

work and from previous experimental studies.

indicating that in systems of higher surface coverage the majority of the acetone

molecules form only one hydrogen bond with the ice surface. Further, these distri-

butions exhibit two shoulders, at both sides of the main peak. The shoulder located

around −50 kJ mol−1 is given by the acetone molecules that are double hydrogen

bonded to the ice phase.

The high energy side shoulder, located at about −20 kJ mol−1, clearly becomes

more pronounced with increasing surface coverage. This shoulder can be attributed

to non-H-bonding acetone molecules belonging to the first adsorption layer, as dis-

cussed in the previous subsection. To demonstrate this, in system III we also cal-

culated the P (U ice) distribution separately for the acetone molecules that give rise

to the first, and for those giving rise to the second peak of P (dOac−Owat
) (see

Figure 4.8).

As is seen, the peak of the hydrogen bonded acetones appears at about the same

position than the peak of P (U ice) in system III (i.e., at−40.3 kJ mol−1), whereas that

of the non-hydrogen bonded acetones is at −18.7 kJ mol−1. This relatively strong

interaction of the non-hydrogen bonded acetone molecules with ice is probably due

to the electrostatic interaction of the large dipole moment of the acetone molecule

with the charge distribution of the ice phase.

Orientation of adsorbed molecules. In our study the local coordinate frame

fixed to the acetone molecules is defined in the following way. The origin is located at

the carbonyl C atom; the z axis lies along the dipole vector of the acetone molecule

pointing from the O to the carbonyl C, the x axis is the molecular normal axis, and
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Figure 4.8: Interaction energy distribution of an adsorbed acetone molecule of the

first molecular layer with the ice phase in system III, considering only the molecules

whose O atom is closer to the nearest water O than 3.3 Å(open circles), and those

molecules whose O atom is farther from the nearest water O atom than 3.3 Å(open

triangles). The same distribution of all acetone molecules is also indicated (full

circles).

the y axis is perpendicular of the above two axes. Thus, ϑ is the angle between the

interface normal vector pointing away from the ice phase X and the molecular dipole

vector.

The definition of this local Cartesian frame and of the polar angles ϑ and φ is

demonstrated in Figure 4.9. It should be noted that, due to the definition of this

frame and the symmetry of the molecule, the orientational distribution can be fully

described by restricting us only to the 0◦ ≤ ϑ ≤ 180◦ and 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 90◦ ranges.

The bivariate P (cosϑ, φ) orientational distributions of the adsorbed molecules

are plotted in Figure 4.10 as obtained in the first and second molecular layers of the

four systems studied.

In system I the acetone molecules have only one preferred orientation, which is

denoted here by A. This orientation is characterised by the cosϑ and φ values of

0.3 and 0◦, respectively. In this orientation, the acetone molecule is slightly tilted,

pointing to the ice surface with the O atom, while the two methyl groups are at

equal distance from the ice surface.

At higher surface coverage (system II) another orientation, corresponding to

cosϑ = 0.55 and φ = 90◦ also becomes preferred. In this orientation, marked with

B, the main symmetry axis of the molecule is slightly more tilted than in orientation
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Figure 4.9: Definition of the local Cartesian frame fixed to the individual acetone

molecules, and of the polar angles ϑ and φ describing the orientation of the surface

normal vector X pointing away from the ice phase.

A, and the molecular plane is now perpendicular to the ice surface.

Finally, in systems III and IV when acetone molecules have acetone neighbours

also in the second layer a third orientation corresponding to the cosϑ value of −1

emerges. In this orientation, denoted here as C, the acetone molecule is perpendicular

to the ice surface, pointing by its O atom away from the ice phase.

It is also seen that in the second layer of system III the molecules only prefer

orientations A and B. It should be noted that very similar orientational preferences

were observed at the surface of liquid acetone[104]. On the other hand, in system IV,

where the second layer is followed by other acetone layers, orientation C is also clearly

preferred in the second layer. The orientations A, B and C, preferred by the acetone

molecules in the different systems are illustrated in Figure 4.11.

The physical background of these orientational preferences can be understood by

considering the four possible orientations of the water molecules (see Figure 4.11)

at the surface layer of the ice phase. In two of these orientations (i.e., 1 and 4) the

water molecule points flatly to the vapour phase by one or two of its O–H bonds,

whereas in orientation 2 one of the O–H bonds sticks straight to the vapour phase.

Thus, an adsorbed acetone molecule of orientation A can form two hydrogen

bonds with the surface waters of either orientation 1 or 4, whereas in orientation B an

acetone molecule can accept one hydrogen bond from a surface water of orientation 2.

These possible hydrogen bonding patterns are illustrated in Figure 4.12.

It should be noted that orientations A and B can be related to the β acetones,

while orientation C to the α acetone molecules of Schaff and Roberts[102], who

studied the desorption of acetone from ice by Fourier transform infrared reflection-
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Figure 4.10: Orientational maps of the adsorbed acetone molecules belonging to

the first (left column) and second (right column) molecular layer relative to the ice

surface in systems I–IV (from the top to the bottom). The peaks corresponding to

the different preferred acetone orientations are marked with A–C. Lighter shades of

grey indicate higher probabilities.

absorption (FTIR–RA) spectroscopy. Similar distinction was made by Mitlin and

Leung between ‘dangling acetone–OH complexes’ (orientations A and B) and ‘van der

Waals complexes’ (orientation C) by FTIR–RA spectroscopic measurements[105].

Orientation A was also observed by Marinelli and Allouche at defected ice sur-

face by ab initio calculations[106]. Further, orientations analogous to A and B were

also observed in the adsorption layer of formaldehyde on ice, but with consider-

ably smaller adsorption energies[85]. This difference in the adsorption energies of

formaldehyde and acetone was also observed in experimental studies[71].

In the light of the analyses carried out, we can now give a possible scenario

of the adsorption of acetone molecules at the ice surface. Thus, in system I, at

low surface coverage, the adsorbed molecules are in orientation A, and form two

hydrogen bonds with the ice phase. Up to the completion of the adsorption sites

where acetone molecules can be bound in this orientation (i.e., up to the prel ≈
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of the preferred orientations of the acetone molecules ad-

sorbed at the ice surface (top row) and surface water molecules (bottom row) relative

to the surface normal X pointing away from the ice phase.

Figure 4.12: Possible hydrogen bonding patterns between the adsorbed acetone mo-

lecules of the first molecular layer and surface water molecules of the ice phase (X

being the surface normal vector).

0.07) the adsorption isotherm exhibits Langmuir behaviour as the adsorption sites

are equivalent, and the lateral interactions are negligible.

Further, the Γmax value obtained from the Langmuir fit at low pressure might be

interpreted as the maximum surface density of acetones being in orientation A. The

obtained 5.04 µmol m−2 value is in agreement with the experimental value of (4.5

± 1.2) µmol m−2 [71]. As the surface density increases, new orientations occupying

less surface area become preferred resulting thus in the calculated surface density of

6.52 µmol m−2 in the saturated first adsorption layer.

Furthermore, the second peak of the P (dOac−Owat) and P (dOac−Hwat) distribu-

tions (see Figure 4.6) can be clearly attributed to the acetone molecules of ori-

entation C. To demonstrate this we calculated the P (cosϑ, φ) orientational map
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separately for acetone molecules giving rise to the first, and for those giving rise

to the second peak of P (dOac−Owat) in the first layer of system III. These maps,

shown in Figure 4.13, indicates that the molecules contributing to the second peak

of P (dOac−Owat) (and also to the shoulder of P (U ice) at about −18 kJ mol−1 see Fig-

ure 4.8) are in orientation C, whereas the other molecules are either in orientation A

or B.

Figure 4.13: Orientational map of the acetone molecules whose O atom is closer to

the nearest water O than 3.3 Å(left), and of those being farther from the nearest

water O atom than 3.3 Å(middle) as is calculated in the first layer of system III.

The same distribution of the entire first layer (right) is also shown.

The molecules in orientation C seem to appear after the second layer started to

be build up, as we have seen from the density profiles. These molecules are likely

to optimise their interaction with the molecules being in the second layer. This is

supported by the fact that orientation C appears only if at least traces of the second

layer are also present.

4.3 Adsorption of formic acid

4.3.1 Computational details of the simulations

Simulations were performed with 36 different B values, ranging from −24 to −4,

which corresponds to the chemical potential range of −68.10 to −34.85 kJ mol−1 at

200 K. Water and formic acid molecules were described by the TIP5P model[108]

and by the rigid five-site Jedlovszky–Turi potential model[107], respectively. In

accordance with the original parametrisation of the TIP5P water model[108], and

with the results obtained for acetone, no long-range correction was applied.

The systems were equilibrated by performing 108 Monte Carlo steps (including

both particle displacement and insertion/deletion attempts). The number of the
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adsorbed molecules was averaged over 2 × 108 equilibrium configurations at each

B value. According to the features of the adsorption isotherm, five systems were

selected for more detailed analysis. In these systems, 2500 sample configurations,

separated by 8× 104 Monte Carlo steps each, were saved.

4.3.2 Results

4.3.2.1 Adsorption isotherm

The calculated 〈N〉 (µ) isotherm obtained from the simulation is shown in Fig-

ure 4.14. At low µ values, the isotherm exhibits an exponential increase, indicating

that the adsorption of the individual molecules takes place independently of each

other. Then, around the µ value of about −57 kJ mol−1, the slope of the isotherm

starts to decrease, leading to the appearance of a plateau region. Here the adsorption

layer is close to be saturated. In this respect, this isotherm is rather similar to what

was previously obtained for methanol[75] as opposed to that of formaldehyde[85] and

acetone (see Section 4.2).
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Figure 4.14: Average number of formic acid molecules in the basic simulation box

as a function of the formic acid chemical potential. The systems analysed in detail

are indicated by the arrows.

Between about −45 and −42 kJ mol−1, the slope of the isotherm rapidly increases

again. This feature can be related to the point of condensation, as above the µ value

of −42 kJ mol−1, the system contains the liquid phase of formic acid. However,

the µ range within which the condensation occurs is surprisingly broad. In fact,
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condensation is a first-order phase transition, and hence at the boiling (condensation)

point it is accompanied by an infinitesimally small change of the chemical potential.

This finding clearly suggests that in this chemical potential range, multilayer

adsorption occurs, i.e., besides the first molecular layer, further layers of formic acid

are adsorbed at the ice surface, while the bulk phase of formic acid is still vapour.

In interpreting this result, it should be noted that the real width of the chemical

potential range corresponding to multilayer adsorption is probably even broader than

what is obtained in the simulation since it is likely to be underestimated due to the

finite size of the basic simulation box. Namely, in the presence of three to four layers

of adsorbed formic acid, the adsorption layers at the two ice surfaces in the basic box

become too close to each other, and hence, their interaction with each other is no

longer negligible, which can lead to the disappearance of the vapour phase between

them.

Our numerical study was carried out jointly with the experimental investigation

of the group of John N. Crowley[109]. Their results are compared to ours in the next

subsections.

Comparison of the simulated and experimental isotherms. In order to

make the simulated isotherm directly comparable with the experimental curve we

converted the primary isotherm to the Γ(prel) form. Here, we estimated the value of

B0 to be −9.25 corresponding to µ0 = −43.58 kJ mol−1. However, the real value of

B0 might be slightly larger because of the aforementioned possible underestimation

of the condensation point. For making a comparison between the experimental and

simulation data, the experimental curves were also converted to the Γ(prel) form.

The experimental p0 value was estimated by the Antoine equation:

log10 p0 = a− b

T + c
, (4.7)

using the parameters of formic acid of a = 2.00121, b = 515 K and c = −139.408 K

[110]. The comparison of the isotherms simulated at 200 K and measured at 197 K is

shown in Figure 4.15. As is seen, the rapid linear increase of both the simulated and

measured isotherms is followed by the continuous increase, of a slighter slope, of the

adsorbed quantity in the entire prel range. The simulation somewhat overestimates

the amount of the adsorbed molecules, however, the deviation from the experimental

curve never exceeds about 30–40%. This deviation can, at least partly, be attributed

to the improper detection of the point of condensation in the simulation due to finite

size effects, as discussed earlier.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the adsorption isotherm of formic acid on ice as obtained

from the simulations at 200 K (asterisks) and from the flow tube measurements

at 197 K (filled circles)[109]. The inset shows the very low pressure part of the

adsorption isotherm as obtained from the simulations (asterisks) and from the flow

tube measurements at 209 (open squares) and 221 K (filled squares). Error bars are

shown whenever they are larger than the symbols.

In order to further investigate the origin of this deviation, we also compared

the simulated data with the experimental isotherms measured at somewhat higher

temperatures (i.e., at 209 and 221 K) but only up to considerably lower prel values

than at 197 K. This comparison is shown in the inset of Figure 4.15. As is seen,

the amount of the adsorbed molecules at a given prel value is higher at higher tem-

peratures, and the simulation results agree very well with the experimental data

measured at 221 K.

This deviation can be, at least partly, explained by the error in the Antoine

parameters used, since these parameters were measured at considerably higher tem-

peratures [110]. Further, such a shift is not surprising since the water and formic

acid potential models used were optimised to reproduce the properties of the re-

spective neat liquid phases rather than the interaction of these molecules with each

other[107, 108]. In light of this consideration, the agreement of the simulated and

experimental isotherms can be regarded as satisfactory.

Langmuir and BET analyses. The Γ(prel) isotherms obtained both by com-

puter simulations and by experimental methods clearly show non-Langmuir be-

haviour since at large prel values they still increase noticeably instead of exhibiting
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a nearly constant plateau (Figure 4.15).

In order to understand the origin of the constant increase of the obtained isotherms,

we fitted the Langmuir isotherm to the obtained simulation and experimental data

sets below prel = 0.04. The result of this fitting, shown in Figure 4.16 indicates that

in this pressure range the obtained isotherms can satisfactorily be described in terms

of the Langmuir model.

Figure 4.16: Langmuir fit (solid curves) of the points of the obtained isotherms (filled

circles) up to the relative pressure of 0.04. Left: experimental isotherm, measured

at 197 K; right: isotherm obtained from the simulations at 200 K.

The Langmuir fit was repeated by gradually increasing the prel range considered.

However, in this case the agreement of the data points and the fitted function wors-

ened considerably, indicating that the Langmuir behaviour of the isotherm breaks

down above prel = 0.04. This finding can be interpreted in the following way. Below

prel = 0.04, formic acid molecules occupy a certain type of adsorption site, denoted

here as α sites. Bonding to these sites is probably accompanied by a large (i.e.,

strongly negative) adsorption energy, since the binding of the formic acid molecules

to these sites precedes that to other adsorption sites.

Further increase of the pressure leads to the gradual saturation of the first ad-

sorption layer, as the formic acid molecules occupy now the non-α sites in this layer.

Saturation of the first adsorption layer occurs at about prel = 0.5, and above this

pressure outer adsorption layers are built up. The value of the Langmuir partition-

ing coefficient K is found to be rather high when fitting the simulation data set

below the relative pressure value of prel = 0.04, i.e., 2070 ± 140. This value agrees

excellently with the experimental data of Kexp = 2095 ± 205, obtained at 209 K,

indicating again the small temperature shift. The surface density of the system in

which all α sites are saturated (i.e., the Γmax parameter) is found to be (4.52 ± 0.07)

µmol m−2 in the simulations, which somewhat overestimates the experimental value

of (3.65 ± 0.83) µmol m−2.
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To analyse the possibility of the multilayer adsorption the fit of the BET isotherm

was also performed to the simulation data as well as to the experimental values at

187, 197 and 209 K, as is shown in Figure 4.17. As is seen, the simulated data set

lies somewhat below the experimental one obtained at 197 K; however, it agrees well

with that measured at 209 K (see the inset of Figure 4.17), indicating again the

temperature shift of the simulated properties.
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Figure 4.17: Points of the isotherms obtained by simulation at 200 K (asterisks) and

by flow tube measurements at 187 (open circles), 197 (filled circles), and 209 K (open

squares), shown in the linearised form of the BET isotherm. The inset enlarges the

data corresponding to very low pressures.

The value of the Γmono parameter is in a good agreement with the Γmax value of

the Langmuir isotherm, being (4.68 ± 0.01) µmol m−2 in the case of the simulated

data, while the experimental values scatter between 3.9 and 4.5 µmol m−2 depending

on the temperature. It should be noted that, similarly to Γmax, the Γmono value also

reflects the saturation of the α sites, since the molecules occupy the α sites first, and

hence the non-α sites of the first molecular layer are considered to be in an outer

layer from the point of view of the BET theory.

The difference of the adsorption enthalpies corresponding to the α sites and to

all other sites resulted in (12.3 ± 0.8 kJ mol)−1 from the simulation, again in a

reasonable agreement with the experimental data, which scatters between 7.2 and

12.2 kJ mol−1 at the different temperatures.
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4.3.2.2 Characterisation of the adsorption layers

Density profiles. Detailed analyses were performed on 5 sets of sample config-

urations corresponding to 5 different µ values. Thus system 1, characterised by the

chemical potential value of −59.79 kJ mol−1 corresponds to the case when even the

α type adsorption sites are not saturated. System 2, being at µ = −49.81 kJ mol−1,

prel = 0.0235 falls into the range where Langmuir theory still holds. In this system,

α sites are almost completely saturated. System 3 corresponds to the point where

the steepness of the Γ(prel) isotherm suddenly increases (µ = −44.83 kJ mol−1, prel

= 0.472). Thus, in this system, the first adsorption layer is saturated, but multilayer

adsorption does not occur yet. System 4 is at µ = −43.99 kJ mol−1, i.e., still below

the condensation point. This system is characterised by more than one adsorption

layer. Finally, system 5 at µ = −38.17 kJ mol−1 corresponds to condensed formic

acid. The molecular number density profiles computed in these five systems are

shown in Figure 4.18. The number density profile of the water molecules is also

indicated, as obtained in system 1.
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Figure 4.18: Number density profiles of the formic acid molecules in systems 1 (solid

lines), 2 (dashed lines), 3 (dotted lines), 4 (filled circles), and 5 (dash-dotted lines).

The number density profile of the water molecules in system 1 is also indicated (dash-

dot-dotted line). The inset shows the formic acid density profiles on a magnified

scale. The dashed vertical lines indicate the border of the first and second molecular

layers of formic acid.

The formic acid density profiles are consistent with the picture suggested by

the behaviour of the isotherm. Thus, in systems 1–3, the formic acid molecules

are all attached to the surface of ice, forming a monomolecular layer. The density
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profile obtained in system 2 is considerably higher than that of system 1; however,

it occurs exactly at the same position confirming that upon going from system 1 to

system 2 the same type of adsorption sites are occupied. However, when moving from

system 2 to system 3, the density peak of the adsorbed molecules becomes higher

and broader and it is also shifted somewhat toward the gas phase. This fact supports

our assumption that above prel = 0.04 an other type of adsorption site starts to be

occupied than below this value. In system 4, a second and also a third molecular

layer of the adsorbed molecules appear. The fact that the first density peak in this

system agrees well with that in system 3 confirms that the first molecular layer is

indeed almost fully saturated in system 3. Finally, in system 5, the simulation box

is entirely filled with formic acid, indicating that this system is already above the

condensation point.

Energetics of the Adsorption. The three types of interaction energy distri-

bution presented in Section 4.1.1.4 were calculated in the five systems analysed. The

distributions obtained in systems 1–3 as well as those in the first and in the second

adsorption layer of system 4 are shown in Figure 4.19.

The P (UTOT ) distributions obtained in systems 1 and 2 are very similar to each

other. In particular, they appear at the same position, suggesting that the lateral

interactions between the adsorbed molecules are rather weak. This is confirmed by

the P (UFA) distributions of the two systems, as the peak of this distribution appears

very close to zero in both cases. Upon further saturation the peak of the total

binding energy distribution gradually shifts to lower energies due to the increasing

lateral interactions. The P (UTOT ) distributions obtained in the first and second

layers of system 4 are rather close to each other; the mean binding energy value is

−78.4 kJ mol−1 in the first and −72.3 kJ mol−1 in the second layer.

The distributions of the P (U ice) and P (UFA) contributions to the total bind-

ing energy show a more detailed picture. Thus, in systems 1 and 2, the P (U ice)

distribution is unimodal, having its peak at very low energies, between −61 and

−64 kJ mol−1, indicating that formic acid molecules form two exceptionally strong

hydrogen bonds with the ice surface at the α positions. These values are also in a

reasonable agreement with the experimental value of the heat of adsorption of (−54

± 8) kJ mol−1, determined from the temperature dependence of the isotherm in very

low pressure range[109].

Upon increasing the surface coverage, another peak of P (U ice) appears at con-

siderably higher energies, i.e., around −20 kJ mol−1. The bimodal shape of P (U ice)

in systems 3 and 4 is in accordance with our former conclusion that the saturation of

the α sites is followed by further saturation of the first molecular layer by occupying
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of the binding energy of the adsorbed formic acid molecules

and the contributions coming from the formic acid – formic acid interaction (middle

panel) and from the formic acid – ice interaction (top panel). Solid lines: system 1;

dashed lines: system 2; dotted lines: system 3; filled circles: first molecular layer of

system 4; open circles: second molecular layer of system 4.

other (non-α) sites. The position of this second peak of P (U ice) indicates that at

these sites, the adsorbed formic acid molecules cannot form more than one hydrogen

bond, and this hydrogen bond is weaker than those formed at α positions.

However, this weak binding of the adsorbed molecules at non-α positions is ac-

companied by rather strong lateral interactions between these molecules. Thus, the

P (UFA) distribution in system 3 as well as that in the first layer of system 4 is

trimodal. The peak closest to zero can be associated with the molecules being at α

positions since these molecules do not have strong (hydrogen-bonding) interactions

with their neighbours. The second peak, located at about −33 kJ mol−1, is given by

the molecules that form only one strong (O-H· · ·O type) hydrogen bond with other

formic acids. The unusual broadness of this peak suggests that some of these mole-

cules probably also form a weak C-H· · ·O type hydrogen bond with another formic
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acid molecule. Finally, the peak located at the lowest energies is clearly given by the

molecules that form two strong, O-H· · ·O type hydrogen bond with their neighbours.

It is also seen that in the second layer of system 4, the P (UFA) distribution is

again unimodal, having its peak at about −75 kJ mol−1, indicating that in the second

layer, the majority of the formic acid molecules maintain two strong O-H· · ·O type

hydrogen bonds with their neighbours, probably by forming pairs of cyclic hydrogen-

bonded dimers. This finding is also in accordance both with the former computer

simulation result of Picaud and co-workers[79] and with the experimental finding of

Bahr and Kempter[111] on the adsorption of acetic acid on ice, namely that acetic

acid molecules form dimers above the saturation of the first molecular layer on the

ice surface.

Surface Orientation of the Adsorbed Molecules. To characterise the ori-

entational preferences of the formic acid molecules we defined the Cartesian frame

in the following way. Its x axis lies along the C-H bond of the molecule, pointing

from the H to the C atom, axis z is the molecular normal axis, whereas axis y is

perpendicular to the above two. It should be noted that, due to the planar structure

of the formic acid molecule, axis z of the local frame can always be directed in such

a way that angle ϑ is less than 90◦. The definition of this local Cartesian frame and

that of the polar angles ϑ and φ is illustrated in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: Definition of the local Cartesian frame fixed to the individual formic

acid molecules and of the polar angles ϑ and φ describing the orientation of the

surface normal vector pointing to the vapour phase X in this frame.

The P (cosϑ, φ) orientation maps of the adsorbed formic acid molecules in sys-

tems 1–3 as well as those in the first and in the second layer of systems 4 and 5

are shown in Figure 4.21. As is seen, in systems 1 and 2, the formic acid molecules

prefer the orientation characterised by cosϑ = 0 and φ = 180◦.

This orientation, illustrated in Figure 4.22, will be referred to here as orienta-

tion I. In this orientation, the plane of the molecule is perpendicular to the ice surface
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Figure 4.21: Orientational maps of the formic acid molecules of the first (first col-

umn) and second molecular layer (second column) at the ice surface in systems 1

(top row), 2 (second row), 3 (third row), 4 (fourth row), and 5 (bottom row). Lighter

colours indicate higher probabilities. The peaks corresponding to preferred formic

acid orientations relative to the ice surface are marked by I–IV.

(as reflected in the zero value of cosϑ), and the two O atoms point to the ice, whereas

the non-acidic H points to the vapour phase. Considering the fact that the water

molecules have four different orientations at the surface of Ih ice (see Figure 4.11),

the preference of the formic acid molecules for orientation I at low surface coverages

can easily be explained. Thus, in orientation I, a formic acid molecule can form two

strong hydrogen bonds with the surface waters, one by donating its acidic H to a

water molecule being in orientation 3, and the other one by accepting a dangling H

of a water of orientation 2.

It should be noted that this relative orientation of formic acid and water molecules

is also preferred in a cluster formed by one formic acid and two water molecules, as

shown by Wei et al. from ab initio calculations (see Figure 1 of Ref. [112]). On the

basis of this finding we can now specify the α type adsorption sites, which are thus
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Figure 4.22: Preferred orientations of the formic acid molecules belonging to the

first molecular layer at the surface of ice. X is the surface normal vector pointing

away from the ice phase. The C, O, and H atoms are shown by gray, red, and white

colours, respectively.

characterised by two neighbouring surface waters being in orientation 2 and 3. The

hydrogen-bonding scheme of the formic acid molecules at the α type adsorption sites

is illustrated in Figure 4.23a.

Figure 4.23: Possible hydrogen bonding patterns between (a) an adsorbed formic

acid molecule in the first molecular layer and surface waters, (b) two adsorbed formic

acid molecules belonging to the same molecular layer, and (c) two or three adsorbed

formic acid molecules belonging to two consecutive molecular layers, if the molecules

are aligned in one of their preferred orientations. X is the surface normal. The C,

O, and H atoms are shown by gray, red, and white colours, respectively.

The P (cosϑ, φ) orientation maps of systems 3–5 show that after the saturation

of the α type sites formic acid molecules are adsorbed at the ice surface in three

different, new orientations. These orientations are denoted as II, III, and IV. Both

orientations II and III correspond to the cosϑ value of 0, i.e., the plane of the molecule

is also perpendicular to the ice surface. The value of φ in orientation II is about

90◦, whereas in orientation III, it is 270◦. This means that the acidic OH group is

located at the vapour phase side of the molecule in orientation III and at the ice
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phase side in orientation II, while the O-H bond is almost parallel with the surface.

Finally, orientation IV corresponds to the cosϑ value of 1, i.e., when the molecule

lies parallel with the ice surface. Orientations II, III, and IV are also illustrated in

Figure 4.22.

Considering also the possible orientations of the surface water molecules, it is

seen that a formic acid molecule in orientation II or IV can form a hydrogen bond

with a water molecule in either orientation 1 or 4. The H atom donated by the water

molecule is accepted in both cases by one of the lone pairs of the hydroxyl O atom of

the formic acid. Further, a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl O of a formic acid

in orientation III and a dangling H of a water of orientation 2 can also be formed.

These possible water – formic acid hydrogen bonds are illustrated in Figure 4.23a.

It should also be noted that a formic acid molecule in orientation II and another

one in orientation III as well as two formic acid molecules in orientation IV can

form a cyclic, double H-bonded dimer with each other. In these dimers, both of

the hydrogen bonds are formed between the carboxylic O and the acidic H of the

other molecule. These possible hydrogen-bonding patterns between two formic acid

molecules within the same adsorption layer are shown in Figure 4.23b.

Analysing the orientation of the formic acid molecules in the second adsorption

layer it is seen (Figure 4.21) that in system 4 the dominant orientation is clearly

IV, however, in the case of condensed formic acid (system 5), orientations II and III

dominate, whereas orientation IV completely disappears. Further, in the first layer

of systems 4 and 5 only a weak trace of orientation IV can be observed. Clearly, a

molecule of orientation IV in the second layer can form two O-H· · ·O type hydrogen

bonds with two molecules of orientation III of the first layer, one accepting and

the other one donating the hydrogen (see Figure 4.23c). Further, a molecule of the

second layer being in either orientation II or III can form a cyclic dimer with a

molecule of orientation II of the first layer by two C-H· · ·O type hydrogen bonds.

Both of these dimer arrangements, shown in Figure 4.23c, correspond to a local

minimum of the formic acid dimer energy surface[107]. Obviously, a formic acid

molecule in orientation II and another one in orientation III as well as two molecules

in orientation IV can form cyclic, double O-H· · ·O bonded dimers also within the

second layer.

Now we can understand why orientation IV is not preferred in the inner layers

just only in the outmost one. Although a molecule being in orientation IV can

form two strong O-H· · ·O type H-bonds with formic acids of the previous layer, the

gradual completion of the adsorption layers does not favour such a lying orientation

as opposed to orientations occupying smaller area. On the other hand, molecules
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in orientation II and III can be H-bonded both to the layer beyond and beneath,

whereas a formic acid in orientation IV can only bind to the previous layer.

4.4 Adsorption of benzaldehyde

4.4.1 Computational details of the simulations

In modelling the adsorption of benzaldehyde on ice, a series of 29 grand canon-

ical Monte Carlo simulations was performed in the µ range between −70.31 and

−60.66 kJ mol−1 at T = 233 K. Water molecules were described by the rigid five-

site TIP5P potential[108], whereas benzaldehyde was modelled by the OPLS force

field[113] using the charge distribution calculated by Canneaux et al[114]. In accor-

dance with the original parametrisation of the TIP5P water model[108], and with

the results obtained for acetone, no long-range correction was applied.

The systems were equilibrated by performing 100−500×106 Monte Carlo steps.

The number of benzaldehyde molecules in the system was then averaged over 300−
400 × 106 equilibrium configurations. Finally, at selected chemical potential values

2000 sample configurations, separated from each other by 105 Monte Carlo steps

each, were saved for detailed analyses.

4.4.2 Results

4.4.2.1 Adsorption isotherm

The calculated adsorption isotherm is shown in Figure 4.24 in the 〈N〉 (µ) form.

As is seen, at low chemical potentials it shows an exponential increase up to the µ

value of about −62 kJ mol−1. The exponential increase of the isotherm indicates

that the adsorption of an individual molecule at the ice surface is independent from

the presence or absence of other adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules. Then, in the

chemical potential range between −62.0 and −61.1 kJ mol−1 the isotherm exhibits

a saturation plateau, where the surface density of the benzaldehyde molecules is

about 6.7 µmol m−2. This plateau corresponds to the presence of a particularly

stable adsorption layer.

Properties of this stable layer are analysed in detail in a following section. Finally,

between the µ values of −61.1 and −61.05 kJ mol−1 condensation of benzaldehyde

occurs; above this chemical potential the system contains liquid benzaldehyde.
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Figure 4.24: Average number of benzaldehyde molecules in the basic simulation box

as a function of the benzaldehyde chemical potential. The arrows indicate the three

systems considered for detailed analysis.

Considering the behaviour of the calculated isotherm we chose three different

chemical potential values at which detailed analysis of the adsorption layer is per-

formed. Thus, system I, corresponding to the chemical potential value of −63.75

kJ mol−1 is located at the exponentially rising part of the isotherm. At this chemical

potential value even the first molecular layer of the adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules

is far from being saturated. System II, being at the µ value of −62.21 kJ mol−1 is

located close to the saturation plateau, whereas system III is chosen to be at this

plateau, at µ = −61.44 kJ mol−1, where the benzaldehyde molecules form their

particularly stable adsorption layer.

Our numerical study was carried out jointly with the experimental investigation

of the group of Stéphane Le Calvé[115]. Their results are compared to ours in the

next subsections.

Comparison of the simulated and experimental isotherms. To convert

the experimental isotherm[115] to the Γ(prel) form the p0 value was extrapolated,

as it is not available in the literature, using the Antoine equation (see Eq 4.7). The

Antoine parameter values of a = 16.35, b = 3748.62 K, and c = −66.12 K[116],

corresponding to the pressure value in Torr units, were used resulting in the p0 value

of 0.295 Pa at 233 K.

From the calculated isotherm the value of µ0 was determined to be −61.075

kJ mol−1. The comparison of the experimental and calculated isotherms obtained
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at 233 K is presented in Figure 4.25. As is seen, the two isotherms are in excellent

agreement with each other. Although the simulation data correspond to slightly

lower surface coverage values, the two set of data agrees almost within the error bars

with each other.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of the experimental (full circles)[115] and simulated (open

circles) adsorption isotherms of benzaldehyde on ice at 233 K. The error bars of the

simulated data points are always smaller than the symbols. The inset shows the

same comparison in the entire 0 ≤ prel ≤ 1 pressure range. The arrows indicate the

three systems considered for detailed analysis.

It should finally be noted that the simulated isotherm clearly shows a non-

Langmuir behaviour above the pressure range explored in the experiments. This

isotherm is quite similar to those found in the case of methanol[75] and formic acid

(see Section 4.3), and is in a clear contrast with our previous findings concerning

the adsorption of formaldehyde[85] and acetone (see Section 4.2) on ice. This can

be interpreted in terms of possible strong lateral interactions of the adsorbed ben-

zaldehyde molecules.

4.4.2.2 Characterisation of the adsorption layers

Density profiles. The density profiles of the benzaldehyde molecules in systems

I–III are shown in Figure 4.26. In calculating these profiles the position of the

benzene ring C atom to which the CHO group is attached represented the position

of the entire benzaldehyde molecule.

As is seen, in system I the obtained profile is unimodal, having its peak at

the X value of 33.9 Å, just about 2 Å away from the point where the ice density
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Figure 4.26: Number density profile of the adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules in

system I (dash-dotted line), system II (dashed line), and system III (solid line).

The number density profile of the surface waters is also indicated (dotted line). The

insets show the contribution of the α (full circles), β (open circles) and γ (asterisks)

oriented benzaldehyde molecules to the total density profile in systems II (upper

inset) and III (lower inset).

drops to zero. This close contact with the ice phase suggests that the benzaldehyde

molecules in this system are probably lying parallel with the ice surface. In contrast,

in system II the density profile is already bimodal. The first maximum of this

broad curve is close to the position of the peak in system I, whereas the second

peak appears farther away from the ice phase, i.e., at X = 35.1 Å. The fact that

the profile is now split into two peaks indicates that the adsorbed molecules are

aligned in two different orientations relative to the ice surface. The difference of 1 Å

between the position of the two peaks suggests that the other preferred orientation

of the adsorbate molecules is probably close to be perpendicular to the surface.

Finally, in system III, the benzaldehyde density profile exhibits again a unimodal

peak, now at X = 35.4 Å, close to the position of the second maximum of the profile

of system II, and only a shoulder is seen around the X value of 34 Å. This main

peak is followed by a small second peak around the X value of 37.7 Å. This finding

suggests that i) in system III, i.e., when benzaldehyde forms a particularly stable

adsorption layer at the ice surface, the dominant orientation is already more or less

perpendicular to the surface (simply because the number of adsorbed molecules can

be maximised in this way), and ii) besides the saturated first molecular layer, traces

of a second layer are also present in this stable adsorption layer.
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Orientation of the Adsorbed Molecules. In analysing the orientation of

the adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules relative to the ice surface we defined the local

Cartesian frame in the following way. The origin of this frame is the O atom, its

z axis points along the O=C double bond, the y axis also lies in the plane of the

molecule and is oriented toward the benzene ring, while the x axis is perpendicular

to the molecular plane. The surface normal vector X is directed from the ice phase

toward the adsorption layer by our convention. It should also be noted that, due to

the planar structure of the benzaldehyde molecule, this frame can always be chosen

in such a way that φ does not exceed 180◦. The definition of this local Cartesian

frame is illustrated in Figure 4.27.

Figure 4.27: Definition of the local Cartesian frame fixed to the individual ben-

zaldehyde molecules, and of the polar angles ϑ and φ of the surface normal vector,

pointing, by our convention, away from the ice phase, X.

The P (cosϑ, φ) orientational maps of the adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules in

systems I–III are shown in Figure 4.28. Because the peaks or these maps are too

sharp as compared to the maps of formic acid and acetone, we chose here to use a

reverse colouring method, i.e., darker tones mean higher probabilities. As is seen,

at low surface coverages (i.e., in system I) the P (cosϑ, φ) distribution exhibits two

sharp peaks at the points characterised by cosϑ = 0.1, φ = 0◦, and cosϑ=0.1,

φ=180◦. These peaks correspond to the same preferred alignment, denoted here by

α, i.e., when the benzaldehyde molecule lies almost parallel with the ice surface and

the C=O bond declines slightly, by about 5 − 10◦ from the surface plane pointing

toward the ice phase with the O atom.

With increasing surface coverages another peak of the P (cosϑ, φ) map, marked

here by β, emerges around the point of cosϑ = 0.2, φ = 90◦. In system II this peak

is only seen as a small secondary maximum, but in system III it becomes dominant.
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Figure 4.28: Orientational map of the adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules in systems I

(left), II (middle), and III (right). Darker colours indicate higher probabilities. The

peaks corresponding to the preferred benzaldehyde orientations are marked by α,

β, and γ. These orientations are also illustrated. X is the surface normal vector

pointing away from the ice phase.

In this alignment the plane of the benzaldehyde molecule is perpendicular to the ice

surface, the axis of the C=O double bond forms an angle of about 15− 20◦ with the

surface, and the benzene ring points toward the vapour phase. Finally, in system III

a third orientation, corresponding to the cosϑ value of −1 is also slightly preferred.

In this orientation, denoted as γ the benzaldehyde molecule is again perpendicular

to the ice surface, but points straight away from the ice phase by its carbonyl group.

The preferred orientations α, β, and γ of the adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules are

illustrated in Figure 4.28.

To support our previous conclusions drawn on the density profiles about the

molecular orientations in system II and III, we also calculated separately the density

profiles of the molecules being in the distinct orientations. This kind of deconvolution

of the density peak is shown in the insets of Figure 4.26. This analysis reveals that

the first deconvoluted density peak (i.e. being at the smallest X values) in system II

and system III, similarly to the entire peak in system I, are indeed given by the

adsorbate molecules of orientation α. Further, the second peak of the deconvoluted

density profile, located at about 35.5 Å in system II and system III is given by

the molecules that are perpendicular to the surface. Benzaldehyde molecules of

orientation γ in system III give rise to the profile at high X values. Finally, it is also

seen that the molecules forming traces of the second molecular layer in system III
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Figure 4.29: Illustration of the strong attractive interactions between (a) a water

and an adsorbed benzaldehyde of orientation α, (b) a water and an adsorbed ben-

zaldehyde of orientation β), and (c) a benzaldehyde of orientation α and an other

one of orientation γ. X is the surface normal vector pointing away from the ice

phase.

are again in orientation α.

These orientational preferences can be understood by considering the possible

interactions the molecules can form in the given orientations. Thus, the interactions

of the molecules being in orientation α are maximised due to the lying position since,

in this way, their atoms can get as close to the previous layer as possible. The highly

electronegative O atoms of either the waters or the γ benzaldehydes located in the

first layer can interact with the enhanced electronic density of the benzene ring of a

benzaldehyde molecule. On the other hand, these lying molecules are able to form

hydrogen bonds with the flatly aligned surface OH groups[75] of the ice phase due

to the slight, 5− 10◦ deviation of the C=O axis from the exactly parallel alignment

with the surface.

Upon saturation of the first molecular layer, however, the increasing amount of

the adsorbate molecules increases the competition for the area to be occupied at the

surface, and hence the preference for the perpendicular orientations also increases.

Orientation β can be stabilised by a hydrogen bond formed with a surface water

molecule (see Figure 4.29b). The preference of the benzaldehyde molecules for ori-

entation γ occurs simultaneously with the appearance of the second molecular layer

in system III. This alignment is stabilised by the interactions formed with the α ori-

ented lying molecules of the second layer as it was detailed above (see Figure 4.29c).

It should be noted that the picture we have seen in the orientational preferences

of the adsorbate molecules is quite similar to that seen in the study of the adsorption

of acetone.

Energetics of the Adsorption. In order to analyse the energetic background
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of the adsorption the procedure presented in a former sections of this chapter (see

Section 4.1.1.4) was also performed. The resulting P (UTOT ), P (U ice) and P (UBA)

distributions are illustrated in Figure 4.30 as obtained in systems I–III.
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Figure 4.30: Distribution of the total binding energy of an adsorbed benzaldehyde

molecule and the contributions coming from the interactions with the other adsorbed

benzaldehyde molecules (middle panel) and with the ice phase (top panel) in sys-

tems I (dash-dotted line), II (dashed line), and III (solid line). The insets show

the contribution of the α (full circles), β (open circles) and γ (asterisks) oriented

benzaldehyde molecules to the P (U ice) distribution in systems II (upper inset) and

III (lower inset).

In system I, the distribution of the ice – benzaldehyde interaction P (U ice) is

unimodal, having its peak at about −64 kJ mol−1. The unimodality of this peak is in

accordance with our previous finding that here all the adsorbed molecules are aligned

in the same way. The mean value of this distribution is (−59.4 ± 5.1) kJ mol−1 (error

corresponding to the 95% level of confidence), which agrees roughly with the sum of

the mean ice – benzene interaction energy (−39 kJ mol−1 measured at the surface of

amorphous solid water at 141 K)[117] and the mean ice – formaldehyde interaction

energy (−27.3 kJ mol−1 obtained from computer simulation at the surface of Ih ice at
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200 K)[85] at low surface coverages. Further, this value is in an excellent agreement

with the experimental value of the adsorption enthalpy of (−61.4 ± 9.7) kJ mol−1,

obtained at very low surface coverages[115].

In system II the P (U ice) distribution is bimodal: besides its peak around −58

kJ mol−1 it also exhibits another, higher peak at about −38 kJ mol−1. This bimodal

shape is consistent with the dual orientational preferences of the adsorbed molecules

as the peak at lower energies is given by the α, while that at higher energies by the

β oriented benzaldehyde molecules (see the upper inset of Figure 4.30).

Finally, in system III, the main peak of the P (U ice) distribution appears at

about −34 kJ mol−1, and it also has two shoulders located at −58 kJ mol−1 and

−14 kJ mol−1. This distribution has also a second peak of smaller intensity close

to zero. As is expected, the shoulder at low energies is given by the few α oriented

molecules, while the main peak is related to the β oriented molecules. The high

energy shoulder can be attributed to the molecules of orientation γ, whereas the

peak around zero energies is given by the molecules of the second molecular layer as

they are already far from the surface (see the lower inset of Figure 4.30).

The P (UBA) distribution has a peak at zero and another one around−10 kJ mol−1

in system I. The zero energy peak is clearly coming from the isolated benzaldehyde

molecules. The presence of the other peak in the system of low surface coverage

indicates the tendency of the adsorbed benzaldehyde molecules for forming lateral

self-aggregates rather than being always isolated from each other. At higher surface

coverages, however, the P (UBA) distribution becomes unimodal, having its peak

around −28 kJ mol−1. This energy might be related to the π–π and dipole–dipole

type interaction of the neighbouring adsorbate molecules.

The distribution of the entire binding energy P (UTOT ) exhibits a single peak

around −75 kJ mol−1 both in system I and system II. The total energy of the

adsorption of a benzaldehyde molecule in these systems is rather low, and is also

comparable with multiple hydrogen bond forming adsorbates such as methanol[75]

or formic acid (see Section 4.3). The lack of the possibility of multiple hydrogen

bond formation is compensated here by either the strong interaction formed between

the benzene ring and a strongly electronegative O atom or the π–π and dipole–

dipole type interactions between two perpendicularly oriented adsorbate molecules.

Further increase of the surface coverage leads to somewhat weaker average attraction

experienced by the individual molecules, as is reflected in the fact that the peak of the

P (UTOT ) distribution appears around −50 kJ mol−1 in system III. This weakening

of the average binding energy is, however, overcompensated by the large increase

of the number of adsorbed molecules, making thus the saturated adsorption layer
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considerably stable.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a numerical procedure enabling us to thor-

oughly investigate adsorption processes in computer simulations based on the GCMC

method, as it has been demonstrated in the case of the adsorption of acetone, formic

acid and benzaldehyde at the surface of Ih ice. The questions posed in the introduc-

tion of this chapter are now answered, showing that the results of this procedure can

clearly contribute to the understanding of the adsorption processes at the molecular

level. Computer simulation techniques allow us to study the mechanism, the ener-

getic background as well as the driving force of the adsorption at the different stages

of the adsorption process.

We have seen that the studied isotherms can be characterised by a Langmuir-like

behaviour only in a low pressure range. This range corresponds to the occupation

of the adsorption sites by molecules being in a typical orientation. At this very

low pressure region the assumptions of the Langmuir isotherm are valid, and the

adsorbate – ice interaction is clearly the driving force of the adsorption. In studying

the adsorption behaviour and the possibility of multilayer adsorption one can also

use the BET isotherm, whose two of the three main assumptions are the same as in

the Langmuir theory.

The saturated monomolecular surface density obtained from the simulation al-

ways exceeds the monolayer capacity of the BET and of the Langmuir theory, as

these latter values correspond to the occupation of only one type of adsorption sites.

By increasing pressure, the adsorbate – adsorbate interactions become more and

more important, simultaneously with the decrease of the surface area available for

the adsorbates. These effects result in the change of the preferences for surface

orientations. We also identified the main type of interactions formed between an

adsorbate and a water molecule as well as between two adsorbate molecules. In the

systems studied, the former was always H-bond, whereas the latter might be either

dipole–dipole type interaction (in the case of acetone and benzaldehyde), or π–π type

interaction of benzaldehyde, or O-H· · ·O and C-H· · ·O type H-bonds between formic

acids leading to the appearance of cyclic dimers or intra-layer H-bonding motives.

In investigating the adsorption of formic acid and benzaldehyde, our computer

simulation study was performed jointly with experimental measurements, providing

thus the possibility of the direct comparison of our results with the experiments. For
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benzaldehyde and formic acid the agreement between measured and simulated data

was excellent. In the case of acetone the comparison was more difficult because of

the great diversity of the measured curves. Genereally, even if a reliable experimen-

tal adsorption isotherm exsists in the literature the comparison is not always easy

to perform because, on one hand, either the measured saturated vapour pressure

values are not available or the parameters of the Antoine equation do not produce

trustworthy result at the investigated temperature. On the other hand, contrary

to the experiments, the structure of the ice crystal in simulations is always perfect,

whereas real ice crystals have a defected surface that may result in enhanced adsorp-

tion capacity[101, 102]. Thus, an excellent accordance between experimental and

measured isotherms is not always achievable even if the potential models used in the

simulations are suitable for our purpose.

However, the reasonable reproduction of the experimental adsorption isotherms

as well as heats of adsorption is a clear test of the reliability of the potential model

used. In our studies, the experimental heats of adsorption were always very well

reproduced, confirming our choice of potential model in every case. The separate

analysis of the molecules giving rise to different density peaks or those being in

different orientations allows us to explain the scenario of the adsorption. We can also

interpret the possible structure of the adsorption layer by identifying the molecules

bound to the surface, and those binding to molecules being in the next layer.

The studies presented in this chapter doubtlessly demonstrated that the GCMC

simulation technique is a very useful tool in understanding the mechanism of the

adsorption processes, since, by the use of this technique, it is possible to reveal the

atomistic details, which are invisible in experiments. Furthermore, simulations can

provide predictive information on systems, which are under conditions that exclude,

or, at least, make difficult their experimental investigation.



Chapter 5

Water adsorption on soot

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have studied adsorption on the surface of ice, which is

known to be the most abundant atmospheric solid particle (see Section 2.4.1). Now

we will focus on soot, which is also very abundant in Earth’s atmosphere. More

precisely, we are now aiming at investigating the possible effects of the structural

and morphological characteristics of soot particles on the water adsorption. From

an experimental point of view, this phenomenon seems quite challenging, because

an exhaustive study requires geometrical, chemical and optical characterisation of

the primary carbonaceous soot particles[34]. Since in-situ measurements are hardly

feasible, the hydration properties of soot in real conditions, e.g. behind airplanes

are poorly known. It is thus again a situation where the real power of computer

simulation techniques can be exploited.

As it has been discussed in Section 2.4.2, the primary soot particles are found

to have an onion-like structure and a quasi spherical shape, with diameters ranging

between 5 and 50 nm. It is also known that soot may contain a certain number

of hydrophilic sites[39]. The presence of both such polar groups and micropores in

the structure of soot can explain the unexpected affinity between such carbonaceous

particles and water[118].

Form a theoretical point of view, a lot of studies have recently been published on

the adsorption of water in porous carbon[119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124]. Such a molec-

ular level understanding can be achieved by performing either first-principles calcu-

lations, or numerical simulations based on empirical potentials to describe the water–

soot interactions. In a series of previous papers, quantum chemical calculations[125,

83
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126, 127, 128] were used to characterise the influence of the polar OH, COOH, and

C–O–C (epoxide-like) groups on the water adsorption at a partially oxidised soot

particle of nanometer size. The results of these calculations clearly showed the pref-

erential adsorption of water molecules at carbonaceous surfaces containing carboxyl

rather than hydroxyl or epoxide-like groups, because of the possible formation of two

hydrogen bonds between the COOH group and the first water molecules. These re-

sults were confirmed by classical molecular dynamics simulations performed at finite

temperature using empirical potential models fitted to results of quantum mechanical

calculations[129, 130, 131].

Further, Moulin and co-workers[132, 133] carried out GCMC simulations to cal-

culate water adsorption isotherms on model soot particles of spherical shape. These

soot particles either consisted of carbon atoms only[132], or contained also a small

amount of oxygen atoms in the form of COOH and OH groups randomly distributed

inside and at the outer surface of the soot particle[133]. The main conclusion of these

studies is that the driving force of the water adsorption outside or/and inside car-

bonaceous nanoparticles mostly comes from the attraction of the already adsorbed

water molecules. The first water molecules can be trapped by hydrophilic chemical

groups, or by confinement effects in pores of small size. However, this latter con-

clusion might depend not only on the size of the pores, but also on the way they

are created in the carbonaceous structure. Indeed, these soot nanoparticles were

made of randomly distributed elemental chemical units on concentric spheres, each

elemental unit containing 19 C atoms arranged in five fused benzene rings.

Contrary to the work of Moulin et al. our goal was to study more realistic

carbonaceous particles that might thus be considered as trustworthy models of real

soot particles. The adsorption isotherms as well as the energetic and morphological

details of the adsorption process were then investigated and will thus be presented

in the following.

5.2 Computational details

5.2.1 Soot models

Two different types of soot particles were considered in our studies. The start-

ing point in the construction of type I particles was a soot ball with an onion-like

structure consisting of four concentric spherical fullerene molecules that can be char-

acterised by the radii of 7.04 Å (C240), 10.89 Å (C540), 14.36 Å (C960) and 18.15 Å
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(C1500). In this C240@C540@C960@C1500 particle the distance between two succes-

sive shells ranges from 3.5 to 3.8 Å, close to the distance of two successive graphite

layers[134]. Then, at the surface of each shell pores of a radius varying from 1.2

to 3.4 Å were created in randomly chosen positions. Two neighbouring pores were

separated by the distance of 3.0–6.8 Å from each other. Four models of this type,

consisting of 2976, 2376, 2207 and 2133 carbon atoms, respectively, were generated

with different pore densities. The resulting structures were then relaxed in a molec-

ular dynamics simulation, performed on the canonical (N ,V ,T ) ensemble at 298 K,

in which the C–C interactions were described by the reactive AIREBO potential[56].

The use of this potential allows to break and create bonds as it has been shown

in Section 3.1.3.2. These simulations were 48 ps long, using the integration time

step of 1 fs. This procedure resulted in four different soot models, characterised by

different carbon atom densities and morphologically different cavities. The particles

containing 2976, 2376, 2207 and 2133 carbon atoms, shown in Figure 5.1, will be

referred to in the following text as SI1, SI2, SI3 and SI4, respectively.

Figure 5.1: The four type I soot models: SI1, SI2, SI3 and SI4 containing 2976, 2376,

2207 and 2133 atoms respectively.

A different type of soot particle, marked as type II was also created using a

similar procedure. This model is based on the five-shell C60@C240@C540@C960@C1500

concentric fullerene particle. However, in contrast to type I models, here one single
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large cavity was created inside the soot ball in the following way: A second shell atom

was randomly chosen as the center of the initial cavity, and all carbon atoms being

located closer to the central one than 8.81 Å were then removed. The resulting

structures were relaxed in a molecular dynamics simulation with the use of the

AIREBO potential in the same way as in the case of the type I soot models. The

structure containing one large cavity is denoted by SII .

Figure 5.2: The C19HCOOH unit placed inside the type II soot model. The numbers

indicate the numbering of the atoms of this motive.

Figure 5.3: Type II soot models with and without the C19HCOOH unit inside: SII

and SIICOOH , both containing 2999 carbon atoms.

Finally, to study also the effect of chemical defects on water adsorption a modified

version of the SII soot model was also considered. In their work, Moulin et al.[133]

demonstrated that a carbonaceous surface consisting also of several COOH groups

can attract more water molecules than the pure carbon surface, whereas the presence

of the OH groups has no such effect. Therefore, in the modified version of the SII soot

particle the innermost carbon motive containing 19 atoms (i.e., what remained from

the innermost C60 fullerene after the removal of the carbon atoms) was substituted

with a C19HCOOH unit, consisting of five fused benzene rings (C19) as well as an

additional COOH group and a H atom anchored to the surface. The COOH group

and the H atom were placed to the C8 and C9 carbon atoms of this unit, respectively,
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breaking a double bond of the conjugate system.

The resulting C19HCOOH unit was then optimised in ab initio calculation[125,

126]. The atomistic structure of this unit as well as the numbering scheme of its

carbon atoms is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The soot ball obtained by substituting

the innermost carbon motive of SII with this C19HCOOH unit is referred to here as

SIICOOH . Figure 5.3 illustrates the structure of the type II soot particles considered.

The radius of all soot models considered here falls into the range of 17–18 Å.

It should finally be emphasised that these models are more realistic representations

of soot emitted by aircrafts or collected in flames than what was used in previous

studies[132, 133] in the sense that they are chemically stable. Indeed, soot models

considered in former analyses contained randomly distributed carbonaceous units

on concentric spheres in a non-optimised arrangement. In contrast, the stability of

the present models is provided by the use of the reactive potential in the relaxation

procedure.

5.2.2 Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations

In order to calculate the adsorption isotherm of water on the various soot models,

we performed a series of GCMC simulations at 298 K. The edge length of the basic

cubic simulation box was set to 85.27 Å in every case. Standard periodic boundary

conditions were applied. The value of the chemical potential was controlled through

theB parameter of Adams (see Eq 3.21). The simulations were performed at different

B values, ranging between −2 and 1.6, corresponding to the chemical potential range

of [−48.5; −39.6] kJ mol−1.

Water molecules were described by the rigid four-site TIP4P model[135]. The

interaction potential between the soot and the water molecules was calculated as

the sum of pairwise additive atom-atom Lennard-Jones contributions between the

atoms of the soot and of the water molecules. Hydrogen atoms were disregarded.

A second, electrostatic term of the interaction potential was also taken into account

coming from the interaction between point charges located on water molecules and

on the C19HCOOH unit. The charges of this latter were computed by ab initio

calculations[125, 126]. The parameters of these interactions are summarised in Ta-

bles 5.1 and 5.2.

The soot particles were regarded as indeformable rigid bodies in the simulations.

Moreover, the soot particles were considered as being chemically inert with respect

to water, i.e., water chemisorption or dissociation events were disregarded. All in-

teractions beyond the cut-off radius of 12.5 Å were truncated to zero. To perform
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Atom type Involved atoms ε / kJ mol−1 σ / Å

hydroxyl O O22 0.879 2.95

carbonyl O O21 0.707 2.99

carboxylic O C20 0.439 3.74

C-(COOH) C8 0.439 3.74

C(-H) C9 0.439 3.74

bare C all other soot atoms 0.273 3.40

Table 5.1: Lennard-Jones parameters corresponding to the different soot atoms. The

numbering scheme of the atoms of the C19HCOOH unit is shown in Figure 5.2.

Atom q / e Atom q / e Atom q / e

C(1) 0.02632 C(9) 0.03061 C(17) −0.07994

C(2) −0.00799 C(10) 0.01969 C(18) 0.08944

C(3) −0.03800 C(11) −0.02432 C(19) −0.03808

C(4) −0.01532 C(12) −0.06398 C(20) 0.70994

C(5) −0.05713 C(13) −0.02978 O(21) −0.50409

C(6) 0.0000 C(14) −0.04232 O(22) −0.58818

C(7) −0.06614 C(15) 0.00000 H(23) 0.45265

C(8) 0.14731 C(16) 0.00000 H(24) 0.07931

Table 5.2: Point charges located on the C19HCOOH unit, used in the calculation of

the electrostatic interaction between water and soot. The numbering scheme of the

atoms of the C19HCOOH unit is shown in Figure 5.2.

the simulations Mezei’s MMC code[88] was used. During the simulations water dis-

placement and insertion/deletion attempts were done in an alternating order. In a

particle displacement step a randomly chosen water molecule was translated to a

random distance by no more than 0.25 Å, and rotated around a randomly chosen

space-fixed axis by no more than 15◦.

In an insertion/deletion attempt it was tried either, by 50 % probability, to

remove a randomly chosen water molecule from, or, also by 50 % probability, to

insert an extra water molecule to the system. For inserting a molecule the cavity-

biased algorithm of Mezei[46, 47] was applied. The systems were equilibrated by

performing 6 × 108 Monte Carlo steps. In the production stage, the total number

of water molecules in the system was averaged over 4 × 108 Monte Carlo steps long

trajectories. For further analyses, 4000 equilibrium sample configurations, separated

by 105 Monte Carlo steps each, were saved at selected chemical potential values.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Adsorption isotherms

The adsorption isotherms obtained for the different I and II type soot models

are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. As it can be seen, the different type I

model soot particles have rather similar adsorption abilities. Although the adsorption

isotherm of the SI1 particle, i.e., the one being characterised by a noticeably higher

density than the others start to rise at lower chemical potential (i.e., at lower relative

pressure), type I particles exhibit a rather similar isotherm. To distinguish between

the water molecules adsorbed by soot particles and the ones being in the vapour phase

of the system we calculated the average number of water molecules being located

inside the soot particle, 〈Ninside〉 at selected chemical potentials. The obtained

values of 〈Ninside〉 are also included in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. As is seen, all the type I

soot particles can incorporate about 20 water molecules. In interpreting this result,

it should be noted that the largest pore inside these soot models is located in the

middle of the particle, inside the innermost fullerene layer, where a C60 fullerene

layer could be still incorporated. The obtained results suggest that the smaller

pores scattered inside the different type I soot particles in different densities and in

different ways do not play an important role in water adsorption.
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Figure 5.4: The adsorption isotherms obtained on type I soot models: SI1(squares),

SI2(circles), SI3(triangles), SI4(diamonds). Open circles correspond to the equilibrium

number of water molecules inside the soot particles.
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This picture is further refined by considering the results obtained for the two type

II soot models. As is seen from Figure 5.5, the addition of an internal COOH group

has a strong effect on the adsorption properties. Namely, the adsorption of water

starts at considerably lower chemical potential values (and, hence, at lower vapour

pressures) if the adsorbing soot particle contains also a polar COOH group in its

internal core. In this case, the water molecules directly bound to the single COOH

group can act as a condensation center. Thus, their presence in the system at lower

chemical potential values than what corresponds to the appearance of the first water

molecules in the bare carbon soot SII attracts also a number of other water molecules,

which are bound to these ‘primary’ waters by hydrogen bonding interactions. It is

also seen that the saturation part of the two isotherms almost perfectly coincides

with each other, both of the type II soots considered can incorporate about 65–70

water molecules, reflecting also the much larger size of the internal pore in the type

II soot than that in the type I soot particles.
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Figure 5.5: Adsorption isotherms obtained on type II soot models: SII(squares) and

SIICOOH(circles). Open symbols indicate the average number of waters inside the soot

particles.

It should be noted that hysteresis phenomenon is expected to occur when study-

ing the adsorption in such a porous media as our soot particles. To investigate the

possible effect of the desorption hysteresis we repeated, as a test, the calculation of

the adsorption isotherm on the SI2 particle starting the simulation from a box that

contained a particle full of water molecules. It turned out that the obtained desorp-

tion isotherm is almost identical to the adsorption isotherm indicating that there is
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no significant hysteresis related to water adsorption on this kind of soot particles.

The obtained results suggest that two possible factors might determine the ad-

sorption ability of the different soot particles. First, the size and shape of the pore

plays an important role in this respect. It is clear that the main driving force of

water adsorption in large apolar carriers, such as soot balls is the water–water inter-

action, i.e., the possibility of hydrogen bond formation with already adsorbed water

molecules[132, 133]. Therefore, adsorbing pores should be large enough, and their

shape should be sufficiently compact to host a large enough water cluster the mole-

cules of which can form a sufficient number of hydrogen bonds to stabilise themselves

in the apolar environment. If the pore is too small or it is simply too narrow then the

number of hydrogen bonded neighbours of the water molecules is limited by these

geometric constraints. In this case, the energy gain of the adsorbed water molecules

might not overcompensate the effect of the entropy loss accompanying their cluster-

ing, which prevents their adsorption. This seems to be the case in the smaller pores

of the type I soot particles. Further, the amount of water a soot particle can adsorb

is obviously related to the size of the pore inside the soot.

On the other hand, water–water interaction can only lead to the adsorption

of new water molecules if the soot already contains at least some traces of water.

Thus, the second possible factor that might determine adsorption is the ability of

the soot particle of attracting the first few water molecules. In other words, the

pores inside the soot might contain a few adsorption sites at which water molecules

can be particularly strongly bound even in the absence of other water molecules. In

this case, these first adsorbed waters can act as nucleation centers for the adsorption

at higher chemical potential values. This effect is clearly demonstrated in the case

of the type II soot particles, where the optimal location of the first adsorbed water

molecules can indeed initiate the adsorption of other water molecules, and it is also

likely to be the factor responsible for the fact that the adsorption isotherms obtained

on the different type I soot particles start at somewhat different chemical potentials.

In order to investigate the impact of these two factors, i.e., the role of the optimal

pore shape and of the optimal location of the first adsorbed molecules, in the follow-

ing we analyse in detail the position of the first adsorbed molecules inside the various

soot balls, the morphological properties of the pores in our various soot models, and

the energetic background of the adsorption process investigated.

5.3.2 Position of the first adsorbed molecules

In order to investigate the role of the position of the first few adsorbed water
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molecules we determined the position of the water molecules inside the SI2, SI3 and

SIICOOH soot balls at very low loadings, i.e., at the chemical potential values of

−46.52 kJ mol−1 (SI2 and SI3) and −44.03 kJ mol−1 (SIICOOH). In these systems,

SI2, SI3 and SIICOOH soots contain, on average, 0.064, 1.4 and 2.32 water molecules,

respectively. To map the position of the adsorbed water molecules we set a 120 ×
120 × 120 grid on each soot (using the grid spacing of 0.33 Å), and marked the grid

points at which an adsorbed water molecule is found at least ν times in our samples.

The value of ν is set to 1, 3 and 10 for the SI2, SI3 and SIICOOH soot balls respectively.

The maps of these first adsorbed water molecules inside the SI2, SI3 and SIICOOH
soots are shown in Figure 5.6. As is seen, in all cases there are some particular

regions of the largest, innermost cavity where these water molecules prefer to stay.

An equilibrium snapshot of the largest cavity inside the SI2 soot at high loading (cor-

responding to the chemical potential value of −39.86 kJ mol−1 and to the average

number of adsorbed water molecules of 23) is also shown in Figure 5.6. The compar-

ison of this snapshot (Figure 5.6b) with the map of the possible binding positions

of the first water molecules at low pressures (Figure 5.6a) shows that the positions

among which a few are occupied by the first adsorbed water molecules agree well

with the positions of the water molecules located in the pore at high loadings.

At low pressure, the binding positions in SI3 soot (Figure 5.6c) are located close

to the surface of the pores at points where it is locally of rather large curvature, and

hence a large number of close water–carbon contacts can be formed. Such positions

are typically located at the vicinity of a pentagonal face of the fullerene layer (as the

curvature of the fullerene surface is larger at the pentagonal than at the hexagonal

faces). Such a ‘nest’ for an initially adsorbed water molecule is marked by A in

Figure 5.6c.

As is seen, in this position the distance of the adsorbed water molecule from

all the C atoms of the nearby pentagonal face falls always between 3.4 and 3.6 Å.

Another possibility is if the water molecule is close to the C atoms of two consecutive

fullerene layers. An example for this is the position marked by B in Figure 5.6c, which

is located in a small pore, merged with the largest cavity inside the soot. In this way,

the water molecule occupying position B can be equally close (i.e., within 4.0–4.5 Å)

to a number of C atoms of the innermost fullerene layer and also to those of the

outer layer (not shown in Figure 5.6c for clarity).

Finally, Figure 5.6d shows the preferential location of the first water molecules

adsorbed by the SIICOOH soot. As is expected, these water molecules are almost ex-

clusively located around the polar COOH group of the C19HCOOH unit, presumably

forming multiple hydrogen bonds with it.
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Figure 5.6: Preferential positions of the first adsorbed water molecules inside the

(a) SI2, (c) SI3, and (d) SIICOOH soot balls at low loading. For clarity, only the inner

part of the soot balls is represented. An equilibrium snapshot of the water molecules

inside the largest cavity of the SI2 soot at high loading is also shown in this Figure

(b)

5.3.3 Analysis of the pore morphology

In order to investigate the role of the second possible factor, i.e., pore morphology

on the adsorption ability of the soot ball, we analyse here the size, the length and

the volume of the pores in our soot models. (It should be recalled that although

the pores were originally created by removing the C atoms located within a pre-

defined sphere from the soot ball, this initial spherical shape of the pores could

be severely modified during the relaxation of the soot particles in the molecular

dynamics simulations done with the reactive AIREBO potential, see Section 5.2.1).

Since this morphological study was not carried out by myself, we will not go into the

details, but for clarity, the basis of this analysis will be shortly summarised here.

A very efficient approach of studying the morphology of interatomic pores is based

on the Voronoi-Delaunay method[136, 137, 138, 139, 140]. In a three dimensional

assembly of atoms the Voronoi region of a given atom is the locus of the spatial

points that are closer to this atom than to any other one. If all the atoms are of the

same size, this region is the well known Voronoi polyhedron[141, 142].
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The Voronoi regions constructed for all atoms constitute a tessellation, namely

a decomposition of the space without gaps and overlaps. The edges and vertices of

the Voronoi regions pertinent to this tessellation constitute a network (called the

Voronoi network). Edges and vertices of the Voronoi network are the loci of points

that are equally far from the nearest three and four atoms, respectively. Thus,

each vertex of the Voronoi network corresponds to a quadruplet of four mutually

neighboring atoms, whose particular feature is that the inscribed sphere between

them is empty, i.e., does not overlap with any atoms of the system. Such a quadruplet

of atoms determines a tetrahedron, called the Delaunay simplex. Thus, the Delaunay

simplices represent the simplest cavities located between the atoms, and any complex

pore can be considered as a cluster of such simplices.

Further, each edge of the Voronoi network represents a fairway passing through

the narrow bottleneck between three atoms from one vertex to the neighbouring

one. These features make the Voronoi network a very convenient tool for analysis of

pores. Once this network is determined, the properties of the corresponding pores

can be easily analysed[138, 139]. Algorithms and programs for constructing the

Voronoi network can easily be found for the special case of uniform atom size[145],

whereas for the general case of atoms of different radii such an algorithm was recently

published[146]. It should be noted that our models consist of C atoms of uniform

size, with the exception of the two O atoms of the C19HCOOH units present in

the SIICOOH soot model. (Since the H atoms do not carry Lennard-Jones interaction

centers, they are also neglected in this analysis).

A physically meaningful way of defining pores is to regard regions of the empty

interatomic space that is accessible for a spherical probe of the pre-defined radius

Rprobe. Here we set Rprobe to be 1.4 Å, corresponding roughly to the size of a water O

atom. In this way, regions of the empty space between the soot C atoms that are ac-

cessible for a single water molecule are considered as pores. Thus, interstitial spheres

(determined by the Delaunay simplices) with the radius larger than 1.4 Å correspond

to the simplicial cavities accessible for our probe. Further, if the bottleneck radius

between two such neighbouring simplicial cavities is also larger than 1.4 Å, both of

them are included in the same cluster, and hence belong to the same complex pore.

In this way, all the pores accessible for a water molecule can be detected. Such a

pore can be described either as a cluster of the corresponding Delaunay simplices,

or as an aggregate of the (usually strongly overlapping) interstitial spheres, or by

the list of the surrounding atoms. The largest pores inside the five bare carbon soot

models considered are shown in Figure 5.7 as an assemble of empty spheres with

radii of at least 1.4 Å (the pore inside the SIICOOH soot particle is not shown here
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since it looks almost indistinguishable from that in the SII particle).

Figure 5.7: The largest pores represented by the combination of empty spheres

inscribed into the 5 bare carbon soot particles considered here as is resulted form the

Voronoi analysis. Different colours correspond to different radii from blue (smallest

one) to red (largest one).

In analysing the morphology of the interatomic pores in our soot models we

calculated the following characteristics. The volume of a pore V is calculated as the

sum of the empty volume of the corresponding Delaunay simplices. Pores can also

be characterised by the radius of the largest interstitial sphere (simplicial cavity)

belonging to them, Rmax, and by their length (i.e., the largest distance between

two points inside the corresponding aggregate of simplicial cavities), L. In the pore

morphology analysis we take into account only the largest pore in each of the six

soot particles considered.

The values of V , Rmax, and L corresponding to the different soot models are

summarised in Table 5.3. This table also contains the estimated maximum number

of water molecules that could be incorporated in the largest pore and in the largest

spherical cavity, Nmax and Nsp, respectively (assuming the experimental number

density of liquid water of 0.0334 Å−3), and the average number of water molecules

found to be adsorbed inside the soot at the highest loading, 〈N〉ads. As is seen, the
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pores can, on one hand, always incorporate considerably more water molecules than

what would correspond to the volume of their largest simplicial spherical cavity, but,

on the other hand, they never contain as much water as what would correspond to

their total volume. Instead, even at the highest loading the water content of these

pores is just 60–80% of their nominal capacity.

These findings suggest that (i) the water content of the smaller pores is negli-

gible (as even the largest pore is never completely filled), and (ii) similarly to the

pores themselves, the shape of the water droplets located inside them is highly non-

spherical as well. However, the shape of the water droplet does not necessarily follow

strictly that of the pore, as reflected in the difference of the 〈N〉ads and Nmax values.

Since the main driving force of the water adsorption on soot is found to be the for-

mation of possible new water–water hydrogen bonds, the shape of the water droplet

(and hence the number of the water molecules belonging to it) is determined by the

requirement that, within the constraints imposed by the pore shape, the hydrogen

bonding network of the adsorbed water molecules should be optimal. In particular,

narrow and elongated pockets of the pore, where the hydrogen bonding ability of the

water molecules is strongly limited by steric factors are likely not to be completely

filled.

Soot model V / Å3 L / Å Rmax / Å Nsp Nmax 〈N〉ads
SI1 803 18.5 4.89 16.3 26.8 19.7

SI2 1132 22.4 4.73 14.8 37.8 22.8

SI3 869 15.6 4.69 14.4 29.0 20.8

SI4 868 17.6 4.48 12.6 29.0 20.2

SII 2497 22.2 5.23 20.0 83.4 67.5

SIICOOH 2478 22.2 5.15 19.1 82.8 64.3

Table 5.3: Properties of the largest pores in the different soot models considered.

This requirement also implies that the more spherical a pore is the more efficiently

it can be filled. In order to demonstrate this, we calculated the value of 〈N〉ads/Nmax,

characterising the relative filling of the pores, as a function of the ratio of L/Rmax

(i.e., that of the linear size of the pore and the radius of its largest spherical cavity),

characterising the deviation of the pore shape from the perfect sphere. The obtained

data are shown in Figure 5.8. The correlation between 〈N〉ads/Nmax and L/Rmax

is clear for both types of soot, indicating that, at least in the case of not too much

different pores, more spherical pores can more efficiently be filled by the adsorbed

water molecules.
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Figure 5.8: Ratio 〈N〉ads/Nmax between the average number 〈N〉ads of water mole-

cules found to be adsorbed inside the soot at the highest loading and the maximum

number Nmax of water molecules that could be incorporated in the largest pore of

the soot as a function of the ratio L/Rmax between the length and the radius of the

largest interstitial sphere inside the pores.

5.3.4 Energetics of the adsorption

In order to investigate the energetic background of the adsorption in detail we also

calculated the distribution of the binding energy of the adsorbed water molecules, Ub

(i.e., their interaction energy with the rest of the system) as well as the contributions

coming from the interactions with the soot ball and with the other water molecules,

U sootb and Uwatb , respectively, for all the six soot particles considered. Note that

we performed these calculations at two chemical potential values corresponding to

a low and a high loading of the cavities. The low loading state can be located on

the isotherm at slightly below the chemical potential value where water molecules

start to occur permanently inside the cavity. High loading corresponded to a system

that was somewhat below the condensation, i.e., where the average number of water

molecules inside the cavity was maximum. The different chemical potential values

corresponding to different loadings for the six systems studied, together with the

corresponding average number of water molecules in the cavities are collected in

Table 5.4. The obtained P (Ub), P (U sootb ) and P (Uwatb ) distributions for the low

and high loadings are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for the type I and II soots,

respectively.

In the case of low loadings, the vast majority (i.e., at least 95%) of the adsorbed
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Soot model low loading high loading

µ / kJ mol−1 〈Ninside〉 µ / kJ mol−1 〈Ninside〉
SI1 −46.03 0.72 −41.09 19.7

SI2 −46.52 0.064 −40.35 22.3

SI3 −46.52 1.39 −40.60 20.8

SI4 −46.03 0.042 −41.09 20.2

SII −43.04 1.05 −41.07 67.5

SIICOOH −44.03 2.32 −41.56 64.3

Table 5.4: Chemical potential values and the average number of water molecules

inside the cavity both corresponding to the low and high loading of the six soot

particles studied.

water molecules are located in the vapour phase, being isolated from each other as

well as from the soot ball. This is reflected in the high and narrow peak of the

P (Ub), P (U sootb ) and P (Uwatb ) distributions at zero energy. In the case of the bare

carbon soots the energy of interaction of the few adsorbed water molecules with the

soot ball turns out to be around −10 kJ mol−1. In the case of the SI1 soot ball the

peak of the P (U sootb ) distribution is located at somewhat lower energies (i.e., around

−11 kJ mol−1) than for the other type I soots, where this value is always around

−8.5 kJ mol−1 (see the inset of Figure 5.9a). This difference is in accordance with our

previous finding that adsorption on the SI1 soot starts at somewhat lower chemical

potentials (pressures) than that on the other type I soot balls (see Figure 5.4), and

stresses again the role of the optimal location of the first adsorbed water molecules in

the adsorption process. It should be recalled that among the type I soots SI1 contains

far the largest number of C atoms, which is likely to be related with its ability of

more easily binding the first few water molecules than the other type I soots.

It is also seen from Figure 5.9a that in the case of the SI1 and SI3 soots, which

contain a much larger amount of water at the selected chemical potential than either

SI2 or SI4 (see Table 5.4), the P (U sootb ) distribution already exhibits a shoulder at its

high energy side, around −5 kJ mol−1. This shoulder reflects the presence of water

molecules that are weakly bound to the soot, as they are already bound by the other

adsorbed water molecules rather than by the soot ball itself. Correspondingly, the

P (Uwatb ) distribution of these soots shows a peak around −20 kJ mol−1 and another

one between −45 and −60 kJ mol−1. The former peak corresponds to waters with

one, whereas the latter one to waters with two or three hydrogen bonded neighbors.

It should also be noted that traces of the peak around −20 kJ mol−1 already appear

on the P (Uwatb ) distribution of the SI2 soot, clearly demonstrating that the main
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Figure 5.9: Distributions of the total binding energy of the water molecules (P (Ub))

and of the contributions coming from the interaction with the soot ball (P (U sootb ))

and with the other water molecules (P (Uwatb )) in the case of the SI1(full line),

SI2(dashed curve), SI3(dashed dotted line), SI4 (dashed dotted dotted line) soot at

(a) low and (b) high loadings.

driving force of the water adsorption on soot is the possibility of the formation of

new water–water hydrogen bonds with the already adsorbed water molecules.

The P (U sootb ) distributions of the type I soots obtained at high loading (Fig-

ure 5.9b) are rather similar to those corresponding to low loading. It should be

noted that now the majority (i.e., more than 80%) of the water molecules have

interaction energy of roughly −10 kJ mol−1 with the soot ball. This finding re-

flects the relatively small size of the largest pore of these soot balls, as even at high

loading the majority of the adsorbed water molecules is still in contact with the

wall of the pore. The P (Uwatb ) distribution exhibits a single, broad peak around

−63 kJ mol−1, indicating that the adsorbed water molecules form, on average, three

hydrogen bonds with each other. The peak of the total binding energy distribution

appears at −72 kJ mol−1, which agrees almost perfectly with the sum of the peak

positions of the P (U sootb ) and P (Uwatb ) distributions.

The distributions corresponding to the bare carbon SII soot ball show rather

similar characteristics with those of the type I soot. At low loading (see Figure 5.10a

and Table 5.4) the interaction energy of the adsorbed water molecules with the soot
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Figure 5.10: Same as Figure 5.9 for the SII(full line) and SIICOOH(dashed curve) soot.

ball has a peak at −6.5 kJ mol−1, reflecting the larger size of this pore, and hence

the smaller curvature of its wall than that of the pores in the type I soots. The

P (Uwatb ) distribution shows a peak at −20 kJ mol−1, corresponding to the water

molecules with one hydrogen bonded neighbour, and also traces of a small peak

around −40 kJ mol−1, reflecting already the presence of a few water molecules with

two hydrogen bonded neighbours.

In the case of the SIICOOH soot, however, the picture is rather different, at least

at low loading (Figure 5.10a). Here the P (U sootb ) distribution is bimodal, having

a peak at −40 kJ mol−1 and another one at −8 kJ mol−1. The first peak reflects

the water molecules double hydrogen bonded to the COOH group, whereas the

second peak corresponds to water molecules forming no hydrogen bond with this

group, but interacting with the nearby C atoms of the pore wall. These waters are

already hydrogen bonded to other waters, as reflected in the peaks of the P (Uwatb )

distribution at −21 kJ mol−1 and −45 kJ mol−1, given by waters with one and

with two hydrogen bonded neighbours, respectively. The peaks of the P (Ub) total

binding energy distribution, appearing around −60 and −40 kJ mol−1 indicate that

the adsorbed water molecules form either two or three hydrogen bonds with their

neighbors. In the light of our previous finding we can conclude that in the former

case both hydrogen bonds are typically formed with another water molecule, whereas

in the latter case two hydrogen bonds are formed with the COOH group and the

third one with a water molecule.
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The differences between the bare carbon SII and the COOH-containing SIICOOH
soots, however, disappear at high loading (see Figure 5.10b), in accordance with our

previous finding that the role of the polar COOH group is limited to the initiation

of the adsorption at low pressures. Here, the amplitude of the peak of the P (U sootb )

distribution of the SIICOOH soot at −40 kJ mol−1 is an order of magnitude smaller

than that at low loading, as hydrogen bonding with the COOH group now involves

only a small minority of the adsorbed water molecules. Further, the majority of the

waters (also not such a large fraction as in the case of the type I soots) are still in

contact with the pore wall, and they form, on average, three hydrogen bonds with

each other, irrespective of whether the soot contains a polar COOH group or not.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a study on the adsorption process of water on

chemically stable model soot particles by means of the grand canonical Monte Carlo

method, and related the characteristics of the pores inside the soot ball with their

adsorption ability. The obtained results clearly show that the main driving force of

water adsorption on soot is the formation of new possible hydrogen bonds with the

already adsorbed water molecules. We found that there are two important factors

influencing the adsorption ability of soot. The first of these factors is the ability of

the soot of accommodating the first adsorbed water molecules. Since the presence

of these molecules initiates the adsorption of other waters, the stronger these first

water molecules can be bound by the soot, the earlier starts the adsorption. This

can be achieved when strong hydrophilic sites are present in the soot. Furthermore,

higher soot density may also result in the enhanced affinity of water molecules for

being accomodated in soot cavities.

The other factor concerns morphological characteristics, primarily size and shape

of the pores. In general, adsorbing pores should be such that the hydrogen bonding

network of the water molecules filling them should be optimal. It turned out that

this requirement practically means that water molecules should be able to form, on

average, at least three hydrogen bonds with each other. This implies that too small

pores as well as narrow and deep pockets of the larger pores are not filled with water

even at high pressures. Although the adsorbed water droplet is found not to be

spherical, it turned out that, in general, more spherical pores can be more efficiently

filled with water at high loading.

It is also clear that the size of the pores is a crucial factor of the adsorption.
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Thus, smaller pores meet better with the first criterion, as the first adsorbed water

molecules can interact stronger with the nearby C atoms of the soot in a small

pore of highly curved wall. On the other hand, such pores satisfy less the second

criterion, as the hydrogen bonding network of water filling smaller pores is more

strongly restricted by steric factors. Our results thus suggest that there might be an

optimal range of pore sizes in soots which corresponds to the best water adsorption

ability of the soot, i.e., when it is able to bind a noticeable amount of water even at

rather low pressures.

Note that although we investigated only soot micropores in our study, the results

allow us to extend our conclusions to the interpretation of the stepwise structure of

an experimental isotherm obtained on kerosene soot (see Figure 2.3). The distinct

steps can thus be attributed to the gradual filling-up of the adsorption sites (pores

and pockets) being characterised (as we have seen form this study) by either different

size and shape or different amount of oxygenated functional (mainly COOH) groups.

Note that such a comparative GCMC study may reveal a lot of details of such a

complex process like the adsorption of water molecules on soot.



Chapter 6

Reactivity of soot particles

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present results concerning the effect of soot particles on the

atmospheric oxidation reaction of PAHs by OH. PAH molecules have a high affinity

for carbonaceous materials, thus the adsorption of PAHs on soot may influence their

abundance in the gas phase, and also their atmospheric chemistry[147].

Soot particles are difficult to characterise from a physico-chemical point of view,

as we have seen in Section 2.4.2. Their structure may be very diverse, their surface

may be oxidised to a certain extent, and they might be associated with organic and

inorganic materials at their surface. These result in the fact that soot is not a well-

defined chemical substance[148]. As a consequence, studies of the physico-chemistry

of PAHs on soot surfaces are very scarce.

Up to now, there have only been a limited number of controlled laboratory[149,

150] or field [151, 152] studies on the adsorption of PAHs onto soot, and, to our best

knowledge, there is only one paper devoted to the experimental study of the uptake

of aromatic hydrocarbons onto soot with a known surface area, as a function of tem-

perature and partial pressure[11]. In their study, Esteve et al.[153] characterised the

role of OH, NO2 and NO radicals on the reactivity of 11 polyaromatic compounds

adsorbed on graphite particles chosen as a model of atmospheric carbonaceous par-

ticles. In this study, all PAHs presented similar rate constants while reacting with

OH, and, compared to the reactivity in the gas phase, the heterogeneous reaction

with OH radicals seems to show a potential inhibiting effect of the graphite surface,

meaning that the mechanisms may be sensibly different[153].

Only a few theoretical studies have been devoted to the structural and energetic

103
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characterisation of the interactions between PAHs and carbonaceous surfaces like

soot, primarily due to the fact that these systems are too large for tractable ab

initio calculations. Indeed, a realistic theoretical simulation of intermolecular forces

requires high-level electronic quantum calculations to account for dispersion effects.

The term ‘high-level quantum calculation’ refers to the use of very large basis sets

and a precise description of the correlation energy. Even for a simple perturbative

approach, double excitations on two interacting molecules are necessary to mimic

dispersion effects. Large basis sets are also necessary to minimise both the basis set

convergence error and the basis set superposition error. Such high-level calculations

require a great amount of computational resources[154], and, as a consequence, they

can only be done for small systems, such as the benzene dimer[155].

Gonzalez and co-workers[156, 157] proposed a method called the Hartree-Fock

Dispersion model (HFD) to calculate the structure and binding energy of aromatic

clusters, following the work originally proposed by Hepburn et al.[158]. In this HFD

method, the calculation of the intermolecular energies combines an ab initio self-

consistent field (SCF) interaction energy with an empirical dispersion energy term

described by the London theory that provides a very efficient analytical approach

to account for dispersion effect[156]. The method was successfully used to describe

dimers of benzene, naphthalene, anthracene and pyrene, as well as the naphtha-

lene trimer[157]. However, even this simplified method is unable to handle large

soot/PAH systems.

Collignon et al. have developed a new method[159, 160], which is applicable

for large systems. The so-called semi-empirical-dispersion (SE-D) method, com-

bines the semi-empirical description of the electrostatic and induction interactions

with a sum of two-body London dispersion terms proportional to R−6 (R being the

distance)[159].

In my work, this new method was used to describe the interaction between a

PAH molecule and soot. This latter was replaced by a model particle as it is simpler

and better characterised than real soot. The model particle was chosen to be a large

graphene-like molecule consisting of fused benzene rings and having hydrogens only

at the boundaries to eliminate free valences. It should be noted that a real soot

surface is likely oxidised, and hence contains oxygenated functional groups, which

may influence the chemistry of PAH molecules. But, as a first step, a large, flat and

perfect carbonaceous surface was studied.

To investigate the oxidation reaction of benzene, naphthalene and anthracene by

OH radical in the gas phase as compared to that occuring on a graphene surface, I

used a new kinetic–statistical approach aiming at catching the differencies between
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the reactions taking place in the two phases. These oxidation reactions are known

to have a negative activation barrier, i.e., the transition state can be characterised

by a lower energy value relative to the separated reactants. The oxidation reaction

of a PAH molecule by OH is illustrated by the reaction scheme given in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the oxidation reaction of PAH molecules by OH radical.

The energy of the reactants (PAH + OH) is taken as the reference state for the

definition of the energies. PRC and TS define the pre-reactive complex and the

transition state respectively.

6.2 The SE-D method

In this model, an analytical term is added to a semi-empirical description of the

electrostatic interactions to account for dispersion forces in the calculation of the

total energy, which is thus written as

USE−D = USE + f × UD, (6.1)

where USE is the semi-empirical energy calculated at the AM1[61], PM3[63], or

MNDO[62] level of theory, UD is the dispersion energy, and f is a damping function

used to avoid singularities in the dispersion term at short intermolecular distances.

Note that these semi-empirical methods are proposed to reproduce, within a given

average accuracy, molecular geometries, heats of formation and some other ther-

modynamical data. These quantities are related mainly to chemical forces that are

responsible for bond energies. However, due to the reduced basis set used, it is im-

possible to reproduce a long-range quantum effect, such as dispersion. It is already

almost impossible to do it with even a ‘reasonably good’ ab initio approach. On
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the contrary, long-range electrostatic and induction effects are included in a more or

less realistic way in the calculations by the SCF procedure itself. It turns out that

the introduction of a sum of R−6 terms added at long distance to the SCF energy

appears as an elegant way to include dispersion, even if it requires some ‘savoir-faire’

for the estimation of these terms.

The dispersion contribution to the total energy is thus expressed as[161]

f × UD = −
Ng∑
i=1

Np∑
j=1

1

(1 + eα(R0−Rij))
×

[C
(6)
i C

(6)
j ]1/2

R6
ij

, (6.2)

where Ng and Np are the total number of atoms on the carbonaceous surface and in

the PAH molecule considered, respectively. Rij is the interatomic distance between

a surface atom i and the jth atom of the PAH molecule, and C(6) represents the two-

body dispersion coefficients used to calculate the C–C, C–H and H–H interactions.

The damping function f(Rij) has the two-parameter hyperbolic tangent function

form proposed by Gonzales et al.[156, 157], in which α and R0 are two empirical

parameters that control the behaviour of the damping function, and thus of the

dispersion interaction, as a function of the interatomic distances Rij .

The dispersion parameters α, R0, and C
(6)
j of the SE-D approach were fitted

for the combination with a semi-empirical calculation of the SCF contribution to

the interaction energy. The adjustment was performed on a set of ab initio and

experimental results for 22 PAH dimers and mixed complexes, aiming at defining a

transferable interaction potential for the calculations of dispersion energy between

aromatic molecules and large graphene clusters[159]. Here, we chose the transferable

SE-D parameter set suitable for use with the semi-empirical AM1 method because it

proved to give slightly more reliable results[159]. However, the present study is not

limited to the calculation of the interaction between PAHs and soot surface because

it aims also at characterising the oxidation of the adsorbed PAHs by the OH radical.

We thus extend the SE-D method to the calculations of the OH – PAH and OH –

soot interactions, which are then written as

UOH
AM1−D = UOH

AM1 −
N∑
i=1

1

(1 + eα
OH(ROH

0 −RiO))
×

[C
(6)
O,i]

R6
iO

, (6.3)

where the semi-empirical calculations are performed at the AM1 level for the consis-

tency with the calculations of the PAH – soot interactions. The sum over i includes

the total number N of carbon atoms in the system considered (soot + PAH), and the

C
(6)
O,i parameter for the oxygen – carbon interactions is taken from the literature[162].
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Note that all the hydrogen atoms are neglected in the calculations of the OH – soot

and OH – PAH interactions.

The determination of the best values for the αOH and ROH
0 parameters of the

damping function proved to be quite a delicate task, and it was performed in the

following way. We performed AM1 calculations to characterise the pre-reactive com-

plex (PRC) and the transition state (TS) corresponding to the oxidation reactions

of PAH molecules by OH in the gas phase. For benzene, the results show that the

equilibrium distance for the PRC is larger than 3.0 Å, and that the equilibrium dis-

tance for the corresponding TS is equal to 2.08 Å. To set up our SE-D model, we can

thus reasonably think that the dispersion interactions between the incoming OH and

the reacting benzene molecule play a significant role above 3.0 Å only, and should

vanish between 2.1 and 3.0 Å. This led us to choose a R0 value equal to 2.75 Å for

the O–C interactions in the OH–benzene system. The corresponding value of the α

parameter (α = 64.00) was chosen accordingly, to ensure a smooth disappearance of

the dispersion interactions between 2.0 and 3.0 Å [160].

Similar procedure was performed for naphthalene and anthracene, thus the cor-

responding parameter values were R0 = 2.95 Å and α = 16.00 for both molecules.

Note that the R0 values defined here are in agreement with values previously fitted

in the literature on the basis of DFT calculations[163]. Note also that we will assume

in the following that the parameters selected here for the O–C dispersion interactions

are transferable to the calculations of the interactions between OH and soot. All the

parameters used in the present calculations are given in Table 6.1.

benzene other PAHs

C
(6)

C 2207.94 2207.94

C
(6)

H 48.6 48.6

C
(6)

OC 1923.51 1923.51

α 3.96 3.96

R0 2.68 2.68

αOH 64.00 16.00

ROH
0 2.75 2.95

Table 6.1: Selected parameters for the dispersion contribution to the SE-D potential

calculated with the semi-empirical AM1 method. The parameters C
(6)

C , C
(6)

H , and

C
(6)

OC are given in kJ mol−1 Å6, whereas α is given in Å−1 and R0 in Å.

It is worth mentioning that such an approach that aims at describing inter-

molecular interactions in large carbonaceous systems on the basis of semi-empirical
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calculations shows similarities with methods recently developed to improve the semi-

empirical description of other systems for which refined quantum calculations are too

costly. For example, electrostatic and dispersion corrections have been brought to the

AM1 or PM3 semi-empirical energy to reproduce correctly the long-range behaviour

of the interaction potential in hydrogen bonded systems[164, 165, 166]. Similarly,

an atom-atom pairwise additive dispersion potential has also been recently added to

a semi-empirical description of the intermolecular interactions in biomolecules[167].

Furthermore, in the novel version of Gaussian program package (Gaussian 09) a

functional is now available for DFT + dispersion calculations. This functional seems

suitable for calculations involving carbon and hydrogen atoms. However, it fails in

describing systems containing O atoms[168].

6.3 The elements of our new method

6.3.1 Kinetic model

The kinetics of the oxidation mechanism presented in Figure 6.1 is governed by

rate constants corresponding to the separate elementary reaction steps. The two

first steps, schematised as

OH + PAH
k1⇀↽
k−1

PRC (6.4)

correspond to the formation of the (possibly excited) PRC, characterised by the rate

constant k1, and to the decay of the PRC to the reactants, governed by the rate

constant k−1. Then, the formation of the product through the transition state is

characterised by the rate constant k2 as

PRC
k2→ Product. (6.5)

Finally, it should be taken into account that the PRC can be quenched by collisions

with neutral particles as

PRC + M
k3→ PRCinactive + M. (6.6)

This quenching step is characterised by the second order rate constant k3 and M

may be any neutral particle that does not experience any chemical transformation

during the collision.
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Then the global reaction rate for the oxidation process (i.e., the reaction rate

for the formation of the product from the reactants) can be written in the following

form:

r =
d[Product]

dt
= k2[PRC] = k[OH][PAH]. (6.7)

If we assume now that the PRC is in a quasi-steady state, one may write

d[PRC]

dt
= k1[OH][PAH]− (k−1 + k2 + k3[M])[PRC] = 0. (6.8)

This leads to the expression

[PRC] =
k1

k−1 + k2 + k3[M]
[OH][PAH], (6.9)

and thus the total rate constant is expressed as

k =
k1k2

k−1 + k2 + k3[M]
. (6.10)

We can make now two additional assumptions. First, we consider the existence

of an equilibrium between the reactants and the PRC, thus the decay of the PRC to

reactants is much faster than the formation of the product, i.e.,

k−1 � k2. (6.11)

Moreover, under tropospheric conditions the pressure is low enough so that the

collisions with neutral particles are considerably rare events. We can thus assume

that

k2 � k3[M]. (6.12)

Finally, for the total rate constant, we obtain

k = k2
k1

k−1
= k2K, (6.13)

where K is the equilibrium constant of the formation of the PRC. Note that we

arrive at an expression similar to the one proposed by Atkinson and Cvetanović for

the characterisation of the addition of O atoms to olefins[169].
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6.3.2 Statistical model

The canonical equilibrium constant K for a gas-phase process is given by

K =
QPRC

QPAHQOH
e−E1/kBT , (6.14)

where E1 is the energy of the PRC with respect to the reference state (PAH +

OH at an infinite distance from each other), T is the absolute temperature, kB is

the Boltzmann constant, and QPRC , QPAH and QOH are the partition functions of

the pre-reactive complex, the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon and the OH radical,

respectively.

The reaction constant for the formation of the product according to the transition

state theory (TST) is expressed as

k2 =
kBT

h

Q‡

QPRC
e−(E2−E1)/kBT , (6.15)

where h is the Planck constant, E2 is the energy of the transition state with respect to

the reference state and Q‡ is the partition function of the transition state. According

to Eq 6.13, the product of Eq 6.14 and 6.15 gives the total rate constant k

k =
kBT

h

Q‡

QPAHQOH
e−E2/kBT , (6.16)

an expression in which E1 no longer appears.

Because we are interested here in the modification of the rate constant k upon

physisorption of the PAH on a carbonaceous particle modelling a soot surface, we

rather choose to evaluate the ratio of the total rate constant of the oxidation in the

adsorbed phase to the one associated with the oxidation in the gas phase, as

kads

kgas
=
QgasPAH

QadsPAH

QgasOH

QadsOH

Q‡,ads

Q‡,gas
e

−(Eads2 −Egas
2

)

kBT . (6.17)

Before calculating the different partition functions in Eq 6.17, we characterised

separately the various motions of the benzene molecule and of the TS in the gas

phase and on the soot surface.

As an illustration of the corresponding results, we give in Figure 6.2 the energy

curves obtained upon rotating the adsorbed benzene molecule around the z axis,

perpendicular to the surface of a C80H22 cluster modelling soot surface (Figure 6.2a)
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Figure 6.2: Energy curves obtained upon rotating an adsorbed benzene molecule (a)

around the z axis perpendicular to the surface of a C80H22 cluster modelling soot

and (b) around an axis parallel to this surface. Note that the relative energy (in eV)

is defined with respect to the maximum or the minimum of the energy curve. The

angles are given in radian.

and around the x axis parallel to this surface (Figure 6.2b). The energy barriers for

the rotational motion around the z axis (Figure 6.2a) are three times smaller than

the kBT value at room temperature, and, as a consequence, this rotational motion

can be considered as a free rotation in our calculations. Similarly, the rotation of

naphthalene and anthracene around the z axis can also be regarded as a free rotation.

In a similar way, Figure 6.2b shows that the energy variations upon slightly

tilting the admolecule around the x axis can be easily represented by considering

the admolecule as a 1D harmonic oscillator. In fact, this detailed study shows that

all the various motions of the adsorbed benzene molecule and TS can be described,

in a first approach, either by free motions as in gas phase or by the rigid rotor and

harmonic oscillator approximations. This leads to the following assumptions:

- the translational partition functions in the directions which are parallel to the

graphene surface (direction x and y) are the same in the adsorbed phase and in

the gas phase, due to the very weak interaction potential corrugation of the cluster

surface;

- for the same reason, the rotation around the z axis in the adsorbed phase can

be approximated by a free rotor;

- by contrast, the translation in the z direction (i.e., perpendicular to the surface)

as well as the rotations around the x and y axes are hindered due to the presence of

the cluster surface and have to be treated as vibrational motions.

- the OH radical can be considered as coming from the gas phase even for the

reaction taking place in the adsorbed phase (i.e., the OH radical arrives perpen-
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dicularly to the cluster surface). Indeed, preliminary calculations showed that the

OH radical is captured by the cluster when arriving parallel to its surface, thus the

oxidation reaction cannot take place[160].

- the internal vibrational modes and the electronic states are the same in the

adsorbed phase and in the gas phase for the benzene molecule and for the TS,

because of the weak interaction with the soot surface characterising a physisorption

process.

Using these assumptions, it turns out that the partition function ratios become

QgasPAH

QadsPAH

=
Qgas,PAHtrans,z

Qads,PAHtrz→vibr

Qgas,PAHrot

Qads,PAHrotx→vibrQ
ads,PAH
roty→vibrQ

ads,PAH
rotz

, (6.18)

and

Q‡,ads

Q‡,gas
=
Q‡,adstrz→vibr

Q‡,gastrans,z

Q‡,adsrotx→vibrQ
‡,ads
roty→vibrQ

‡,ads
rotz

Q‡,gasrot

. (6.19)

Finally, substituting the above equations into Eq 6.17, we arrive at the following

expression of the rate constants ratio:

kads

kgas
=

Qgas,PAHtrans,z

Qads,PAHtrz→vibr

Qgas,PAHrot

Qads,PAHrotx→vibrQ
ads,PAH
roty→vibrQ

ads,PAH
rotz

(6.20)

×
Q‡,adstrz→vibr

Q‡,gastrans,z

Q‡,adsrotx→vibrQ
‡,ads
roty→vibrQ

‡,ads
rotz

Q‡,gasrot

e
−(Eads2 −Egas

2
)

kBT ,

where the following analytical expressions valid for 1D and 3D rotations, 1D trans-

lation and 1D harmonic vibration, respectively, can be used for the calculations of

the partition functions:

Q1D
rot =

1

σ

√
8πkBT

h̄2 I, (6.21)

Q3D
rot =

8π2

σ

(
kBT

2πh̄2

) 3
2√

I1I2I3, (6.22)

Q1D
transl = L

√
mkBT

2πh̄2 , (6.23)
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Qvibr =
1

1− e
−hν
kBT

. (6.24)

In the above equations h̄ is the Planck constant divided by 2π, ν is the vibrational

frequency, σ is the symmetry number of the rotation, L is the finite distance (of

arbitrarily large extension) along which the molecule of mass m is permitted to move,

I is a 1D moment of inertia associated with the rotation axis defined in Eq 6.21, and

I1, I2, I3 are the three moments of inertia of a 3D rotor.

To obtain the vibrational frequencies of the various hindered rotational motions

we tilted the given molecule around its equilibrium position. The tilts are performed

by small angles around the x and y axes parallel to the soot surface and we simply

calculated the energy in the tilted positions (but we did not optimise it). Then, the

obtained energy values were fitted by a quadratic function (see Figure 6.2b):

Epot =
1

2
k(x− x0)2 + a, (6.25)

in which x denotes the tilt angle. The force constant k was then used for determining

the frequency:

ν =
1

2π

√
k

I
, (6.26)

where I is the corresponding moment of inertia.

A similar procedure was repeated for the vibrational motion (i.e., hindered trans-

lational motion) along the z axis, but by replacing the moment of inertia by the mass

of the admolecule in Eq 6.26.

The moment of inertia in the adsorbed phase was calculated around an axis per-

pendicular to the surface and passing through the center of mass of the admolecule.

Note that this axis was considered as the z axis in our calculations.

6.4 Results

As a first application, we investigated the details of the heterogeneous oxidation

reaction of benzene, naphthalene and anthracene adsorbed on a soot particle mod-

elled by either a C80H22 or a C150H30 cluster, depending on the size of the adsorbed

PAH molecule. To perform all energy calculations we used the Ampac 8 program

package[170] that was modified to include the determination of the dispersion term.
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Energies were calculated at the AM1-D level of theory. As an illustration, Figure 6.3

shows the three PAH molecules adsorbed on the graphene surface.

Figure 6.3: Optimised positions of the three PAH molecules studied, such as (from

left to right): benzene, naphthalene both on the C80H22 cluster, and anthracene on

the C150H30 cluster. The carbon atoms of the PAH molecules are marked by yellow.

Due to the symmetry of the PAH molecules studied, one can distinguish two tran-

sition states in the case of naphthalene (denoted as 1 and 2) and three in the case of

anthracene (marked by 1, 2 and 9), whereas benzene has only one transition state.

The numbering of the possible transition states of naphthalene and anthracene are

illustrated in Figure 6.4. The different constants describing the different motions of

the PAH molecules and of their transition states are collected in Table 6.2, Table 6.4,

and Table 6.6 in the case of benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene, respectively. The

resulting partition functions as well as the E2 energy values corresponding to the dif-

ferent transition states are presented in Table 6.3 (benzene), Table 6.5 (naphthalene)

and Table 6.7 (anthracene). All partition functions are evaluated at 298 K.

Figure 6.4: The numbering of the possible transition states of naphthalene (left) and

anthracene (right).

First of all, by comparing the energy values obtained in the gas phase with

those calculated at the graphene surface, we can see that the TSs are stabilised by

adsorption, i.e., the E2 values are lower at the surface than in the gas phase. Then

the values given in Tables 6.2–6.7 can be used in Eq 6.20 to obtain the kads

kgas ratios,
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Benzene PAH TS

Translation M = 1.29 M = 1.58

I1 = 29.5 I1 = 41.2

Gas phase Rotation I2 = 14.8 I2 = 32.1

I3 = 14.8 I3 = 20.8

σ = 12 σ = 1

Transl → Vibr M = 1.29 M = 1.58

ν = 15.7 ν = 15.0

Rotx → Vibr Ix = 14.8 Ix = 32.6

Adsorbed ν = 11.6 ν = 9.49

phase Roty → Vibr Iy = 14.8 Iy = 24.3

ν = 11.7 ν = 9.43

Rotationz Iz = 29.5 Iz = 39.5

σ = 6 σ = 1

Table 6.2: Molecular constants corresponding to the different types of motion of

benzene. The mass (M), moment of inertia (I), and frequency (ν) values are given

in 10−25 kg, 10−46 kg m2, and 10−11 s−1 respectively.

Benzene PAH TS

Translation 8.73× 1010 9.63× 1010

Gas phase Rotation 7.53× 103 1.87× 105

E2 1.26

Transl → Vibr 4.48 4.65

Rotx → Vibr 5.86 7.05

Adsorbed phase Roty → Vibr 5.81 7.10

Rotationz 27.6 192

E2 −3.35

Table 6.3: Molecular partition functions corresponding to the different types of mo-

tion of the benzene molecule and the energy of the transition state (E2) relative to

the separated reactants. E2 values are given in kJ mol−1. The translational partition

functions are given in L m−1 units L being a length parameter of an arbitrary value.
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Naphthalene PAH TS1 TS2

Translation M = 2.12 M = 2.41 M = 2.41

I1 = 94.8 I1 = 114 I1 = 119

Gas phase Rotation I2 = 67.9 I2 = 84.3 I2 = 98.1

I3 = 26.9 I3 = 44.4 I3 = 37.5

σ = 4 σ = 1 σ = 1

Transl → Vibr M = 2.12 M = 2.41 M = 2.41

ν = 15.6 ν = 14.1 ν = 12.3

Rotx → Vibr Ix = 26.9 Ix = 49.4 Ix = 42.8

Adsorbed ν = 10.8 ν = 8.36 ν = 9.01

phase Roty → Vibr Iy = 68.2 Iy = 87.5 Iy = 101

ν = 16.0 ν = 14.1 ν = 13.4

Rotationz Iz = 95.1 Iz = 113 Iz = 119

σ = 2 σ = 1 σ = 1

Table 6.4: Molecular constants corresponding to the different types of motion of

naphthalene. The mass (M), moment of inertia (I), and frequency (ν) values are

given in 10−25 kg, 10−46 kg m2, and 10−11 s−1 respectively.

Naphthalene PAH TS1 TS2

Translation 1.12× 1011 1.90× 1011 1.19× 1011

Gas phase Rotation 1.17× 105 7.36× 105 7.47× 105

E2 −6.32 −4.39

Transl → Vibr 4.50 4.91 5.56

Rotx → Vibr 6.24 7.93 7.40

Adsorbed phase Roty → Vibr 4.39 4.93 5.16

Rotationz 149 324 333

E2 −8.21 −6.25

Table 6.5: Molecular partition functions corresponding to the different types of mo-

tion of the naphthalene molecule and the energy of the transition states (E2) relative

to the separated reactants. E2 values are given in kJ mol−1. The translational par-

tition functions are given in L m−1 units L being a length parameter of an arbitrary

value.
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Anthracene PAH TS1 TS2 TS9

Translation M = 2.95 M = 3.24 M = 3.24 M = 3.24

I1 = 225 I1 = 258 I1 = 271 I1 = 241

Gas phase Rotation I2 = 186 I2 = 217 I2 = 238 I2 = 195

I3 = 39.1 I3 = 58.0 I3 = 51.3 I3 = 63.2

σ = 4 σ = 1 σ = 1 σ = 1

Transl → Vibr M = 2.95 M = 3.24 M = 3.24 M = 3.24

ν = 15.8 ν = 15.6 ν = 15.2 ν = 16.3

Rotx → Vibr Ix = 39.1 Ix = 62.8 Ix = 54.2 Ix = 63.4

Adsorbed ν = 11.4 ν = 8.38 ν = 9.56 ν = 8.31

phase Roty → Vibr Iy = 186 Iy = 222 Iy = 238 Iy = 198

ν = 20.9 ν = 16.2 ν = 21.4 ν = 21.5

Rotationz Iz = 225 Iz = 259 Iz = 269 Iz = 238

σ = 2 σ = 1 σ = 1 σ = 1

Table 6.6: Molecular constants corresponding to the different types of motion of

anthracene. The mass (M), moment of inertia (I), and frequency (ν) values are

given in 10−25 kg, 10−46 kg m2, and 10−11 s−1 respectively.

Anthracene PAH TS1 TS2 TS9

Translation 1.32× 1011 1.38× 1011 1.38× 1011 1.38× 1011

Gas phase Rotation 3.61× 105 2.03× 106 2.05× 106 1.94× 106

E2 −7.70 −5.76 −10.2

Transl → Vibr 4.45 4.50 4.61 4.32

Rotx → Vibr 5.98 7.92 7.00 7.98

Adsorbed phase Roty → Vibr 3.50 4.36 3.43 3.42

Rotationz 229 491 500 470

E2 −9.16 −7.92 −11.8

Table 6.7: Molecular partition functions corresponding to the different types of mo-

tion of the anthracene molecule and the energy of the transition states (E2) relative

to the separated reactants. E2 values are given in kJ mol−1. The translational par-

tition functions are given in L m−1 units L being a length parameter of an arbitrary

value.
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shown in Table 6.8.

kads/kgas

Benzene TS 2.48

Naphthalene TS1 1.09

TS2 1.20

Anthracene TS1 1.09

TS2 1.05

TS9 0.91

Table 6.8: Ratios of the rate constants between the gas phase and the adsorbed

phase.

As we can see, the obtained ratios are close to one, except for benzene, where

kads/kgas is somewhat higher than unity. The error and the reliability of this method

is difficult to estimate because there are many factors to be taken into account.

However, we may assume that the uncertainty (coming mainly from the inaccuracy

of the energy calculations) stays within the same order as, or is smaller than the

result itself. In other words, the efficiency of the method is better than qualitative.

We can thus conclude that the physisorption of the PAH molecules at a purely

carbonaceous surface does not result in a significant change in the reaction rate of

their oxidation by OH, at least within the approximations of this method.

Considering the obtained partition functions and energy differences we can estab-

lish that the primary inhibiting effect of the soot surface coming simply from the fact

that one side of the PAH molecule is hidden from the attack of OH is compensated

by the energy gain of the transition states due to the stabilisation by the graphene

surface. This enhanced stability in the adsorbed phase results in higher preference

for the oxidation reaction, which however, takes place only at one side.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter a new method and its first applications for the characterisation

of the PAH oxidation on soot have been presented. The development was motivated

by the lack of a theoretical method which is able to reliably characterise the reac-

tivity of large systems, such as PAHs on soot. Indeed, the methods available in the

literature that can handle this kind of large systems are poorly suited due to the

insufficient representation of the dispersion interactions that cannot be neglected in

the adsorption processes and oxidation reactions studied.
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To calculate the interaction energies, the SE-D method was thus used because

it was proved to properly describe the interactions between large aromatic systems,

and therefore it can be used to study systems for which full ab initio calculations

are prohibited because of their large size.

In our calculations the soot particle was modelled by a large, flat, defect-free,

graphene-like surface. Our results have shown that the physisorption of the PAH

molecules at the soot surface does not change dramatically the reaction rate of the

oxidation of PAHs by OH as compared to that occurring in the gas phase. It should

be noted that a real surface may contain chemical defects that can lead to the

modification of these results to an unknown extent. It should also be noted that the

rate constants in the adsorbed phase may depend on the coverage of the soot surface.

Moreover, the aforementioned capture of the OH radical by the surface can also lead

to different conclusions because this should decrease the efficiency of the oxidation

reaction at the surface. Finally, the aggregation or possible multilayer adsorption

of the PAH molecules makes also more difficult the comparison of the experimental

results with those obtained from the theory.

Nevertheless, the SE-D method represents a real improvement with respect to

other quantum chemical methods because it can be used for characterising very large

systems with relatively low computational costs. Furthermore, it can easily be used

to take into account finite coverages, and it can also be reparametrised to include

surface defects. Finally, it should be mentioned that the application of this method

can be extended to other carbonaceous systems, such as nanotubes and fullerenes.
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Conclusions and perspectives

In this thesis, I have presented a series of theoretical studies aiming at charac-

terising, at a molecular level, the adsorption of various compounds on the surface

of solid particles present in the Earth’s atmosphere. The corresponding numerical

studies were devoted to ice and soot particles which are abundant in the atmosphere

and which represent a major source of uncertainties in the current climate models.

The results presented here clearly show that atmospheric science may profit by

the use of theoretical methods. As a matter of fact, experimental research will never

be able to produce such an insight into the investigated phenomena that simulation

techniques and other theoretical methods do. Making models and predictions will

always be indispensable to obtain a complete picture of the examined processes. By

contrast, theoretical work is worth nothing without experiences, and it must always

be carried out and interpreted in light of the knowledge based on experimental data.

Doubtlessly, these two aspects fruitfully supporting and complementing each other

must be combined to achieve a more fundamental understanding of the phenomena

of our world.

My thesis has been based on three main subjects. The first has been devoted

to the study of the adsorption of acetone, formic acid and benzaldehyde on the

surface of ice. When carrying out adsorption measurements, owing to technical limi-

tations one has to face several restrictions which result in limited accuracy and range

of examination. The use of the GCMC method has not only provided adsorption

isotherms in the whole pressure range but also revealed the mechanism of the ad-

sorption processes by identifying the preferred orientations of the admolecules and

the corresponding interaction energies. Moreover, the fundamental role of hydrogen

bonding between the adsorbed molecules and the ice surface has been evidenced,
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as well as the increasing importance of the lateral interactions when increasing the

pressure. Above a certain pressure, these lateral interactions become finally the

main driving force of the adsorption which cannot be neglected in the interpretation

of the experimental data. The comparison of the results of these studies with the

experimental data has been excellent, which, on one hand, confirms the suitability

of the used potential models to describe the systems investigated, and, on the other

hand, stresses again the importance of simulation techniques in the study of hardly

observable processes. Further research should be directed toward the competitive

adsorption of different volatile organic compounds as they are present jointly in the

atmosphere, and to the role of defects (such as ions) in the adsorption processes at

the ice surface.

My second subject is concerned with the role of the characteristics of soot par-

ticles that might affect ice nucleation at their surface. For this purpose, water

adsorption on various particles containing, on one hand, cavities of different shape

and, on the other hand, carbon atoms of different numbers have been investigated.

The results have shown that the size and the shape of pores are of special interest:

The more spherical the cavity is, the more effective the adsorption can be. The pres-

ence of oxidised functional groups inside the cavity does not change the maximum

number of water molecules that may be trapped in it, but it enhances the affinity

of water molecules for the soot at low pressure. This results in the appearance of

the adsorbates in the cavity at significantly lower pressure as compared to the bare

carbonaceous particle. In the future, the adsorption of water on a non-rigid soot

particle, i.e., that can be deformed during the adsorption process should be studied.

Understanding the formation of soot particles at high temperatures could also be of

great interest.

The last topic of this thesis is related to the reactivity of soot particles in the

atmosphere. A new model has been presented to compare the oxidation reaction of

PAH molecules by the OH radical in the gas phase with that taking place when the

PAH molecules are adsorbed on a perfect carbonaceous surface. The soot–PAH inter-

action as well as the PAH–OH interaction have been described by the SE-D method,

which provides an appropriate energetic characterisation of large carbonaceous sys-

tems. The detailed analysis of the reactions taking place in the different phases has

revealed that the primary inhibiting effect of the soot surface (namely that it hides

one side of the PAH molecule from the OH attack) is compensated by the energy

gain of the transition state of the oxidation reaction. The joint quenching of these

two effects results in a similar reaction rate of oxidation of PAHs by OH in the gas

phase and in the adsorbed phase at a perfect carbonaceous surface. This research
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might be extended to the study of structurally and chemically defected surfaces, and

to the impact of varying surface coverage of PAH molecules on the reaction rate of

the oxidation. It should be mentioned that the accuracy of the theoretical results

obtained here (i.e., the accuracy of the parameters of the SE-D method) could only

be checked by comparison with experimental results on well-defined carbonaceous

systems which are unfortunately largely missing up to now. Finally, it is also worth

noting that the SE-D method could be extended to reactions taking place at other

carbonaceous surfaces such as graphene, fullerene, or nanotubes.
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Appendix A

Biased grand canonical MC techniques

Cavity bias of Mezei

As it was mentioned in Section 3.1.1.1, entirely random insertion and deletion

attempts in dense systems are quite inefficient thus getting such a system equilibrated

in the grand canonical ensemble would almost be impossible.

To overcome this shortcoming Mezei suggested[46, 47] a modification of the in-

sertion/deletion process which allows for insertion only at points where a cavity of

suitable radius RC exists. In this case the acceptance probabilities defined in Eq 3.19

and Eq 3.20 will be modified: V will be replaced by the volume of the subspace that

is formed by the union of all points that are centres of a cavity of radius greater than

or equal to RC . Accordingly, the insertion and deletion attempts will be accepted

with the respective probabilities

P insacc,CB = min

{
1, exp

[
ln

(
PCN

V

Λ3

)
− ln(N + 1)− β(∆U − µ)

]}
, (A-1)

and

P delacc,CB = min

{
1, exp

[
− ln

(
PCN−1

V

Λ3

)
+ ln(N)− β(∆U + µ)

]}
, (A-2)

where PCN is the probability of finding a cavity of radius RC or larger, provided

the system consists of N particles. In the above equations N denotes the current

number of particles, Λ is the thermal de Broglie wavelength defined in Eq 3.13, β is

the Boltzmann factor, U is the total potential energy of the system, while µ is the

chemical potential.

The realisation of the proposed sampling thus requires the computation of PCN
and the finding of a point that is the centre of a cavity of radius RC or larger. By

generating a number of uniformly distributed test points, and finding the fraction of

them that are in a suitable cavity, one obtains both a Monte Carlo estimate for PCN
and also a definite point where a new particle can be inserted. As the simulation

proceeds, the estimate of PCN will necessarily improve.

There is a possibility, however, that none of the generated points are found to

be inside suitable cavities. When this happens, the insertion is attempted randomly
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and the acceptance is according to Eq 3.19. In order to maintain the microscopic

reversibility, however, random deletion should be attempted as frequently as random

insertion. The frequency of this event is (1− PCN )Nt where Nt is the number of test

points generated. In practice, this means that when deletion is going to be done it

has to be decided whether an unbiased or a biased deletion will be attempted.

The adequate values of the two parameters, RC and Nt controlling the efficiency

of the simulation can be determined by short trial runs.

Rotational insertion bias of Cracknell and Nicholson

According to the basic concept of this methodology the biased insertion is based

solely on orientation and is independent of position[171]. The method defines an

insertion function f(r, ω) (analogous to PCN in the previous section) whose value is

proportional to the probability of an insertion being made at a particular position

(r) and orientation (ω). For an unbiased insertion attempt this function represents

uniform distribution. To normalise the insertion function in a particular volume V

at any possible orientations one gets

∫
drdωf(r, ω) = 8π2V. (A-3)

The modified acceptance criteria can be written as

P insacc,RIB = min

{
1, exp

[
ln

(
V

f(r, ω)Λ3

)
− ln(N + 1)− β(∆U − µ)

]}
, (A-4)

P delacc,RIB = min

{
1, exp

[
− ln

(
V

f(r, ω)Λ3

)
+ ln(N)− β(∆U + µ)

]}
. (A-5)

It is possible to demonstrate that the procedure can be carried out according to

the microscopic reversibility.

Now, one has to define the insertion function. Its definition may be arbitrary, but

the Markov chain of states will still converge to the same limiting value. A judicious

choice of f(r, ω) based on the geometry of the molecule will, however, greatly speed

convergence. Cracknell and Nicholson[171] used the following procedure for water:

The two axes were fixed to the position of the oxygen atom, the first axis was along

the dipole vector of the molecule pointing outward from the oxygen (a), whereas the

second one was parallel to H-H vector (b).
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For a trial insertion, the position of the oxygen atom is chosen randomly in

the simulation box. It is possible to choose the orientation of axis b randomly and

then that of axis a in a biased way. The insertion function f(r, ω) may thus be

written as f(ψ), where ψ is the angle of rotation around b. The configurational

energy of an insertion is then calculated at n equally spaced orientations ψp on a

circle setting a to each of the n trial orientations in turn. To maintain microscopic

reversibility, the position of the first point (ψp = 0) must be chosen in a systematic,

non-random fashion. At each of the n test points f(ψp) is proportional to the

Boltzmann weighting of the configurational energy. f(ψ) must also be calculated

for a trial deletion. When attempting a deletion, the configurational energies of n

test orientations of a are calculated as before, and f(ψ) is normalised. Then f(ψ) is

evaluated at the actual orientation of the molecule.

Appendix B

Long-range corrections used in computer simulations

LRC for the Lennard-Jones potential

As explained in Section 3.1.4, computer simulations frequently use a pair po-

tential with a spherical cutoff at a distance Rcut. It becomes useful to correct the

results of simulations to compensate for the missing long-range part of the potential.

Contributions to the energy, pressure etc. for r > Rcut are frequently estimated by

assuming that the pair correlation function (g(r)) is equal to 1 in this region, and

using that the ensemble averages of any pair function may be expressed with g(r)

one gets

Efull = Ecut + ELRC = Ecut + 2πNρ

∫ ∞
Rcut

dru2(r)r2, (B-1)

(pV )full = (pV )cut + (pV )LRC = (pV )cut −
2

3
πNρ

∫ ∞
Rcut

drw(r)r2, (B-2)

where Efull and (pV )full are the desired values for a liquid with the full potential,

and Ecut and (pV )cut are the values actually determined from a simulation using

a potential with a cutoff. In the above equations r denotes the distance of two

particles, ρ is the number density, u2(r) is the pair potential, whereas w(r) is the

pair virial function. For the Lennard-Jones potential these equations become
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E∗LRC =
8

9
πNρ∗R∗

−9

cut −
8

3
πNρ∗R∗

−3

cut , (B-3)

p∗LRC =
32

9
πρ∗

2
R∗

−9

cut −
16

3
πρ∗

2
R∗

−3

cut , (B-4)

where the asterisk refers to Lennard-Jones reduced units (E∗ = E/ε, p∗ = pσ3/ε

and ρ∗ = ρσ3, ε and σ being the parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential). In

the case of the (N,V,E) and (N,V, T ) ensembles, these corrections can be applied

to the results after a simulation has run. However, if the volume or the number

of particles is allowed to fluctuate, it is important to apply the corrections to the

calculated instantaneous energies, pressures etc. during the course of a simulation,

since they will change as the density fluctuates.

LRC for the electrostatic potential

The appropriate treatment of the electrostatic potential in molecular simulations

is quite a delicate task due to the slow convergence of the potential to zero, which

causes that the effect of a point charge is non-negligible even at long distances. This

may cause troubles as one is always restricted to simulate finite systems, thus lacking

interactions beyond the boundaries of the system may distort the results. However,

there have been some possible ways trying to handle these difficulties.

No long-range correction

Despite the inaccuracy of the complete neglect of the interaction potential beyond

the cutoff radius, this method can be used in certain cases, i.e. for isolated systems

(e.g. isolated soot particles in the atmosphere) or for systems being described by

potential models that were developed without long-range correction (e.g. TIP5P

water model).

In the very basic case, the Coulomb potential energy is cut by a straight spherical

cutoff truncation at a distance Rcut, so the potential function reads

UCSC(r) =
1

2

Nat∑
i

Nat∑
j 6=i

qiqj
4πε0

1

rij
H(rij ;Rcut), (B-5)

where i and j go over all the Nat atoms in the system, q denotes atomic point

charges, ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, rij is the interatomic distance,
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while H(rij ;Rcut) is the Heaviside step function whose value equals 1 if rij < Rcut

and 0 otherwise. (Note that the form of the above equation assumes that the rela-

tive permittivity of the medium between the charges is equal to unity.) This coarse

cutoff of the potential has two main drawbacks. First, the conservation of the total

energy will not be satisfied. Second, due to the discontinuity of the potential, at the

boundary of this region an artificial force emerges, which operates on an infinites-

imally narrow range of distance that cannot be incorporated while simulating the

dynamics of a system, thus it is often simply omitted. This causes the truncated

force to correspond to a different interaction function UCSC,off (r)

UCSC,off (r) =
1

2

Nat∑
i

Nat∑
j 6=i

qiqj
4πε0

(
1

rij
− 1

Rcut

)
H(rij ;Rcut) = UCSC(r) + UCoff (r). (B-6)

If this interaction function is considered, energy conservation will be satisfied.

However, this equation will only give the correct Coulomb energy of the system (the

work required to assemble the charges) in the limit of a very large cutoff radius. In

addition, the force does not vanish at Rcut, which is known to cause artefacts in

simulations. An alternative is to replace the step function by a smoother switching

function, which ensures not only the energy conservation but also that the force

vanishes at Rcut. The drawback is that the interaction energy and forces are modified

in the smoothing range, and atomic charges optimal for one switching scheme may

be inadequate for another one.

Reaction field correction

This methodology was first described by Onsager[172] and is widely used in other

fields of physics too. In this method, it is supposed that the rest of the system beyond

Rcut can be characterised by one relative dielectric constant εRF . All charges interact

with this constant dielectric medium, which manifests in the formation of an induced

point dipole (‘reaction field’). The correction to the total energy emerges then from

the interaction between the point dipoles and the dielectric field, and between the

point dipoles themselves. It can be demonstrated that the effect of the reaction field

can be written as a correction to the Coulomb potential:

UCRFC(r) =
Nat∑
i

Nat∑
j 6=i

1

4πε0

qiqj
r

[
1 +

εRF − 1

2εRF + 1

(
r

Rcut

)3
]
. (B-7)
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Note that this equation is only correct if charge groups (molecules) are never

cut even if some of their atoms are farther than Rcut from the center. The main

advantages of the reaction field correction method are that it is quick and easy to

program. The disadvantage is that a priori knowledge of εRF is needed which is not

always straightforward to determine in heterogeneous systems.

Ewald summation technique

This technique[60] makes it possible to take into account the interaction between

a charged particle and its periodic mirror images. The summation of the electrostatic

potential on the infinite lattice is conditionally convergent, i.e. the result depends on

the order in which we add up the terms. In this methodology, the periodic images

are taken into account sequentially by increasing the distance from the central cell.

As we add further terms (boxes) to the sum, we are building up our infinite system in

roughly spherical layers. When adopting this approach, we must specify the nature

(i.e. the relative permittivity) of the medium surrounding the sphere.

The principle of this method is that point charges are artificially screened down

by a charge (usually Gaussian type) distribution of opposite sign placed on the point

charges to make them short-ranged. Now the summation can be done easily in the

real space. In the second step a cancelling charge distribution of the same sign as

the original charge, and the same shape as the screening distribution is also added.

The cancelling potential distribution is then summed in reciprocal space. In other

words, the Fourier transform of the cancelling distributions (one for each original

charge) are added, and the total transformed back into real space. There is, how-

ever, an important correction: the recipe includes the interaction of the cancelling

distribution located in the center with itself, and this self term must be subtracted

from the total. Thus, the final potential energy will contain a real space sum plus

reciprocal space sum minus a self-term plus a surface term (depending on the nature

of the surrounding medium). The final form in a cubic cell can be written as

UCEw(r) =
1

2

Nat∑
i=1

Nat∑
j 6=i

 ∞∑
nx,ny ,nz

qiqj
erfc(κ ‖rij + L · (nx, ny, nz)‖)
‖rij + L · (nx, ny, nz)‖

+

+
1

πL3

∞∑
k6=0

qiqj
4π2

k2
exp

(
−k2

4κ2

)
cos(k · rij)

−
− κ√

π

Nat∑
i=1

q2
i +

2π

3L3

∥∥∥∥∥
Nat∑
i=1

qiri

∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (B-8)
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where erfc denotes the complementary error function, n = (nx, ny, nz) accounts

for the periodic images ((0, 0, 0) represents the central cell) in the real space, κ

determines the width of the Gaussian type screening charge distribution and L is

the box length parameter. If κ is chosen to be large enough, the only term which

contributes to the sum in real space is that with n = 0, and so the first term reduces

to the normal minimum image convention. The second term is a sum over reciprocal

vectors k = 2πn/L2. The last term applies if the surrounding medium is vacuum

and vanishes if the surrounding is perfect conductor.

A very important variant of the Ewald summation technique is the particle-

particle and particle-mesh (PPPM) technique that changes the way the long-range

part is calculated. This modification results in much less time need as compared to

the Ewald method.

Appendix C

Equations of state in describing phase coexistence

When performing a simulation in the grand canonical ensemble, it may be some-

times necessary to relate the chemical potential value of the simulated systems to

state points on the phase diagram. In case the pressure in the system is low enough

the ideal gas law can be used. At higher pressures, however, the behaviour of the

studied system deviates from the ideal situation. In those cases, appropriate equa-

tions of states can yield the relation between chemical potential and pressure. The

Peng-Robinson equation of state[173] proved to be very pertinent in examining the

equilibrium of coexisting phases. The corresponding equations read

p =
RT

v − b
+

aα(T )

v(v + b) + b(v − b)
, (C-1)

where p denotes the pressure, T is the temperature, R is the ideal gas constant, v

is the molar volume, α(T ) is a temperature-dependent factor, whereas a and b are

specific to the studied species:

a = 0.45724
R2T 2

c

pc
, (C-2)

b = 0.0778
RTc
pc

, (C-3)
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α(T ) =

[
1 +

(
0.37464 + 1.54226ω − 0.26992ω2

)(
1−

√
T

Tc

)]2

, (C-4)

where Tc and pc are the critical temperature and pressure, respectively, whereas ω is

the acentric factor and describes the non-sphericity of molecules of the given species

(e.g. ω of nobel gases equals 1). These parameters for water are Tc = 647.3 K,

pc = 22.048 MPa and ω = 0.344 The above equations can be used to determine

factor Z (compressibility), A and B:

Z =
pv

RT
, A =

ap

R2T 2
, B =

bV

RT
, (C-5)

and then to obtain the fugacity coefficient in a neat phase:

γ = exp

[
Z − 1− ln(Z −B)− A

2
√

2B
ln

(
Z + (1 +

√
2)B

Z + (1−
√

2)B

)]
. (C-6)

If multicomponent phases are studied the following mixing rules have to be applied:

a =
∑
i

∑
j

xixjaij , aij = (1− δij)
√
aiaj , b =

∑
i

xibi, (C-7)

where xi is the mole fraction of species i, whereas δij is the Cronecker delta. The

fugacity coefficient of component k reads

γ = exp

[
bk
b

(Z − 1)− ln(Z −B)− A

2
√

2B

(
2
∑
i yiaik
a

− bk
b

)
ln

(
Z + (1 +

√
2)B

Z + (1−
√

2)B

)]
.

(C-8)

The relation between the fugacity and the chemical potential is established by the

statistical mechanical equation:

µ = kBT ln

(
fΛ3

kBT

)
. (C-9)
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Modelling of adsorption on atmospheric solid particles

During the last decades growing attention has been paid to the atmospheric solid

particles. The most abundant atmospheric solid particles are ice and soot. Their

influence on the atmosphere might certainly be very complex: On one hand, these

particles may modify the composition of the gas phase by adsorbing various species;

on the other hand, they might induce heterogeneous reactions different from those

taking place in the gas phase. Since atmospheric processes are difficult to observe,

theoretical methods may contribute to better understanding and characterising

these processes.

My Ph.D. research has three main subjects. The first one concerns the adsorp-

tion of volatile organic compounds, which has been studied by the Grand Canonical

Monte Carlo method. This simulation technique allows us to obtain directly the

adsorption isotherm of different compounds by varying their chemical potential. I

have used this method to simulate the adsorption of acetone, formic acid and ben-

zaldehyde on the surface of ice. The results agree excellently with the measured

data, which shows clearly the relevance of the used theoretical method. Moreover,

the molecular details have also been determined such as the interaction energy dis-

tributions of the adsorbates as well as their preferred positions and orientations at

the surface. The obtained results allow us also to interpret the different adsorption



mechanisms.

My second research topic deals with the adsorption of water on soot. The soot

particles have been modelled by fullerene molecules of different size packed into

each other containing also holes modelling thus surface defects. The structure of

the soot particles has been optimised by the reactive AIREBO potential. Further, I

have determined the adsorption isotherm of water on these particles by the GCMC

method. My results show that morphological properties (the shape and the size)

of the cavity inside the soot particle have an important role in the adsorption

processes: The more the cavity is spherical the more the adsorption is effective.

The presence of oxidised functional groups inside the cavity does not change the

maximum number of water molecules that could be trapped in the cavity, but it

enhances the affinity of water molecules for the soot. This results in the appearance

of the adsorbates in the cavity at lower pressure.

The third topic is dedicated to the reactivity of soot particles in the atmosphere.

The influence of soot particles on the oxidation reaction of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) by the OH radical has been studied by comparing it to the

oxidation taking place in the gas phase. To study systems containing a lot of carbon

atoms such as soot and PAHs, a novel (kinetic and statistical) model has been

developed and applied to the oxidation of benzene, naphthalene and anthracene.

Interaction energies have been calculated by the SE-D method, which allows for a

reasonably precise and computationally non-intensive description of the soot-PAH

and PAH-OH interaction. The results show that on a perfect carbonaceous surface,

the reactivity of the PAHs against the OH radical does not change significantly in

the adsorbed phase as compared to the gas phase.
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Modélisation de l’adsorption sur des particules solides

dans l’atmosphère
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Depuis une dizaine d’années, une attention croissante a été prêtée à l’influence
des particules solides dans l’atmosphère. Les particules solides les plus abondantes
dans l’atmosphère sont celles de glace et de suie. Leurs impacts sur l’atmosphère
sont très probablement assez complexes : D’une part, ces particules peuvent modi-
fier la composition de la phase gaz par l’adsorption de différentes espèces ; et d’autre
part, elle peuvent également induire une réactivité hétérogène différente de la ré-
activité observée en phase gaz. Étant donné que les processus atmosphériques sont
très difficilement observables, les méthodes théoriques peuvent servir à mieux les
caractériser.

La recherche effectuée dans le cadre de ma thèse s’est concentrée autour de trois
sujets principaux. Le premier concerne l’adsorption des composants organiques vola-
tiles sur la glace qui a été modélisée par la méthode Monte Carlo Grand Canonique
(GCMC). Cette méthode de simulation permet d’obtenir directement l’isotherme
d’adsorption d’espèces gazeuses sur la glace en variant leur potentiel chimique. J’ai
utilisé cette méthode pour simuler l’adsorption de l’acétone, l’acide formique et le
benzaldéhyde sur la surface de glace. L’excellent accord obtenu entre nos résultats
et ceux des expériences montre toute la pertinence de l’approche théorique utili-
sée. De plus, les détails moléculaires de l’adsorption de ces trois composants ont



été déterminés tels que les distributions d’énergie d’interaction des adsorbats ainsi
que leurs positions et orientations préférentielles sur la surface de glace. Les résul-
tats nous permettent donc d’interpréter complètement les différents mécanismes des
processus d’ adsorption sur la glace.

La deuxième partie de mon travail est l’étude de l’adsorption de l’eau sur les
particules de suie. Les particules de suie ont été modélisées par les molécules de
fullerène empilées les unes sur les autres et contenant des trous modélisant les défauts
de la surface. La structure de ces particules de suie a été optimisée en condition
réactive par le potentiel AIREBO. Puis, j’ai déterminé les isothermes d’adsorption
de l’eau sur ces particules par la méthode GCMC. Mes résultats montrent que
les propriétés morphologiques (la taille et la forme) de la cavité présente dans des
particules jouent un rôle important dans les processus d’adsorption : Plus la cavité
est sphérique plus l’adsorption est efficace. La présence des groupements chimiques
oxygénés dans la cavité ne change pas la quantité totale des molécules d’eau qui
peuvent être piégées dans les cavités, mais elle peut induire une affinité plus élevée
des molécules d’eau pour la suie à très basse pression.

Le troisième sujet est dédié à la réactivité des particules de suie dans l’atmo-
sphère. Leur influence sur la réaction d’oxydation des hydrocarbures aromatiques
polycycliques (HAPs) par le radical OH a été étudiée en la comparant avec l’oxyda-
tion ayant lieu en phase gaz. Pour étudier des systèmes contenant un grand nombre
d’atomes de carbone comme la suie et les HAP un nouveau modèle (cinétique et
statistique) a été développée et appliquée pour l’oxydation du benzène, naphtalène
et anthracène. Les énergies d’interaction ont été calculées par la méthode SE-D qui
permet une description non-couteuse et raisonnablement précise des interactions
suie–HAP et HAP–OH. Les résultats montrent que sur une surface parfaite carbo-
née la réactivité des HAP vis-à-vis du radical OH ne change pas significativement
en phase adsorbée par rapport à la phase gaz.



Összefoglalás

Hantal György

Légköri szilárd szemcsék felületén lejátszódó adszorpció

modellezése

című doktori dolgozatához,

mely magyar részről Dr Jedlovszky Pál (Kémiai Doktori Iskola,
Eötvös Loránd Tudományegyetem, Budapest),

míg francia részről Dr Sylvain Picaud (Louis Pasteur Doktori Iskola,
Franche-Comté Egyetem, Besançon) közös irányításával készült.

Az elmúlt években fokozódó figyelem irányult a légkörben található szilárd szem-
csékre, azon belül is a két legnagyobb mennyiségben előforduló jég- és korom-
szemcsékre. Hatásuk a légkör kémiájára felételezhetően meglehetősen összetett.
Egyrészt módosíthatják a légkör összetételét különböző gázok adszorpciója révén,
másrészt szerepük lehet a gázfázisútól eltérő, heterogén folyamatok kiváltásában.
Légkörkémiai folyamatok megfigyelése azonban meglehetősen nehezen kivitelezhető,
ugyanakkor elméleti módszerek alkalmazásával mégis lehetőség nyílhat tanulmányo-
zásukra.

A doktori tanulmányaim során végzett kutatás három fő témára osztható. Az
első kutatási terület illékony szerves molekulák jégfelületen történő adszorpcióját
foglalja magában, amit nagykanonikus Monte Carlo módszerrel végeztem. E szi-
mulációs módszer az adszorpciós izoterma közvetlen meghatározását teszi lehetővé
a jég felületén a vizsgált anyag kémiai potenciáljának szisztematikus változtatása
révén. Ezt a módszert használtam az aceton, a hangyasav és benzaldehid jégfelületű
adszorpciójának tanulmányozására. A kísérleti és szimulációs eredmények kitűnő
egyezése alátámasztja az alkalmazott módszer relevanciáját. Ezen felül a három



vizsgált molekula adszorpciójának molekuláris részleteit is felderítettük, úgy mint az
adszorbeált molekulák kölcsönhatási energiájának eloszlását valamint leggyakoribb
felületi orientációit. A kapott eredmények fényében értelmezhetjük a különböző
jégfelületi adszorpciós folyamatok mechanizmusát.

Második kutatási témámat a vízmolekulák koromszemcse felültén történő ad-
szorpciójának vizsgálata képezte. A koromszemcséket egymásba helyezett kon-
centrikus fullerén molekulák együtteseként modelleztük. A különböző rétegekben
lyukakat hoztunk létre, majd az így kapott szerkezeteket a reaktív AIREBO po-
tenciál segítségével optimáltuk. Ezután a víz adszorpciós izotermáját határoztam
meg a szemcsék felületén nagykanonikus Monte Carlo módszerrel. Eredményeim
azt mutatták, hogy az adszorpciós folyamatokban fontos szerepet játszanak a szem-
cse belsejében található üreg morfológiai tulajdonságai (alakja és mérete): minél
inkább gömbszerű az üreg, az adszorpcó annál hatékonyabbnak bizonyul. Az üre-
gen belüli oxgéntartalmú funkciós csoportok jelenléte nem befolyásolja az üreget
kitöltő vízmolekulák maximális mennyiségét, de fokozza affinitásukat kis nyomáson
a koromszemcse iránt.

A harmadik kutatási területet a koromszemcsék légköri reaktivitásának tanul-
mányozására fókuszáltuk. A koromnak a policiklusos aromás szénhidrogének (PAH
molekulák) hidroxil gyök által történő oxidációs reakciójára gyakorolt hatását vizs-
gáltuk a gázfázisú reakcióval való összehasonlítás keretében. Az ilyen, nagy mennyi-
ségű szénatomot tartalmazó rendszerek, mint a korom és a PAH molekulák tanul-
mányozásához egy új, kinetikai-statisztikus modelt fejlesztettünk ki, és alkalmaz-
tuk a benzol, a naftalin és az antracén oxdiácójának vizsgálatára. A kölcsön-
hatási energiák számítására az SE-D módszert használtuk, ami a korom és a PAH
molekula valamint a PAH molekula és az OH gyök közötti kölcsönhatás – számítási
igényét tekintve nem drága, ugyanakkor mégis elfogadható pontosságú – leírását
teszi lehetővé. Az eredmények azt mutatták, hogy a PAH molekulák OH gyökkel
szembeni reakitivása a gázfázishoz képest nem változik számottevően egy hibátlan,
szénatomokból álló felületen történő adszorpció hatására.


